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Abstract

Rapid mobile data traffic growth is becoming in a reality and sev-
eral forecasts expect that it will be continued in upcoming years. It
is expected that significant indoor investment will be made not only
by traditional operators but also by facility owners for their own pur-
poses. A key challenge to such local network providers is provisioning
ever-increasing mobile traffic demand at the current level of production
cost per bit. A popular deployment strategy so far is deploying WLAN
networks. While denser indoor deployment is foreseen, the interference
from inside of a network as well as other neighboring operators can be a
limiting factor for higher capacity. Tighter interference management will
certainly provide higher efficiency in network and spectrum usage. Nev-
ertheless, costs to allow fast information sharing among access points
are necessary for advanced interference coordination. Moreover, man-
aging interference across networks owned by different operators raises
not only infrastructure cost but also the network interrelatedness which
operators are typically reluctant for business independency. When tak-
ing into account the cost and barriers for interference coordination, it
is still not so obvious that coordination in wireless broadband systems
will be advantageous to operators.

In this thesis, we address the operator benefit of downlink inter-
ference coordination in two aspects: 1) multi-cell coordination with
no interference from neighboring operators, and 2) inter-operator co-
ordination in shared spectrum. In order to deal with interference and
cost tradeoff analysis, we explicitly develop a techno-economic analy-
sis framework and reform a traditional cost model. Numerical results
indicate that the economic benefit of the multi-cell coordination sig-
nificantly depends on propagation conditions and average user demand
level. A self-deployed WLAN network can be the cheapest deployment
option in closed areas up to certain average demand level. Over the
demand level or in open areas, advanced joint processing schemes in
a cellular domain may be a viable solution. The drawback is that
it requires extremely accurate channel state information at transmit-
ters for practical usage. When inter-operator interferences is present,
asymmetric cellular networks will be likely to appear due to business
independency and selfishly compete to access spectrum with no or lit-
tle network-level coordination. A network designed for more fairness
with higher transmission power will have more benefit against the other
counterpart. Although asymmetric competition lets operators unfairly
utilize spectrum, sharing spectrum with reasonable geographical separa-
tion can outperform over static coordination, i.e., traditional spectrum
split. Tight cooperation to maximize a common objective can further
offer the performance benefit to both involved partners. However, the
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cooperation gain quickly diminishes as network separation and size in-
creases because self-interference becomes more dominant.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

When commercial mobile voice service was first introduced a couple of decades ago,
it drastically changed our lifestyles by freeing us from fixed line communications.
In a wireless system design perspective, a highly centralized cellular network was
desired for robust coverage to guarantee the real-time voice service quality which
directly affects revenue generation and customer churn. As the voice subscription
penetration was already saturated in most of developed countries and price compe-
tition among operators are continued, wireless service became a commodity in our
daily life. In this moment, smartphones were introduced in a terminal market, and
the second wave of wireless innovations has been triggered. With the combinations
of mobile broadband service, they made everyone enjoy various applications with
being always connected to Internet cloud. The flat rate pricing even accelerates
the success of mobile broadband service. It changes our lifestyles much faster than
when the mobile voice communication service was commercialized.

Changing Business Landscape: Emergence of Small Operators

The success of mobile broadband access is already creating severe capacity prob-
lems for many operators by causing a virtual data tsunami. As foreseen by many
industry players in Fig. 1.1 [4,11], explosive traffic growth is expected to be contin-
ued in upcoming years. New types of bandwidth-hungry applications, e.g., cloud
computing or web storage service will even speed up the needs for higher capacity
and faster mobile broadband access. The only feasible long-term solution to sat-
isfy the order of magnitude potential traffic increase is to densify wireless networks
while link spectral efficiency almost reaches the Shannon bound and spectrum it-
self is scarce [12]. Since data traffic grows much more significantly indoors than
outdoors [13], considerable new indoor network investments are predicted in a long
term. In business perspective, a key question is who will invest such indoor net-
works. Some indoor networks are now being deployed in public hotspot areas,

1
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Figure 1.1: Global mobile traffic: voice and data, 2010-2017 (regenerated from [4]).

e.g., shopping malls or stadium, by traditional wide-area mobile network operators
(MNOs) for offloading to mitigate the burden of the existing outdoor wide-area
systems. However, direct deployment by traditional MNOs may be hindered by
limited access to the various private indoor sites and the lack of new revenue gen-
eration for the extra indoor deployment. Instead, it is found and expected that
most of the indoor network investments will be made by the other market actors
for various reasons. For instance, hotspot operators, e.g., Boingo, Wayport and
theCloud, focus on providing nomadic Internet access to professional users at pub-
lic indoor areas with subscription-free pricing. There is also an increasing interest
in dedicated indoor networks by non-telecom players, e.g., facility managers, real
estate owners, and private companies [14]. The main driver is to own dedicated net-
works inside their own buildings to attract more tenants or their own customers,
e.g., office suppliers or hotels, regardless of their subscription contracts with ex-
isting MNOs. Therefore, the white-labeled hotspot operators or even the facility
owners themselves emerge as new important players in the indoor capacity provi-
sion. With this shift in network ownership, a number of distinct local area networks
owned and managed by non-traditional business entities are appearing at the close
distance of each other under the umbrella of existing wide-area networks as illus-
trated in Fig. 1.2. In terms of existing MNOs, the indoor investment by other actors
will be advantageous as well since traffic generated from their subscribers will be
significantly alleviated by non-traditional actors.
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Figure 1.2: Increasing number of local access networks deployed by various small
operators in shared spectrum [1].

Interference Management and Cost Challenges

In order for such small-sized operators to provide high-capacity in a specific loca-
tions, securing spectrum is essential. However, it would be unrealistic that every
facility owner has an exclusive access right to dedicated spectrum as traditional
licensees. In addition, unlike traditional wide-area network where coverage is a key
driver for network deployment, large spectrum is needed only in particular geo-
graphical locations where the small operators have site control and want to provide
high-capacity. Accordingly, shared spectrum is inevitable for local service provi-
sioning, e.g., unlicensed band or secondary access. Industrial, scientific and medi-
cal (ISM) radio band used for WLAN deployment already demonstrates one early
example. While the ISM band becomes overpopulated by the successful WLAN
deployment, the demand for commonly accessible spectrum by the small operators
continues to grow. Thus, regulatory bodies recently also envisage various ways
of shared spectrum for local usage [15, 16], e.g., authorized shared access (ASA),
licensed shared access (LSA).

In technology perspective, an IEEE 802.11 based WLAN system has so far
gained success thanks to its low cost and easy configuration. However, as WLAN
deployment is denser and more small-sized operators appear in the close vicinity,
considerable interference will be generated and have negative impacts on the indi-
vidual network performance due to limited interference coordination both within a
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network and between networks. Instead, interference has been more carefully dealt
in a traditional cellular network at the expenses of equipment and installation
costs, potentially increasing network capacity. Recent advances in technologies also
demonstrated that real-time multi-cell joint processing further increases resource
efficiency by ideally eliminating interference. However, it inevitably necessitates
high-speed backhaul and complex central baseband processing units which also
raise deployment costs [17, 18]. Besides of the technical cost for coordination, co-
ordinating inter-operator interference also needs cooperation in a business domain.
In other words, the high-level executive decisions should be predetermined before
engineering networks for inter-network interference management. However, opera-
tors are typically very reluctant to make business alliance due to the uncertainty of
future business although explicit advantages are identified, as reported in previous
studies in [19,20]. In the presence of technical cost and strategic barriers, it is still
not so obvious if interference coordination can give an operator benefit. Therefore,
the performance gain by coordination should be quantitatively assessed to iden-
tify the lowest cost deployment strategy in such ultra-dense indoor and hotspot
networks. This is the point of departure in this thesis.

1.2 Brief Literature Review

Interference management has been one of major research areas over decades in wire-
less communications. Various techniques were proposed and studied from classical
fixed partitioning of resource to recent precoding strategies in different resource
domains, e.g., transmit power, media access probability, beamforming matrix, and
physical antenna tilt. The level of coordination also differentiates them by static
coordination and dynamic coordination. Several survey papers in [18, 21] inten-
sively overview a number of method of interference coordination. However, typical
research directions in such technical analysis were developing algorithms or schemes
to provide the higher network performance at the given idealized access point (AP)
deployment rather than minimizing network cost offering the same network ca-
pacity. Therefore, cost factors to enable different coordination technologies were
not explicitly considered in a number of existing analysis. A few number of cost
comparison between existing wireless systems was mainly contributed by a techno-
economic literature with realistic cost figures from industries or specific markets.
However, they typically simplified the technical performance evaluation for analysis
convenience, e.g., capacity estimation based on arithmetic calculation [14, 22, 23].
More considerations on technical aspects in network cost comparison have been
done in a few studies, but with overly simplified interference models, e.g., averaged
constant interference [24,25].

Implementing advanced coordination techniques certainly affects a network ar-
chitecture and need costly extra infrastructure, e.g., fiber installation. However, if
cost to enable tight coordination can pay off the performance gain is still not ex-
plicitly discussed yet although interference becomes a key limiting factor in massive
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indoor deployment in shared spectrum. Accordingly, the network cost comparison
among system solutions with distinct coordination techniques is still missing with-
out a proper cost model depending on the level of coordination. Besides of the
technical cost for coordination, the strategic concern is one of major barriers in
the case of inter-operator coordination. Nonetheless, only a few number of studies
qualitatively discussed this [19, 20]. None of previous work modeled it with our
best knowledge for the quantitative comparison between different strategic deci-
sions. Most of system performance analysis in co-primary shared spectrum has
focused on a particular WLAN technology rather than the usage of cellular net-
works to increase system capacity. One of major differences in WLAN technology
from the cellular network is that the capacity of wireless networks may be further
increased by internally controlling self-interference by using the means of traditional
coordination techniques. Nevertheless, performance analysis on potential cellular
solutions in shared spectrum itself is a challenging task and is in the early stage of
research due to non-traditional potential selfishness between networks where intra-
network interference is coupled with interference from neighbors. In addition, when
uncertain interference from nearby operators is present, the performance of an in-
dividual cellular network becomes non-trivial. Only a few number of studies are
identified in the literature regarding network-level coordination in non-overlapping
geographical areas [26–28]. However, they assumed symmetric network deployment
which may not be so realistic in various local environments. Their analysis was
mainly intended to characterize the performance in competition rather than com-
paring the cost of candidate solutions with the different levels of coordination which
is our main focus in this thesis.

1.3 High-level Problem Formulation and Analysis
Approach

We mainly focus on an in-building scenario in urban areas which require a high-
capacity wireless access network. The time line behind this scenario is a near future
when much more wireless capacity is needed than current traffic demand. An un-
derlining assumption here is that network providers do not have access to dedicated
spectrum for local service provisioning. Existing MNOs still operate their wide-area
networks in exclusive licensed band so that interactions between the local networks
and traditional wide-area networks are the out of scope in this thesis. The key
analysis problem which this thesis concentrates on is the tradeoff relation between
interference coordination and its cost in order to design an affordable wireless access
network in shared spectrum. While the performance benefit of interference coordi-
nation is certainly expected, if its advantages to operators is sufficient to realize it
in practical systems is not so obvious since related cost and strategic concerns for
cooperation are also increased with tighter interference coordination. In this thesis,
we address a following high-level research question:

• When and where does interference coordination provide cost advantages and
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strategic benefits in the ultra-dense hotspot wireless networks?

To answer this high-level question, we introduce a techno-economic analysis
framework in shared spectrum that first defines a solution space in terms of tech-
nical coordination and strategic decisions. Then, we divide the high-level problem
into two subproblems to reduce problem complexity: intra-network coordination
and inter-operator coordination. The potential cost benefit of the intra-network
coordination is assessed by using an idealized radio network model. Since the net-
work cost is dependent on a specific market, our approach is assessing the required
number of base stations (BSs) of representative solutions as a function of increasing
traffic demand. We use these results as an input for the cost comparison by using
a simple cost model. Afterwards, we develop a simplified inter-operator coordi-
nation model where two neighboring cellular networks are internally coordinated
in order to understand the non-traditional cellular operation in shared spectrum.
Then, competition and cooperation strategies are analyzed in various asymmetric
network deployment and compared to examine the strategic benefit. The impact
of different propagation conditions of both intra-building and inter-building is fur-
ther assessed. Based on quantitative results obtained from the simplified models,
we will identify key factors to significantly affect the cost and strategic benefits of
interference coordination and draw general implications on the affordable system
design in shared spectrum.

1.4 Overview of Thesis Contributions

We now provide the overview of thesis contributions in the order of presentations
in this thesis. The contributions mainly consist of three parts: an overall techno-
economic analysis framework in shared spectrum (Chapter 2), the cost benefit
analysis of inter-cell coordination (Chapter 3), and analysis on cellular network
competition and cooperation in shared spectrum (Chapter 4).

Chapter 2

Unlike the traditional single operator in exclusive licensed band, the solution space
for the system design in shared spectrum is coupled with both strategic decision in a
business domain and different technical solutions. Thus, we provide a new analysis
framework to navigate the potential candidate solutions in a more systematic way.
In the framework, we explicitly define the key concepts as criteria to create the
solution space: coordination as a technical solution and cooperation as a strategic
decision. Then, an extended cost model to capture new cost factors from potential
inter-operator relation is discussed. Full descriptions will be found in:

• Paper 1. D. H. Kang, K. W. Sung, and J. Zander, “High Capacity Indoor &
Hotspot Wireless System in Shared Spectrum-A Techno-Economic Analysis",
submitted to IEEE Communications Magazine, 2012.
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The author of this proposal, acted as the lead author, mainly wrote a paper and
elaborated the main concepts of the framework. The conceptual framework and
cost models were jointly developed with Ki Won Sung and Jens Zander who also
participated in editing the paper.

Chapter 3

The cost benefit of inter-cell interference coordination is assessed based on a simple
cost model. Specifically, if cost for location planning and cost for installing optical
fiber for advanced MAC and PHY techniques can pay off the performance gain
is quantitatively investigated. The answer is that it can pay off for a given plan-
ning and backhaul cost per AP particularly when user demand level becomes very
high. However, results show that the answers significantly depends on propagation
condition since relatively obstructed indoor environments considerably reduce the
performance gain of coordinated cellular systems. More detail results and model
assumptions can be found in the following papers:

• Paper 2. D. H. Kang, K. W. Sung, and J. Zander, “Cost and Feasibil-
ity Analysis of Self-deployed Cellular Networks", in Proc. IEEE PIMRC,
Toronto, Canada, Sep. 2011.

• Paper 3. D. H. Kang, K. W. Sung, and J. Zander, “Is Multicell Interference
Coordination Worthwhile in Indoor Wireless Broadband Systems", to appear
in IEEE Globecom, Anaheim, USA, Dec. 2012.

• Paper 4. D. H. Kang, K. W. Sung, and J. Zander, “Cost Efficient High Ca-
pacity Indoor Wireless Access: Denser Wi-Fi or Coordinated Pico-cellular?",
submitted to IEEE transactions on wireless communications, 2012.

The original problem formulation and the simulation methodologies were imple-
mented by the author of this thesis, who also acted as the main author of writing
papers. However, these ideas were refined in close collaboration with Ki Won Sung
and Jens Zander who offered valuable feedbacks on writing and conclusion.

Chapter 4

In this chapter, coordination on inter-operator interference was analyzed in two
solution domains, i.e., competition and cooperation. Two key questions are mainly
asked: 1) what is the impact of independent network configurations on a competing
cellular network particularly in terms of transmit power capability and fairness
objective? and 2) can the potential cooperation incentive be sufficient to suppress
the strategic cost? It is shown that independent network configuration leads to
performance loss in one competing network. However, the spectrum sharing can
be beneficial than fixed spectrum split with proper regulation on transmit power.
Under the same power constraint, positive cooperation gain can be identified even
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when different types of fairness is required. However, it quickly diminishes with
realistic inter-building propagation loss. The more detailed results of these studies
are provided in the following papers:

• Paper 5. D. H. Kang, Z. Li, Q. Luo, F. Fathali, A. Vizcaino, and J. Zan-
der, “Impact of Asymmetric Transmission Power on Operator Competition
in Shared Spectrum", in Proc. IEEE Swedish Communication Technologies
Workshop (SWE-CTW), Lund, Sweden, Oct. 2012.

• Paper 6. D. H. Kang, K. W. Sung, and J. Zander, “Operator Competition
with Asymmetric Strategies in Shared Spectrum", in Proc. IEEE WCNC,
Paris, France, Apr. 2012.

• Paper 7. D. H. Kang, K. W. Sung, and J. Zander, “Cooperation and Com-
petition between Wireless Networks in Shared Spectrum", in Proc. IEEE
PIMRC, Toronto, Canada, Sep. 2011.

The first paper was coauthored with the students of IK2511 wireless project course
(the course was given during the Winter of 2011). The author of this thesis proposed
the original problem formulation and acted as the leading author for the paper.
Ideas were refined with the other student coauthors, who implemented simulation
code to obtain the numerical results. Jens Zander revised the abstract and guided
the conclusions of the paper. In the second and the third paper, the author of this
thesis proposed the problem statement. Ki Won Sung and Jens Zander gave the
valuable feedback during the discussions on the results and insights in the direction
of the paper.

1.5 Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized in five chapters. Chapter 2 provides the
conceptual framework for defining a solution space in shared spectrum. In Chap-
ter 3, coordinating self-interference within a network and its cost is examined by
comparing different system solutions when deployment density is very high. Then,
the impact of independent network deployment in shared spectrum and cooperation
incentive between operators are assessed in Chapter 4 when two neighboring cellu-
lar networks interfere each other. Finally, we conclude this thesis with discussions
on limitation and future work in Chapter 5.



Chapter 2

Techno-economic Analysis
Framework

Recall that our scenario is typical urban areas where multiple buildings are nearby
and local operators desire to provision very high capacity in shared spectrum. Fun-
damentally, operators aim to maximize the return on investment by providing wire-
less access services. While profit in future is generally hard to predict due to market
uncertainty, a basic network design problem that the operators are facing is mini-
mizing total network cost to satisfy expected user demand in a particular physical
environment. In order to achieve this, the cost of different system design candidates
should be compared under a certain technical requirement. The indoor and hotspot
system design in shared spectrum is inherently a multi-dimensional problem where
technology, business, and regulatory issues are interwined. We provide Fig. Ta-
ble 2.1 to show fundamental differences between a design problem in a traditional
single operator network and one in shared spectrum. Consequently, the analysis
for the low cost system design is not so trivial due to the involved business and
regulatory complexity unlike traditional wide-area network in dedicated spectrum
which mainly concern a technology domain. In spite of the importance of investi-
gating the different levels of interference coordination, it has been mainly regarded
as the part of a model assumption rather than the object to be compared. Also,
a proper cost model should be in place for the cost-performance tradeoff analysis
especially to reflect new dominant inter-operator cost factors. Existing cost models
were thus far developed for the conventional single operator, e.g., [29]. Despite
the increasing number of interfering local networks, we thus far lack a systematic
framework for quantitatively analyzing different system design options which are
inter-winded with decision makings in both technology and business domains. We
in this chapter develop analysis tools for the cost comparisons of possible system
design options. To effectively navigate potential design candidates, we first provide
a new conceptual framework with explicit definitions of key criteria. Then, we dis-
cuss and give an extended cost model including non-traditional inter-operator cost

9
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for techno-economic comparison.

Table 2.1: Changing business landscape and system design paradigm shift in shared
spectrum [1].
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· MNOs: revenue generation 

from service provisioning 

· MNOs: data  offloading  
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Where? Large-scale public outdoors 
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· Network cost 
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· Network cost 

· Inter-operator cost 
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design 

Design 
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Minimizing network cost 
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 at a given traffic demand 

Decision 

domain  
Mainly technology Both technology and business 

Main decision 

maker 
MNO Both an operator and a regulator 

Coordination 

target 
Nodes (e.g., BSs) Networks 

 

 

2.1 Operator Strategies: A Conceptual Framework (Paper
1)1

The neighboring network deployments will create local competition inflicting mu-
tual interference to each other. Instead, operators can cooperate to manage together
the inter-network interference using latest advances in technology, e.g., joint mul-
ticell processing, or coordinated scheduling. Since the cooperation is intrinsically

1The explicit definitions of the level of cooperation and coordination are from the paper [1]
where the author of this thesis acted as one of the co-authors.
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Figure 2.1: A conceptual framework to navigate the operator strategies [1].

involved with strategic decisions in the business domain, the decision domain of
operator strategies should include both the technology and business aspects. In
this section, we provide a conceptual framework to effectively categorize potential
strategies with the explicit definitions of key concepts. As shown in Fig. 2.1, it is
characterized on one side by the strategic decision of the operators, i.e., cooperation
and competition, and on the other side by the technical solution expressed as the
level of coordination.

Strategic Decision: Cooperation or Competition

The strategic decision in the business domain influences the way for an individ-
ual network to be coordinated. In this regard, we differentiate cooperation and
competition based on the technical objective function which each of the involved
operators aims to maximize. We define two types of strategies:

• Cooperation: the operators aim at maximizing a common objective function
agreed between partners.

• Competition: the operator aims at maximizing its own objective function
in a selfish manner.

Cooperating operators synchronize their overall technical behaviors for network
alliance by engineering their networks. This could involve additional investment.
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Agreement on a common objective function itself could be challenging, particularly
when partners have distinct main service types, e.g., rate guaranteed video ser-
vices in offices versus best-effort services in shopping malls. Cooperative networks
behave as a conventional single operator network from a radio resource allocation
perspective. In contrast, competition creates a non-traditional system design since
intra-network can be centrally coordinated whereas external interference is uncon-
trollable. Note that a popular WLAN system does not differentiate interference
from the inside of a network and from others deployed by neighbors. Regulators
can provide the guidelines for inter-network coordination by issuing various co-
existence rules ("etiquettes"). Traditional licensing or auction of spectrum is one
way to coordinate inter-operator interference. However, in our scenario where a
number of small operators are locally distributed, applying such traditional ways
of regulation itself could be challenging or hinder local deployment.

Technical Solutions - Coordination between Networks

In each strategic decision, technical solutions can be different depending on available
technical means. We define coordination in a technical domain as the process of
sharing relevant information. The level of coordination is measured by the amount
of information shared in the process. The information can be statistical or in-
stantaneous and have different sources, e.g., traffic load or path gains between all
the involved access points and user terminals. The optimal system performance
can be a function of the level of global knowledge in a system and more accurate
and frequent information exchange increases the knowledge in the whole system. A
system with complete information sharing can be implemented as a centralized net-
work since it can provide real-time resource allocation based on the fast sharing of
local information, e.g., beamforming or coordinated scheduling [18]. Alternatively,
average propagation conditions or the number of users per cell can be shared which
requires significantly simpler equipment and less information exchange. Thus, dis-
tributed resource allocation and network architectures can be feasible and may
reduce the system cost. Conventional CSMA/CA based WLAN system can be seen
as one system where interference coordination is doen at a node level.

2.2 Extended Cost Model

Recall the assumption that the network design objective is finding the operator
strategy to offer the lowest total cost for the required capacity. For this, besides
quantifying the performance of candidate strategies, proper cost models should be
in the place. Although there are several cost models for traditional single operator
wide-area networks [29,30], cost factors arising in our shared spectrum scenario have
not explicitly studied yet. Particularly, there will be new technical and strategic
costs due to inter-operator coordination. In this section, we highlight new inter-
operator costs and discuss the necessity of modifying and extending the traditional
cost model.
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Figure 2.2: Examples of Ccoord according to the cooperation level [1].

Inter-network coordination requires additional network complexity and infras-
tructure cost from from the technical point of view. We define network related
technical cost for cooperation as coordination cost Ccoord. Since we define the co-
ordination as the process of sharing information between networks, Ccoord is phys-
ically spent for acquiring relevant information for resource allocation. Depending
on the amount of information to be shared, Ccoord can be neglectable or signif-
icant to achieve this. Fig. 2.2 shows the examples of Ccoord for coordination in
MAC or PHY layer. The extra cost mainly emanates from installing dedicated
backhaul or intermediate entity to coordinate the interference between networks.
For instance, expensive dedicated backhaul should be installed in both inside and
between buildings to allow for reliable low-latency information sharing. An inter-
network coordinator, which is physically separated, can be introduced for fast and
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synchronized resource allocation. In the level of moderate coordination, using ex-
isting in-building IP connection may be sufficient to control individual network or
nodes. Still, intermediate coordination equipment may be demanded because of a
regulatory constraint, e.g., spectrum-broker, or due to the trust reason in a business
domain. As long as the performance improvement is surely expected, operators can
exchange information between operators without any intermediate nodes based on
mutual trust. Distributed resource allocation can be made in this case.

(Invisible) Strategic Cost

In general, firms have been reluctant to cooperate across business boundaries be-
cause the cooperation may limit their future decisions or business flexibility. In
management literature, such barriers against strategic alliances with competitors
have been widely studied, e.g., see [31]. This is also true even for wireless operators
as identified in several reports or a recent European project [19, 20, 32]. Some key
network-related obstacles can be identified2:

• Management overhead: decision-making on network deployment/upgrade can
be delayed because it requires an agreement with the cooperation partner.

• Limited network controllability: an operator may lose control over the deploy-
ment and operation of its own network, which can restrict individual network
dimensioning and make its service not differentiable from the competitors in
markets.

• Risk of information leakage: the coordination may unveil customer statistics
and know-how on network optimization to the other operator.

• Lack of trust: an operator may suspect that the cooperation partner delivers
false information to take advantage of the coordination.

Although there are strategic barriers for cooperation, operators still open a
cooperation possibility for the case where large economic gain from cooperation is
expected. In traditional wide-area networks, cooperation took place in rural areas
in the form of sharing the part of networks, e.g., site or tower sharing. Thus,
analysis with considering such invisible cost in cooperation is necessary. We model
such uncertainty or risk by introducing an additional fictitious cost, denoted by the
strategic cost Cstex. Notice that Cstex may not be strictly measurable since it is
related to the perceived uncertainty to the future. Nonetheless, this is not a new
concept in a strategic decision making process. A decision maker often considers
an uncertainty margin, e.g. using a fictitious “required rate of return" or “hurdle
rate" before investment when comparing different strategies [33]. Consequently, the

2The texts of examples in strategic concerns are from the paper [1] where the author of this
thesis acted as one of the co-authors.
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traditional single operator cost model should be extended in shared spectrum as:

Ctot = Cinfra + Cspectrum + Ccoord + Cstex. (2.1)





Chapter 3

Cost Benefit of Inter-cell Interference
Coordination

3.1 Research Questions

In this chapter, we focus on managing the downlink inter-cell interference coordina-
tion when inter-operator interference is absent. While tighter coordination certainly
increases performance benefit from more efficient network/spectrum utilization, re-
lated cost also increases. Therefore, whether or not such interference coordination
will provide aggregate cost benefit compared to uncoordinated or loosely coordi-
nated systems with more BSs is not so apparent. Inter-cell interference coordination
can be examined in two different aspects: 1) AP location planning and 2) MAC
and PHY layer coordination.

In indoor environments, the locations of BSs are often expected to be randomly
deployed since planning them itself requires costly processes, e.g., the location op-
timization or extending wires to a backhaul infrastructure. In such self-deployment
strategy, the serious degradation of capacity or the infeasibility of coverage con-
straint are predicted although interference mitigation techniques controlled by a
central coordinator are employed. The performance degradation without careful
placement will need more BSs to meet the coverage and capacity requirements. The
saving of the planning cost increases extra equipment cost in the self-deployment
at a given capacity demand. Therefore, it is not trivial if the self-deployment has
the cost benefit in terms of total network cost.

Besides of the location coordination, interference coordination was typically con-
sidered as coordination in medium access or in PHY layer. In this regard, a WLAN
network has been thus far a dominating indoor solution due to its low cost and easy
installation compared with cellular solutions. Increasing WLAN access point (AP)
density creates more interference with more frequent media access contention among
co-channel APs for downlink transmission. Due to the fully distributed nature in
IEEE 802.11 MAC, a denser WLAN network may suffer from severe interference,

17
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potentially with more deployment cost due to increased number of required APs
than cellular networks. Instead, a centralized interference management has been
implemented in a conventional cellular network at the more expensive equipment
and installation costs than the WLAN network. Furthermore, various multicell joint
processing in PHY layer have been recently paid an attention as a promising solu-
tion toward higher capacity with much less deployment density than a conventional
cellular network [21]. However, it essentially needs pricey high-speed backhaul and
extra system complexity for instantaneously exchanging the knowledge between
BSs. Moreover, the wide variety of partitions and obstacles in indoor environments
may also affect its performance benefit differently. Specifically, we aim to address
the following three questions in this chapter:

1. Which can be economic at a given average area throughput under coverage
constraint, self-deployment or planned-deployment?

2. Is the multi-cell joint processing in a cellular network worthwhile in presence
of indoor walls?

3. Will WLAN densification provide the lowest cost deployment option for ever-
increasing user demand? If not, what can be an alternative option in a cellular
domain?

3.2 Related Work

Interference coordination in a multi-cell environment has been one of major re-
search topics. Significant research efforts have been thus far devoted to develop
more efficient algorithms and transmission technologies in a particular radio re-
source domain, e.g., time or frequency, rather than analyzing the cost benefit of
one system over the others for the given capacity requirement [21, 34–37]. They
typically showed the performance benefit of coordination techniques in a particu-
lar deployment density, e.g., the number of APs or transmitters. However, it is
not so obvious that the performance benefit is maintained with denser deployment
since it increases or change whole interference environment in the system. In other
words, at a given network capacity requirement, a system with loose coordination
needs more deployment density than a coordinated system. However, the increased
density of the loosely coordinated system changes the interference situation. Thus,
cost saving from coordination at the same capacity requirements cannot be directly
induced from the performance gain of coordination at the same deployment.

In techno-economic literature, there were a relatively few number of system cost
comparisons between WLAN and a conventional picocell network based on empir-
ical cost figures from a specific market or country [23, 25, 38]. Nevertheless, their
comparisons relied on simplified network capacity estimation which disregarded the
distinct interference coordination mechanisms. For instance, an overall network ca-
pacity was obtained by simply scaling average per-cell throughput by the number
of placed APs [23, 38]. The authors in [25] estimated more accurately the network
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capacity by reflecting non-uniform user distribution and propagation conditions.
Still, the time dynamics of interference was not explicitly modeled which is consid-
erably affected by the difference in the involved coordination, e.g., randomness in
the CSMA/CA of WLAN. Instead, a link-level data rate was approximated as the
function of received average signal to average interference plus noise ratio. There-
fore, the cost comparison based on more refined coordination models should be in
the place although existing approaches are efficient to estimate the capacity of a
complex large network. Moreover, they often ignored obstructed indoor environ-
ments that may weaken the performance benefit of employing advanced coordina-
tion while the wide variety of in-building structures create different interference
characteristics [2].

3.3 Economical Viability of Self-deployment (Paper 2)

We in this section assess and compare the total network cost of two AP location
planning strategy for a given average area throughput λ subject to a coverage
constraint δ when a centralized but static transmit power control are applied in
both strategies.

Deployment and Cost Model

Let us consider the finite size of indoor office environment with constant wall loss
Lw inside recommended in [39] for performance evaluation. We assume that users
are uniformly distributed. Then, two placement strategies are differentiated as
follows. In the self-deployment regime, BSs are uniform-randomly and sequentially
placed with the minimum BS separation distance. On the other hand, all planned
BSs are deployed at once in the optimal positions. Since channel measurement in
whole continuous service area is not practical at all, a grid-installation approach is
used for optimizing BS locations [40]. Also, we assume that a centralized long-term
transmit power adaptation is employed at a given deployed BS topology in both
strategies. The detailed resource allocation algorithms for global optimizations of
the location planning and power adaptation can be found in our paper [5].

Once we evaluate average area throughput λ for a given N deployed BSs, the
total deployment cost Ctot can be simply estimated. Note that λ is computed
by averaging over BS and user locations. It is also assumed that equipment cost
per BS denoted by Cr is same regardless of both placement strategies. Since our
scenario is an in-building environment, site-related cost requiring civil works can be
further simplified. Nevertheless, the planned-deployment apparently requires some
effort for assessing the propagation conditions for the location optimization process.
Also, it needs additional wiring with extra costs because access to a backbone
infrastructure may not be readily available at the installation place. Therefore, the
total deployment cost can be simplified as

Ctot := N(Cr + Cp), (3.1)
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where Cr and Cp are the equipment cost and the planning cost per BS, respectively.
Note that the self-deployed network has Cp=0.

Results
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Figure 3.1: Total deployment cost in a closed environment (Lw=15 dB, δ=0.2) [5].

Without the loss of generality, we assume Cr = 1. We can simply compare Ctot
of two placement strategies as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. With Cp = 0.5, three distinct
capacity regions are identified: 1) infeasible, 2) cost-effective, and 3) uneconomical.
Between 150 Mbps and 450 Mbps, the coverage constraint cannot be fulfilled by
the self-deployment. In this region, the planning is inevitably required. When the
given coverage constraint is met, the region is categorized into two cases. In the
cost-effective region (450 Mbps–820 Mbps), the self-deployment is cheaper than the
planned network. When the deployment density becomes high, self-deployed BSs
are more likely to be in OFF state to reduce outage caused by high interference than
the planned BSs since they are more likely placed at the proximity of other BSs.
As a result, uneconomical region (after 820 Mbps) appears where such redundant
self-deployed BSs in OFF state become dominant. Note that higher Cp enlarges
the cost-effective region of the self-deployed network.

Some indoor environments such as department stores or stadiums may not have
many walls so that interfere characteristic can be different. With wall loss Lw = 0,
we can assess such wall shadowing effect. Fig. 3.2 illustrates that tighter coverage
constraint, i.e., δ = 0.05, can be easily met. At the same time, the infeasible region
is hardly noticeable. This is because the signal from a BS is easily reachable to most
of the service area without barriers whereas obstructed environments with plenty of
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Figure 3.2: Total deployment cost in an open environment with tighter coverage
constraint (Lw=0 dB, δ=0.05) [5].

wall shadowing create coverage holes by weakening signal strength. However, the
low propagation loss also creates higher interference. Thus, it has more redundant
BSs in OFF state to reduce interference to meet the coverage constraint. Therefore,
the self-deployment cannot be cost-effective even with very high planning cost, e.g.,
Cp = 3, in the figure. At the end, the infeasible region becomes smaller but with
the larger uneconomical region as the internal wall shadowing fades out.

When λ is given, let Np(λ) and Ns(λ) stand for the number of deployed BSs for
the planned and the self-deployed network, respectively. Then, the extra number
of self-deployed BSs can be estimated by ∆N(λ) = Ns(λ) − Np(λ). In order for
the self-deployment to be an economic strategy, ∆N(λ)Cr should be less than the
total planning cost Np(λ)Cp. For a given λ and Cr, permissible planning overhead
(PPO) can be defined as

PPO(λ) :=
∆N(λ)

Np(λ)
Cr × 100 (%).

For instance, 50% PPO means that the location planning is economical as long as
Cp ≤ 0.5. Otherwise, the self-deployment can save the total network cost. Fig. 3.3
illustrates how PPO changes depending on λ for a given Cr = 1. The result indicates
that the location coordination becomes more preferable as λ increases because the
self-deployed network has more redundant BSs in OFF state to meet the coverage
in denser deployment.
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Figure 3.3: Permissible planning overhead (Lw=15 dB, δ=0.2) [5]. Note that higher
PPO means that the location planning is more preferable.

3.4 Worthiness of Multi-cell Joint Processing (Paper 3)

In this section, we discuss how much the best performance can be achieved by coor-
dination in MAC and PHY layer in order to investigate the potential of interference
coordination. It is well known that multi-cell interference in a cellular network can
be ideally removed by the joint processing of data symbols at PHY layers when
channel state information at transmitters (CSITs) are available. Although such
joint processing is not available in a commercial system, the hypothetical interfer-
ence canceled system can provide us a reference yielding the best performance by
interference coordination. Especially, the performance gain over classical static co-
ordination may be very dependent on in indoor environments since complex walls
and obstacles will create distinct interference characteristics. Therefore, at the
given cost of fiber installation, employing such advanced interference coordination
schemes may not have the economic advantage anywhere. By quantifying the hy-
pothetical coordination gain in different indoor propagation conditions, we aim to
investigate the worthiness of the joint processing in various indoor environments.

Hypothetical Coordination Gain

In order to quantify the potential coordination gain, we consider two interference
coordination systems: 1) a hypothetically interference-free system where both BSs
and users fully cooperate and have ideal knowledge, and 2) a loosely coordinated
system where the transmit probability of a cell is statically coordinated.
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Figure 3.4: Indoor service area layout [6].

Let us consider two building shapes described in Fig. 3.4. We assume that each
BS and user employ single antenna and single serving user at a given BS is uniformly
distributed and randomly selected at a given time. Then, each radio link is affected
by the path loss attenuation and Rayleigh fading. For the path loss between BS i
and user j, we adopt a general Indoor Multi-wall and Floor (IMF) model which
considers all walls intersecting the direct ray between a BS and a user [2, 41]. By
assuming single floor, the path loss between BS i and user j can be dependent on
the internal wall and distance as given in

L
(dB)
ij = L0 + 10αlog10(dij) + φijLw (dB), (3.2)

where L0, α, dij , and φij represent the constant loss, a pathloss exponent, the
distance in meter between BS i and user j, and the number of walls across a BS i
and a user j, respectively. Also, α depends on the size or the surroundings of the
partitions or operating frequency. In general, the bigger size of partitions with hard
obstacles at higher frequency creates the higher α [2, 42]. Additionally, we assume
a independent and identical small-scale Rayleigh fading channel component zij ∼
CN (0, σ2

z). By assuming rich scattering, all channels are perfectly uncorrelated.
Then, let us define the complex channel response between BS i and user j as

hij =
√
Lijzij . (3.3)
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Note that Lij represents the linearly scaled path gain, i.e., Lij = 10
−L

(dB)
ij
10 . Then,

a complex channel coefficient matrix is denoted by H = {hij} for all active links in
a given time. Also, the channel power gain gij can be computed from squaring the
amplitude of hij , i.e., gij = |hij |2. We also consider a block fading model, where H
remains static within a fading block but changes between consecutive fading blocks.

In this hypothetical system, it is well known that the optimal solution to maxi-
mize aggregate data rates is water-filling power allocation at transmitters, i.e., BSs
for our case, with appropriate joint precoding and decoding [43, 44]. The opti-
mal precoding and decoding vectors are obtained by singular value decomposition
(SVD) in H matrix. Therefore, the system performance of the hypothetical system
is given by

Cideal = E


∑

j∈U

Ridealj


 , (3.4)

where U and Ridealj represent the user set served by the BSs at a given time and
the optimal data rate in the interference free link j. Ridealj can be computed from

Ridealj = log2 (1 + SNRj) (bps/Hz), (3.5)

where

SNRj =
λ2
jP
∗
j

N0
. (3.6)

Here, λj and N0 are the channel eigenvalue corresponding to user j of H and
noise power, respectively. Note that P ∗j can be obtained from water-filling power
allocation on the channel eigenvalue [43]:

P ∗j =


µ−

(
λ2
j

N0

)−1



+

, (3.7)

where µ is chosen such that
∑
j P
∗
j = Ptot = NBSPt. Note that (·)+ is zero if its

argument is negative.
For the comparison purpose, we consider a statistical information based interfer-

ence coordination. In this system, each BS is randomly activated with an activation
probability p. Then, let us define the system performance for a given p probability
as

Cprob(p) = E


∑

j∈Up

Rj


 (bps/Hz), (3.8)

where

Rj = log2 (1 + SINRj) = log2

(
1 +

gijPt
Ij +N0

)
(bps/Hz) (3.9)
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Table 3.1: Average wall loss according to common building material [2]

Material Type Loss (dB) Center Frequency (MHz)

All metal 26 815
Concrete block wall 13-20 1300
Empty cardboard 3-6 1300

Light textile 3-5 1300

and Up represents the user set served by activated BSs at a given time. Note
that Ij represents aggregate interference received at a serving user j from all active
neighboring BSs which transmit with fixed power Pt at a given time. For any indoor
environments, p∗ is optimized by solving the following problem:

maximize Cprob(p)

subject to νprob(p) < β

θmin ≤ p ≤ θmax
where νprob(p) = Pr(SINRj < γt) represents the outage probability of serving
users from the activated BSs with minimum SINR threshold γt. Note that θmin,
θmax, and β represent the minimum activation probability, the maximum activation
probability, and outage probability threshold, respectively.

By comparing Cprob(p
∗) with Cideal of the hypothetical system where ideal

MIMO channel capacity can be achieved, we can quantify hypothetical coordination
gain defined as

Coordination gain :=
Cideal

Cprob(p∗)
.

This reflects the performance improvement by ideal coordination over static coor-
dination. Higher coordination gain means the larger cost benefit of coordination
for a given cost for fiber installation.

Results

Fig. 3.5 illustrates the effects of different α and building shapes on the coordination
gain, respectively. Lower α generates more interference since interference can reach
further users. Besides, the corridor shape has less coordination gain than the square
shape since users in the corridor hurts only from horizontally deployed BSs due to
the building structure. Thus, the figures show that the square shape and the smaller
α have higher coordination gain since they create larger interference which can be
totally removed in the hypothetical system. Nevertheless, the gain significantly
drops as Lw increases regardless of the building shape and α. In Table 3.1, several
examples of average wall loss are listed according to the typical materials at different
center frequency. It shows that 10 dB attenuation corresponds to typical concrete
block walls which are usually used for dividing large areas, e.g., office divisions or
households in apartments.
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Figure 3.5: Hypothetical interference coordination gain according to internal wall
loss Lw in different path loss exponent α and building shapes [6].

3.5 Dense WLANs vs. Cellular Network (Paper 4)

A WLAN network can be a practical wireless system with lowest coordination level.
In this section, we quantify the cost benefit of cellular network over the popular
WLAN network. For this, we compare the required AP density of a WLAN network
and two cellular systems as average user demand increases, i.e., a conventional
frequency planned cellular network and a hypothetical system with multi-cell zero-
forcing (ZF) beamforming.

System Model

As presented in Fig. 3.6, we consider a finite square service area Ω whose size is lx
by ly in meters. We assume that there are barriers which are equally placed and
create the constant signal strength loss Lw (dB). Note that we here also use the
general IMF propagation model as previous section. wx and wy barriers are placed
vertically and horizontally, respectively, in the following locations:

xw =
lxa

wx + 1
and yw =

lyb

wy + 1
,

where a = 1, ..., wx and b = 1, ..., wy. Users with single antenna are assumed to
be uniformly and independent distributed and its average density is given as E[λu]
(users/km2). As for the association, each user attaches to the AP with single
antenna offering the highest average signal strength. By assuming that all users
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Figure 3.6: Service area layout with the example of AP deployments in nine parti-
tions [7].

are equally served in an average sense during a busy hour, let us denote a feasible
average user throughput as µ (Mbps/user) during the busy hour. Then, a network
is assumed to be deployed to meet average demand E[λs] = µE[λu] (Mbps/km2)
during a peak hour. Note that λs =

∑
Rj represents aggregate data rates of

served users and a function of channel realization and coordination techniques. By
assuming that ω portion of a daily traffic is intensified during one busy hour, average
user demand D in GB/month/user which can be supported by the network can be
simply computed from µ by

D :=
c0
ω
µ (GB/month/user),

While assuming 30 days a month, c0 represents the scaling constant to transform
Mbps/user unit to GB/month/user.

WLAN Network Model

In general, a dense WLAN network performance evaluation is mathematically very
hard to accurately analyze and extremely time-consuming in a packet-level simu-
lation. In this section, we offer a simplified MAC and PHY model which at least
can capture the key features in CSMA/CA with respect to inter-AP interference in
order to estimate the optimistic network performance. We focus a baseline IEEE
802.11a/b/g based WLAN network which is widely deployed and incorporated in
most mobile handsets. However, the main MAC operation in its standard variants,
e.g., 802.11n, is basically same because it relies on a basic CSMA/CA mecha-
nism [45]. Since we suppose that a network is dimensioned to meet up the peak
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data rate during a busy hour and our focus is put on the best performance, per-
sistent downlink traffic is presumed with no or negligible upstream traffic. These
assumptions can lead the minimal WLAN AP density for a given user demand.

Let us define a set of WLAN APs operating in a frequency channel k as Ak. At
a given data transmission time, the only subset of Ak can be concurrently active
due to CSMA/CA operation. Let us denote the contending AP set of active AP x
in a channel k as Akx, and it can be mathematically expressed as follows:

Akx := {i ∈ Ak|gixPt > CSlithr},

where CSlithr represents a linearly scaled carrier sensing threshold CSthr in dB. Note
that in Akx, only AP x in channel k transmits which disregards redundant collisions
by unlucky simultaneous transmissions. The set of all active APs elected by the
MAC protocol in a frequency channel k can be represented as Φk ⊂ Ak. Since Φk

plays an important role in the performance of a WLAN network, a simple model of
this set is necessary while capturing the important features of CSMA/CA. For this,
we consider a Simple Sequential Inhibition (SSI) process which is more appropriate
to model CSMA/CA networks and originally developed for finite continuous spatial
domain [46,47]. Let us define a SSI process Ψ as a constructive point process on a
finite and discrete set Ak. Ψ(n) is composed of a sequence of n random variables
denoted by X1, ..., Xn which are independently and uniformly distributed in Ak.
X1 is initially added to Ψ(1). Xi is added to Ψ(i) if and only ifXi /∈ ∪Xj∈Ψ(i−1)AkXj

.
The process stops whenever entire APs in Ak belong to Φk or ∪x∈ΦkAkx. A sample
of active APs Φk can be built by such SSI process. This process always let APs
transmit unless it is in the range of the contention domain of other active APs,
contrary to popular Matern point process [48,49].

For a given sample realization Φk, each active AP x ∈ Φk randomly selects user
j to transmit data. Then, the data rate can be ideally achieved as

Rwlan
j = min

{
wwlan
i log2

(
1 +

gijPt∑
x∈Φk\i gxjPt + σ2/Kwlan

)
, Rwlan

max

}
(Mbps),

(3.10)

where σ2 and Kwlan represent the noise power and the number of non-overlapping
frequency channel, respectively. Here, wwlan

i = W
Kwlan and Rwlanmax = wwlan

i ηwlan are
assumed for total available system bandwidth W . Note that the rate in a practical
WLAN system is given in a discrete level according to the variants of standard and
the rate adaptation is also imperfect due to the lack of explicit channel information
feedback from users unlike the cellular systems [45].
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Cellular Network Model

Conventional Cellular System with Static Planning

The interference management in a traditional cellular network is a partition-based
static coordination. In this case, total system bandwidth W is divided into K non-
overlapping equal-width bands in a centralized planning process adaptive to the
pathloss exponent. Note that Kwlan is fixed regardless of it due to the limitation
of fully distributed MAC design unlike the conventional planned cellular network.
Each AP i transmits at full power Pt using one out of K disjoint bands:

wsta
i =

W

K
(MHz).

Its variants in emerging systems, e.g., (soft or partial) fractional frequency planning,
are also categorized into this approach. Then, a user j randomly selected at a given
time can achieve data rate

Rsta
j = min

{
wsta
i log2

(
1 +

gijPt∑
x∈Ak\i gxjPt + σ2/K

)
, Rsta

max

}
(Mbps), (3.11)

where Rsta
max = wsta

i ηsta.

Hypothetical Cellular System with ZF

Let us denote the vector of signals transmitted by N single antenna APs by x ∈
C[N×1]. Then, the vector of received signals y ∈ C[M×1] in M single antenna users
can be described as

y = Hx + n,

where channel coefficient matrix H ∈ C[M×N]. A noise vector n ∈ C[M×1] is inde-
pendent and identical zero-mean Gaussian with variance E[nn†] = σ2I. Supposed
that H is perfectly known at the network side without any feedback delay and
estimation/quantization errors, x can be reconstructed with linear beamforming
matrix W ∈ C[N×M] as:

x = Wu = H†(HH†)−1u,

where the j-th element in the vector u ∈ C[M×1] is the information-containing data
symbol for the j-th user. We also assume that the elements of u are independent
zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables with variance E[uju

†
j ] = pj (mW).

Then,
y = Hx + n = HH†(HH†)−1u + n = u + n.

User j receives yj = uj + nj so that it can achieve data rate

Rzf
j = min

{
Wlog2

(
1 +

pj
σ2

)
, Rzf

max

}
(Mbps), (3.12)
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where Rzfmax = Wηzf represents the maximum link data rate supported by the net-
work. For the fair comparison with the WLAN and conventional cellular network,
we disregard the multiuser diversity gain by randomly select single active user per
AP in a given time. Thus, all channel matrices considered in the sequel are N -by-N
by setting N = M . Because data symbols intended different users are independent
and zero-mean Gaussian, per-AP power constraint (PAPC) can be expressed as
linear constraints, i.e. E[|xi|2] =

∑
j |wij |2pj ≤ Pt for AP i. Moreover, aggregate

rates
∑
j Rj are concave in the symbols power vector pj . Then, power allocation

for the sum rate maximization becomes a convex programming problem which is
efficiently solvable by standard optimization techniques [50].

Although CSIs at users are ideally estimated and reported without any quan-
tization errors, some of CSIT may be outdated due to an inherent elapsed time
between the estimation of CSI and the actual transmission of data due to back-
haul/air feedback delay or relatively fast channel dynamics, potentially leading
imperfect precoding strategy. To model this, we introduce the outdate probability
δ. We assume only fading component zij varies in consecutive fading blocks without
change in Lij . Then, at a given feedback delay τ between channel estimation and
data transmission from time t, let us define δ:

δ := Pr
(
|ztij − zt−τij | > 0

)
.

If the CSIT is outdated, the correlation after τ delay can be modeled as the first of
autoregressive process (AR1) [51]:

ztij = ρzt−τij +
√

1− ρ2qtij

where qtij ∼ CN (0, σ2
z) is independently and identically distributed for arbitrary

links. Thus, the power allocation and precoding W in ZF are designed based on
the partly outdated channel coefficient matrix.

Numerical Results

In Fig. 3.7, we investigate the difference in required deployment density in the line
of sight (LoS) condition, i.e., α=2 and Lw = 0. Baseline WLAN densification with
CSthr=-85 dBm has almost no capacity expansion. By setting CSthr=-65 dBm
in the aggressive WLAN, the contention domain can be reduced, slightly increas-
ing the capacity limit at the expenses of more collisions (less than β) as shown
in Fig. 3.8. Nonetheless, when user demand exceeds the limit, additional WLAN
desification can be the waste of investment and alternative cellular solutions are
essential. While a WLAN densification hits the capacity wall, the cellular densi-
fication at least almost linearly increases the network capacity. When compared
with the conventional cellular network, the hypothetical system ideally provides
same capacity with much less AP density as corroborated in many existing stud-
ies [17]. For instance, it has 25 times less densification than conventional cellular
network when demand is 40 GB/month/user. However, the hypothetical system is
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Table 3.2: Examples of typical bit rate for video streaming [3]

Device type Screen size Typical Typical H.264/
screen resolution MPEG4 Bit rate1

Smartphones 3-3.5′′ 480×320 500 K to 1 Mbps
PMP 4-7′′ 800×480 800 K to 1.5 Mbps

Tablet PCs 7-9′′ 800×480, 1 to 2 Mbps
1024×600

Laptops 12-17′′ 1280×800, 3 to 4 Mbps
1920×1200

shown to be extremely sensitive to the accuracy of CSIT particularly with respect
to SINR outage probability ν in Fig. 3.8. The result from the marginal loss of
CSIT is magnified as more APs are involved in the joint processing at the given
δ. Supposed that it is not feasible due to the difficulties on high CSIT accuracy,
a remaining solution is the conventional cellular network densfication in high de-
mand. Without regard to this, K in α = 2 becomes much higher than α = 3 or
α = 4. This leads W to be much more fragmented in order to protect edge users
from outage. In mobile broadband era, one of main drivers for the growing demand
is video traffic [11]. Table 3.2 provides typical required bit rate depending on the
device types. As shown in Fig. 3.9, a single smartphone user requires more than
5 MHz for video when α = 2. In the case of laptops, at least 25 MHz is necessary.
This indicates the sufficient spectrum in the conventional cellular system should be
secured. Particularly, the densification may lead the more often LoS conditions.

Whereas LoS condition likely occurs in wide open areas, e.g., shopping malls
or outdoor hotspots on streets, most of indoor environments may have walls and
higher α due to scattering from rich obstacles [2]. Fig. 3.10 offers the quantified
deployment density in this environment. The baseline WLAN densification can
support more user demand thanks to more spatial reuse (reduced contention do-
main) from high propagation loss compared with the open environment. Still, the
required deployment density exponentially increases after a certain demand level
as average user demand linearly grows. At the end, the WLAN network capacity is
bounded due to the fundamental CSMA/CA property. Beyond the WLAN limit,
90 GB/month/user for baseline WLAN, the ideal ZF can satisfy the user demand
with fewer AP density than conventional network. In our parameter settings, the
deployment density of the ideal ZF ratio over the conventional cellular network sig-
nificantly drops from 25 to 3.3 by closed areas based on comparison between Fig. 3.7
and Fig. 3.10. In the expenses of the advanced equipment and additional optical
fibers installation, the joint processing becomes a much less attractive solution in
closed environments.

1These rates include typical IP overhead, but do not include audio (which may add a few 10s
of Kbps depending on audio encoding)
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Economic Implications from Numerical Results

A simple form of total network cost can be the linear function of the number of
deployed APs:

Citot = Cibh +N i
apC

i
r,

where Cibh, N
i
ap, and Cir represent total backhaul cost, the number of deployed

APs, and the radio equipment cost per AP of system type i, respectively. For the
notation simplicity, we refer to the WLAN, the conventional cellular, and the joint
processing as w, c, and j, respectively. With the estimated required number of
APs, we can compute the total network cost of each system and compare them.
Since most of in-buildings have already fixed line Internet connections, Nw

apC
w
r is

dominant for the WLAN system. Likewise, a conventional cellular system can also
reuse the existing backhaul connections supposed that real-time inter-AP signaling
for mobility support is not required for nomadic or stationary indoor users. In other
words, we can assume

Cibh ≈ 0, ∀i ∈ {w, c}
As identified in both Fig.3.7 and 3.10, Nap of the WLAN rapidly increases after a
ceratin demand level regardless of propagation conditions. Therefore, total network
cost of WLAN will outweigh than the conventional cellular network although Cwr
is lower than Ccr , i.e.,

N c
apC

c
r � Nw

apC
w
r ≈ ∞.

Let us define the cost benefit (CB) of the joint processing over the conventional
cellular network can be defined as

CB := N c
apC

c
r −N j

ap(C
j
r − Cjbh)

We refer to the ratio of the required deployment density between the hypothetical
system and the conventional system as η =

Nc
ap

Nj
ap

for a given traffic demand. If we
assume Ccr = 1 without loss of generality, the cost benefit of the joint processing
can be reformed by

CB = N j
ap(η − Cjr )− Cjbh.

If relative cost Cjr is more expensive than the cost saving by reducing the AP
density, i.e., Cjr > η, the joint processing does not certainly have economic benefit.
Otherwise, it depends on the backhaul cost. Let us define a normalized backhaul
cost per AP as cbh :=

Cj
bh

Nj
ap
. Then, the CB can be reformed by

CB = N j
ap{η − (Cjr + cbh)}.

In our numerical examples, we have ηl = 25 and ηo = 3.3 for the LoS and the
obstructed environments, respectively. Then, for a given deployment cost per AP
which is ηo < (cbh + Cjr ) < ηl, the joint processing may not be cheaper in the
obstructed environments while it can be economic in the LoS.
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3.6 Summary

We in this chapter investigated the cost benefit of interference coordination when
no interference from neighbors is imposed. This issue was studied in terms of AP
location planning and coordination in MAC and PHY layer. We analyzed the total
deployment cost and the coverage feasibility of self-deployment when comparing
with a planned network when static power control is employed. Then, the impor-
tance of considering indoor propagation conditions was investigated by assessing
the hypothetical coordination gain for a given involved cost for coordination. Af-
terwards, we quantitatively compared the required AP density of a popular WLAN
network and two cellular systems at the given average user demand: a static fre-
quency planned network, and multi-cell zero-forcing.

Answers to the Research Questions

We here provide answers for the research questions asked in the beginning of this
chapter.

1. Which can be economic at a given average area throughput under coverage
constraint, self-deployment or planned-deployment?

It heavily depends on average user demand level and indoor wall loss. In
low demand level, the self-deployment can be economic at the given plan-
ning cost. However, it becomes uneconomical since redundant BSs turned off
rapidly increases for very high user demand.

2. Is the multi-cell joint processing in a cellular network worthwhile in presence
of indoor walls?

The multi-cell joint processing is not always worthwhile. In open areas such
as conference halls, the coordination can ideally provide the substantial gain.
However, even hypothetically ideal gain considerably declines with marginal
increase in wall loss between BSs regardless of other environmental factors,
e.g., 60-70% drop in the presence of 10 dB wall loss.

3. Will WLAN densification provide the lowest cost deployment option for ever-
increasing user demand? If not, what can be an alternative option in a cellular
domain?

WLAN densification can be the lowest cost indoor deployment option as of
now when expected user demand is relatively low. However, after a certain
demand level, total required WLAN deployment cost will be rapidly increased
due to the fundamental time sharing mechanism in CSMA/CA. The alterna-
tive cellular solutions are necessary in long-term regardless of propagation
conditions. In closed environments with high pathloss exponent and walls,
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the conventional cellular network can be more economic compared with the
joint processing because the performance benefit of it significantly drops even
with ideal CSIT. In LoS condition, the joint processing will be only a viable
solution. However, the drawback of this is that it requires the extremely
accurate CSIT.



Chapter 4

Inter-operator Coordination in
Shared Spectrum

4.1 Research Questions

In the previous chapter, one of crucial findings is that the current WLAN solution
does not work due to the lack of central coordination regardless of local propaga-
tion conditions so that densifying WLANs will be the waste of investment after a
certain traffic demand. Beyond the WLAN network limit, a new wireless system
solution with sophisticated coordination is required to meet future high-capacity
demand. However, a cellular network in shared spectrum itself is not well un-
derstood yet since it has been always analyzed in dedicated spectrum. Unlike the
conventional WLAN system which does not differentiate interference from the same
network and from other operators, a cellular network in shared spectrum can be
internally coordinated in presence of inter-operator interference. In this system,
the impact of uncertain interference from independent neighbors is not trivial since
self-interference is tightly coupled with inter-network interference. Thus, under-
standing the impacts of inter-operator interference in shared spectrum is a crucial
step before the cost comparison among candidate system solutions. Especially,
independent business scenarios or local environments naturally lead to asymmet-
ric deployment strategies, e.g., different network configurations of target services.
Such network asymmetry may seriously degrade the performance of one compet-
ing network. Then, assessment on the potential of cooperation is necessary even
if asymmetric requirements make cooperation even difficult. Moreover, local net-
works may be also separated geographically or by physical obstacles, forming the
different level of inter-network interference. In this chapter, the following three
specific research questions are answered:

1. Can sharing spectrum be beneficial over classical fixed spectrum split to all
competing operators in presence of the difference in transmission power capa-
bility?

37
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2. Who will have performance advantage between competing operators with asym-
metric service requirement?

3. How much is the cooperation incentive and where is the cooperation valuable?

In order to obtain insights into the basic principles, we consider a simplified two
neighboring cellular networks in shared spectrum which are linearly placed and
model competition and cooperation in terms of network-level power control.

4.2 Related Work

Sharing has been studied one of promising ways for securing spectrum. Two main
streams of spectrum sharing scenarios were identified. The secondary access based
on intelligent cognitive features have been heavily discussed in both academia and
industries to gain spatial-temporal opportunity [52]. In network economics, dy-
namically allocating spectrum based on real-time auction was paid an attention as
another research track in spectrum sharing (e.g., see [53,54]). Nevertheless, sharing
scenario for collective usage in non-overlapping spatial domain has been relatively
ignored although we already see its implementation in the WLAN deployment using
unlicensed band. In addition, most of studies on interference management have con-
sidered link-level coordination [26,55,56]. When it comes to inter-network interfer-
ence management, it is not so trivial since intra-network interference is coupled with
inter-network interference unlike traditional single operator multi-cell interference
coordination. There are a few pioneering works [27,28,57,58] which investigated in-
terference issues between cellular networks composing multiple base stations (BSs)
in each network. Intensive studies on two networks in overlapping areas were con-
ducted in [28,57], implicitly assuming WLAN networks without intra-network coor-
dination. In [57], the authors specifically investigated the effect of the asymmetric
load and deployment density in overlapping geographical area. Instead, [27, 58]
studied the pilot power competition for coverage in traditional outdoor cellular
networks at the country border. Nevertheless, interference coordination between
nearby cellular networks in shared spectrum for higher data rates has not been
discussed yet to the best of our knowledge despite of the importance of developing
new spectrum policy making and local deployment strategies.

4.3 System Model

Two Neighboring Cellular Networks in Shared Spectrum

As shown in Fig. 4.1, two adjacent cellular networks, denoted by network A and
B, are deployed in neighboring offices by different owners. We denote the set of
BS in each network by Bi. Then, it is assumed that two BSs are equally spaced in
each network. At a given time slot, one user per BS uniformly arrives. In other
words, each network always has interference from competitor, i.e., a fully loaded
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Figure 4.1: Two neighboring cellular networks owned by different operators in
shared spectrum [8].

network. Each operator experiences intra-network interference Iintra between its
own BSs as well as unmanageable inter-network interference Iinter from its neigh-
boring operator without cooperation. Especially, strategies on the cooperation and
the competition are considered in terms of downlink transmit power control. Intra-
network interference is supposed to be internally coordinated by an independent
network controller. We use this model in following subsections unless additional
variations are not specified.

Competition and Cooperation Model

As an inter-network interference mitigation scheme, a non-traditional network-level
power control is modeled where self-interference is interwined with interference
across networks. Note that for a given network i are coordinated via an individual
network controller. The controller is presumed to know the complete information of
channel gains between its BSs and users so that each network i can adjust a transmit
power vector pi simultaneously rather than individual transmit power per BS. Let
us define the feasible transmit power vector of a network i as pi ∈ Ωi = Π

j∈Bi

Pi
where Pi = {pj | 0 ≤ pj ≤ pimax} and Π stands for Cartesian product. Note that
the transmit power pj of BS j belonging to a network i is limited to the maximum
transmission power pimax. In competition, each network aims to maximize only its
objective regardless of how much interference it harms to the other network. We
analyze the outcomes of competition by using a strategic game model [59]. A simple
form of strategic game can be formulated and denoted by G. The competitive power
control game G is described as follows:

• Player:M
• Action space: pi ∈ Ωi for i ∈M
• Payoff function: Ui(pi,p−i) for i ∈M.

Note that p−i represents the transmit power vector of the other network aside from
network i.
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Figure 4.2: NE characteristics according to the power asymmetry [8].

A system with cooperative network-wide power control is modeled as a multi-
cell network employing real-time power allocation to maximize a common objective
function U coop. Note that performance measure is still E[Ui] although two operators
joint build up single composed network for cooperation. Transmit power vector p
of all BSs can be defined in a feasible power vector space Ω = Π

j∈BA∪BB

Pj . Since we
assume the cooperation is capable of sharing all local information in both networks,
the power allocation in the cooperation can be obtained by solving the following
problem:

maximize U coop(p),

subject to p ∈ Ω.

4.4 Temptation to Higher Power (Paper 5)

Without any cooperation or proper regulation on spectrum sharing, each network
may increase its transmission power for improving its throughput whereas giving
damage to its competitors. In presence of such power asymmetry, spectrum uti-
lization between networks can be unfair, i.e., one giving more interference damage
than the others. Intuitively, a network with lower power (LP) is in disadvantage due
to excessive interference from competitors with higher power (HP) so that it may
prefer the competition-free environment, e.g., fixed spectrum split. In contrast, the
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Figure 4.3: Benefit of sharing spectrum according to the power asymmetry [8].

HP network may benefit by easily defeating the LP network. We assume that two
networks aim to maximize aggregate data rates, i.e., sum rate (SR) maximization.
By fixing pAmax, let us denote the maximum transmission power asymmetry θasy

and define it as

θasy := pBmax − pAmax (dB)

There exist three possible best responses for a given Iinter as proven in [60].
In any responses, each BS either transmits with the maximum power or not. In
order to obtain a better insight about the chosen action of each BS at NE, Fig. 4.2
illustrates activity probability, i.e., the probability that each BS transmits with the
maximum power. The above two sub-plots express the behavior of BSs in LP
network. As θasy increases, the activity probability of BSs in the LP network also
grows in order to defeat Iinter from the HP network. This is because Iintra is not so
dominant as Iinter in high power asymmetry. On the other hand, in the below two
sub-plots, two BSs in the HP network are less likely to be turned on because they
are dominated by Iintra to make the HP network more likely turn off one of its BSs
to remove dominant Iintra. Due to such aggressive behavior, Fig. 4.3 represents
that sharing spectrum without any cooperation can at least out-perform the fixed
spectrum split, also for the LP network, provided the power asymmetry θasy is
below a certain limit, i.e., break-even θasy. However, the break-even θasy is shown
to strongly depend on network separation, i.e., additional constant path loss in
channel links across two networks, as illustrated in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Break-even power asymmetry to lower power network [8].

4.5 Differentiated Service Provisioning (Paper 6)

Even under equal transmission power, it may not be uncommon in real business
scenarios that operators have different quality of service (QoS) for differentiated ser-
vice, e.g., rate guaranteed service versus elastic data service. In a network perspec-
tive, the asymmetric strategies may bring the objective function difference between
their networks. The objective asymmetry may or may not be beneficial depending
on competing networks. We assume that each network has the sum rates (SR) and
the minimum rate (MR) as an objective function in competition, respectively:

UA =
∑

j∈BA

Ri, UB = min
j∈BB

{Rj}.

As shown in Fig. 4.5, the MR network benefits from the objective asymmetry
thanks to the adaptability of its competitor, i.e., no constraint in the SR objec-
tive. On the other hand, the SR network takes disadvantage since the fairness
requirement reflected in the MR objective of its competitor attempts to be aggres-
sive. However, Fig. 4.6 displays that the average performance difference of network i
from the symmetric objective becomes negligible with marginal network separation.

4.6 Operator Cooperation Incentive (Paper 6,7)

We here quantify the potential cooperation incentive in both symmetric and asym-
metric objective case when pAmax = pBmax = pmax. In the symmetric objective
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case, both networks aim to maximize SR objective. Then, we evaluate the average
cooperation gain over competition by setting U coop = UA + UB . Fig. 4.7 shows
that the average cooperation gain of network A, which is defined as relative dif-
ference between the average performance of two strategies, according to different
number of BSs in a given network and the network separation. The cooperation
gain drastically shrinks as the network size increases regardless of α so that co-
operation becomes not so attractive with a larger network. This is because the
service area over dominantly affected by the inter-network interference is reduced
or intra-interference is relatively more dominant. In addition, deploying a network
at the neighboring building may not be critical without cooperation since typical
double-walled building penetration loss is reasonably high [61]. In the figure, the
cooperation gain at 40 dB network separation turns less than 2% in a highly inter-
ference coupled situation with α = 2.5. In other words, the incentive of cooperation
between networks may lose a value when typical urban buildings share spectrum
with reasonable separation.

In the asymmetric case, we assume that network A and B pursue SR and MR
objective, respectively. Finding a proper U coop itself can be a challenging task when
they fundamentally have distinct criteria. Thus, we examine the potential of using
a weighted linear sum of UA and UB for a common objective which is given as:

U coop = w
UA
NA

+ (1− w)UB ,

where w ∈ [0, 1] and NA = |BA|. Note that we normalize UA with NA to make
it comparable with UB since the sum rate objective aggregates multiple users’
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rates. Fig. 4.8 plots the average cooperation gain of network i by varying w. It is
identified that the cooperation does not always give positive gain to both operators.
In most of w, either one of operators has negative cooperation incentive. However,
there at least exists a proper w which simultaneously improves performance of both
operators. Although the asymmetry requirements are difficult to be aligned, two
operators can still enhance their performance with adequate cooperation.

4.7 Summary

We studied the inter-operator interference in co-primary spectrum sharing between
two neighboring local operators. For the analysis of potential operator strategies,
we considered two hypothetical systems affected by operator strategies: a compet-
itive system with network-level power control and a cooperative system with joint
multi-cell power allocation. In the competition domain, the impact of asymmetric
network competition by maximum transmission power and fairness requirement was
analyzed. By comparing the NE and the social optimal, we also assessed the coop-
eration incentive for managing the inter-operator interference and further explored
effects of network separation.

Answers to the Research Questions

Research questions are answered as follows based on numerical results.
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1. Can sharing spectrum be beneficial over classical fixed spectrum split to all
competing operators in presence of the difference in transmission power capa-
bility?

The answer is “Yes" up to a certain power asymmetry limit. Sharing spectrum
can be beneficial over fixed spectrum split even without any coordination be-
cause the lower power network becomes more aggressive by activating more
BSs to block inter-network interference as the higher power network increases
its maximum power.

2. Who will have more performance advantage between competing operators with
asymmetric service requirement?

The operator with more strict QoS requirement has performance benefit. A
system design for more guaranteed service such as voice or video makes a
network more protect users at the network boundary by creating more inter-
ference to neighbors with relatively flexible data services.

3. How much is the cooperation incentive and where is the cooperation valuable?

The potential cooperation gain over competition ranges 15 % to 35 % depend-
ing on pathloss exponent with symmetric QoS requirements. In asymmetric
QoS requirement, finding a proper common objective is highly important to
have mutual cooperation benefit. However, its incentive is drastically reduced
with marginal increase of network separation and size due to growing domi-
nance of self-interference accordingly.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this thesis, we studied the cost-effective way for interference management for
high-capacity wireless systems in indoors or hotspots areas. Both inter-cell in-
terference at a given network and inter-operator interference between neighboring
cellular networks were discussed. Tradeoff between coordinating interference and
related barriers was analyzed based on quantitative performance evaluation in or-
der to provide insights on the low-cost hotspot system design. In this chapter, we
highlight lessons learned form the analysis works and discuss limitations and future
work.

5.1 Lessons Learned

The analysis showed that interference coordination becomes more desirable in terms
of total network cost as an local deployment becomes densified. In addition, it was
found tat the cost benefit of coordination is very sensitive to the local propagation
conditions created by the variety of indoor environments. These two important
findings are schematically represented in Fig. 5.1 with the mapping of three repre-
sentative wireless systems. In low user demand, the self-deployed WLAN network
can have cost benefit due to its low AP equipment cost and almost free deploy-
ment cost, i.e., no location planning and free existing IP connections for backhaul-
ing. However, as the demand increases, the WLAN network cannot be economic
any more due to fundamental time sharing mechanism in CSMA/CA. Beyond the
WLAN limit, the conventional cellular solution based on static coordination, e.g.,
fixed frequency partitioning, can be cheaper than advanced joint processing at PHY
layer in closed environments, e.g., furnished offices with many walls because even
ideal joint processing may not have sufficient performance gain to compensate the
expenses of advanced systems and pricey fiber installations. In open environments
such as concert halls or department stores where LoS condition likely occurs, the
joint processing can support the high demand with lower cost than the conventional
cellular network. Nevertheless, extremely high CSIT accuracy needs to be assured.
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Figure 5.1: An economic system solution map for indoor and hotspots deploy-
ment [7].

Otherwise, the conventional cellular approach would be a remaining feasible solu-
tion with sufficient spectrum due to very low frequency reusability.

When interference from neighboring operators exist, one of the cellular networks
may improve its own throughput by selfishly increasing transmission power. Even
if so, sharing spectrum can out-perform the fixed spectrum split also for the lower
power network, provided that the power asymmetry is below a certain limit. This
is because it becomes more aggressive to overcome the inter-network interference.
When the neighboring operators pursue different QoS strategy, the operator with
more strict service, e.g., voice or video, takes advantage due to the protective net-
work behavior for boundary users. In order to overcome inter-operator interference,
tighter cooperation with global knowledge can have performance benefit to both
operators. Nevertheless, cooperation incentive quickly diminishes with marginal
increase of inter-network separation.

5.2 Limitations and Future Directions

We assumed fully loaded systems where every cell always has at least one user to
be served. However, the traffic load is non-uniform and dynamically changes in
typical indoor office environments. Therefore, more realistic load needs to reflected
to quantify the cost benefit of coordination. In addition, symbol or frame level
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coordination may not be so feasible in near future since channel dynamics are
faster than an information gathering process. Instead, relatively slowly changing
local information can be used for moderate coordination without fiber installation
as a short-term solution, e.g., the number of users per cell, distance pathloss, shadow
fading. A quantitative analysis on the performance benefit of such moderate level
of coordination is needed to see how much network cost it can save and if it is
valuable to develop practical systems. As the extensions of inter-cell interference
coordination, following questions can be further discussed:

• How does the gain of inter-cell interference coordination change in the pres-
ence of spatial-temporally varying load?

• How much equipment costs can be saved by the moderate level of coordination
according to increasing average user demand?

Models for the inter-operator coordination analysis was limited since we con-
sidered only two cellular networks with a few number of BSs although it gave us
insights on a general trend according to network separation and the impacts of
network asymmetry. Also, even if the instantaneous power control was used for the
comparison purpose, cooperation gain by using more realistic coordination tech-
niques need to be envisaged. In a typical urban scenario, there will be multitude
networks deployed not only in neighboring buildings but also on different floors in
the same building. In addition, neighboring local environments and user demand
level are hardly symmetric so that cooperation gain can be different. The impact of
network asymmetry and cooperation gain may be also magnified due to increasing
deployment density. A key question is if the increasing user demand and neighbors
will give a significant impact for decision making on cooperation. This question
can be reformulated as follows:

• How much can strategic cost be accepted by the means of different level of
coordination techniques? How does it change with the increasing number of
cooperation partners and user demand?

• How much different is the strategic cost according to the asymmetry level in
user demand between neighbors?

In order to answer those potential questions, there are several things to be done in
the methodology perspective. Refined cost models for physical coordination cost
and strategic cost are necessary. We only used a simplified relative cost model for
coordination without any explicit model for strategic cost. Which cost drivers are
specifically related to interference coordination and how the cost benefit can be
measured or expressed should be further discussed. Moreover, spatia-temporally
varying traffic needs to be modeled for more realistic performance comparison, and
models for the moderate level of coordination should be developed.
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Abstract— Predictions for wireless and mobile Internet access show an almost 

exponential increase in traffic. The only feasible long-term solution to satisfy this need in 

an affordable way is to use heterogeneous networks where the cell sizes are carefully 

adapted to the traffic. Since the majority of the traffic is in indoors, significant new 

network investments are foreseen in this environment. While conventional wide-area 

operators may not have access to indoor environments, non-traditional actors, e.g., 

hotspot operators and facility owners, will also operate networks. Such small operators 

are not likely to have dedicated spectrum. Thus, sharing spectrum with neighboring 

networks may be necessary. In order to reach very high capacities in these local networks, 

a key issue is the management of inter-network interference. Little or no coordination 

with adjacent networks possibly inflicts harmful interference to each other reducing their 

performances. Tighter inter-network coordination naturally provides higher capacity. 

However, this comes at the expense of increased infrastructure cost as well as business 

related barriers. Proposing a framework for analyzing these tradeoffs in various 

scenarios is the purpose of this paper. We modify the traditional single operator cost 

model by introducing new inter-operator cost factors. Then, we provide an example to 

demonstrate how the proposed framework can help us comparing different individual 

operator strategies.  Finally, we suggest areas for future research. 
 
 

Index Terms—Operator strategy, Techno-Economic analysis framework, Shared 

spectrum, Indoor and hotspot deployment  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Emergence of Small Operators in Shared Spectrum 

Over the last few years, mobile broadband access has gained tremendous success.  

Mobile handset innovations, e.g., smartphones and tablet PCs, have caused a virtual 

“data tsunami” that is already creating severe capacity problems for many operators. 

New types of bandwidth-hungry applications, e.g., cloud computing or web storage, 

accelerate the needs for higher capacity and even faster mobile broadband access. The 

only feasible long-term solution to satisfy this need is to densify the wireless networks. 

The way to this without running into rapidly growing costs is to use heterogeneous 

networks where the cell sizes are carefully adapted to the traffic.  

Since the majority of the traffic is generated in indoors, significant new indoor 

network investments are foreseen. Some networks are now being deployed by 

traditional (wide-area) mobile network operators (MNOs) as complements to mitigate 

the burden of the existing outdoor systems. However, it is not obvious that MNOs can 

gain access to the various indoor sites. It is also expected that most of the new indoor 

network investments are made by the other market actors. For instance, hotspot 

operators will focus on new niche market segments. There is also an increasing interest 

in dedicated indoor networks by non-telecom players, e.g., facility managers, real estate 

owners, and private companies [1]. The main driver is to own dedicated networks 

inside their own buildings to attract more tenants or their own customers, e.g., hotels or 

office suppliers. This is a business model very close to the one seen in current fixed 

network access – a public operator provides connections to the facility, whereas 

networks inside are deployed and managed by the facility owner.  

With this shift in network ownership, a number of distinct local area networks are 

appearing at the close distance of each other as illustrated in Fig. 1. A problem for such 

small-sized operators1 is that they do not have access to licensed spectrum. One of the 

proposed options is locally sharing spectrum with other operators, e.g., using 

unlicensed bands or secondary sharing of licensed spectrum [2]. 

B. Techno-Economic  Challenges for the Small Operators 

One of the central issues for achieving very high capacity (beyond what is possible by 

Wi-Fi deployment [3]) is interference management between adjacent operators. With 

 
1 For the remainder of the paper, an operator refers to any business entity that owns and operates its 

own network. In this context, the facility owners can be considered as operators.  
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loose inter-network regulation, the side-by-side network deployments will create local 

competition inflicting mutual interference to each other, which may in turn lead to poor 

performance. Instead, operators could cooperate to manage the inter-network 

interference using latest advances in technology, e.g., interference cancellation, joint 

multicell processing, or coordinated scheduling. Such tight inter-network coordination 

can be also enforced by regulators with a new spectrum policy, e.g., real-time spectrum 

auction [4].   

Improvement in technical performance is obviously expected from the inter-network 

coordination. However, additional cost and various business constraints are the hidden 

barriers mostly overlooked. The coordination may increase infrastructure cost in order 

to provide extra network resources for the reliable exchange of coordination 

information. Tighter coordination requires better infrastructure, which corresponds to 

higher cost. Thus, there exists a tradeoff between performance and cost regarding the 

inter-network coordination. Furthermore, the technical coordination inevitably requires 

strategic cooperation agreement in a business domain. An operator may perceive 

limitations after alliance with its neighbor because it could lose the freedom of network 

operation/upgrade and eventually competitive advantages [5], [6]. Including such 

non-technical barriers may not be straightforward in the operator decision-making. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Increasing number of local access networks deployed by various small operators 
 in shared spectrum  
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Associating a “strategic cost” to these limitations will be our way of including the 

business barriers to the performance-cost tradeoff analysis. 

As summarized in Table 1, the system design in shared spectrum is inherently a 

multi-dimensional problem where technology, business, and regulatory issues are 

intertwined unlike a conventional operator case isolated from business and regulatory 

issues. The problem of how to design a system and choose an operator strategy brings 

up several research challenges that have rarely been addressed in the literature. First, 

analysis of operator-wise competition or cooperation is not trivial due to the involved 

business complexity although the competition between individual users inside a 

network has been extensively studied [7]. Second, in spite of the importance of 

investigating the different levels of coordination, it has been mainly regarded as a part 

of a model assumption rather than the object to be compared due to the lack of the 

 
Table 1. Changing business landscape and system design paradigm shift in shared spectrum 

 

 
Traditional wide-area 
single operator system 

Local-area system in shared 
spectrum 

Business 
landscape 

Who  
&  

Why? 

• MNOs: revenue generation 
from service provisioning 

• MNOs: data  offloading  
• Facility owners: complements to 

facility services 
• Hotspot operators: new revenue 

generation in niche markets 

Where? Large-scale public outdoors Mainly private/public indoors 
controlled by facility owners 

Inter- operator 
relation 

Service/price competition in 
markets 

• Service/price competition in 
markets 

• Cooperation/competition for 
inter-network interference 
coordination 

Major network 
related cost 

• Network cost 
• Spectrum cost 

• Network cost 
• Inter-operator cost (see Sec. III-B) 

System 
design 

Design 
problem 

Minimizing network cost 
at a given traffic demand 

Minimizing network 
cost+inter-operator cost 

 at a given traffic demand 

Decision 
domain  Mainly technology Both technology and business 

Main decision 
maker MNO Both an operator and a regulator 

Coordination 
target Nodes (e.g., BSs) Networks 
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explicit and systematic evaluation methodologies. Third, a proper cost model should be 

in place for the tradeoff analysis. There are some attempts to estimate the network cost 

in the conventional single operator heterogeneous network [8]. However, the cost of the 

inter-network coordination towards a commercially successful indoor deployment has 

not been explicitly covered yet.  

C. Contribution of This Article 

Despite the increasing number of interfering local networks, we thus far lack a 

systematic framework for quantitatively analyzing which operator strategy on the 

system design is better than others under a certain set of circumstance. To effectively 

navigate and compare potential strategies, we provide a new techno-economic analysis 

framework including an extended cost model. Then, the validity of our framework is 

schematically shown with a tangible example. Finally, we outline important research 

areas to be addressed for future studies.  

 

II.  OPERATOR DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES – A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK  

A fundamental network design problem that the operators are facing is minimizing 

total network cost to satisfy expected user demand in a particular physical environment. 

In order to achieve this, the cost of different deployment options should be compared 

under a certain performance (e.g., capacity) requirement. This comparison becomes 

more complicated in the shared spectrum environment because both the cost and 

performance are closely related to the neighboring operators. 

Since the cooperation is intrinsically involved with strategic decisions in the business 

domain, a new strategy combining the technology and business aspects is needed for 

the small operators. In this section, we provide a conceptual framework to effectively 

categorize potential strategies. As shown in Fig. 2, the various operator strategies are 

characterized on one side by the strategic decision of the operators, i.e., cooperation and 

competition, and on the other side by the technical solution expressed as the level of 

coordination.  

A. Strategic Decision: Cooperation or Competition 

The strategic decision in the business domain influences the way for an individual 

network to be coordinated. In this regard, we differentiate between cooperation and 

competition based on the technical objective function which each of the involved 
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operator aims to maximize. We define two types of strategies:  

 

• Cooperation: the operators aim at maximizing a common objective function 

agreed between partners.  

• Competition: the operator aims at maximizing its own objective function in a 

selfish manner. 

 

Cooperating operators synchronize their overall technical behaviors for network 

alliance by re-configuring their networks. This could involve additional investment. 

Agreement on a common objective function is in itself challenging, particularly when 

the cooperation partners have chosen different criteria for the quality of service (QoS), 

e.g., rate guaranteed video service versus best-effort service. From a radio resource 

allocation perspective, cooperative networks behave as a conventional single operator 

network because the coordination issues are the same as in the traditional network. On 

the other hand, competition requires a non-traditional system design. Regulators must 

provide the guidelines for inter-network coordination by issuing various co-existence 

rules (“etiquettes”) which coordinate the network rivalry to some extent. Game theory 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. A conceptual framework to navigate the operator strategies. 
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has been widely adopted for the analysis of competition in wireless systems. For the 

case of network-wide competition, inter-network interference management is coupled 

with intra-network interference control, which creates new challenges. 

B.  Technical Solutions - Coordination between Networks 

The technical solutions of the operators to implement their strategic decisions 

directly affect the performance. We define coordination in a technical domain as the 

process of sharing relevant information. The level of coordination is measured by the 

amount of information shared in the process. The information relevant to the 

interference coordination can be the statistical or instantaneous traffic load or path 

gains between all the involved access points and user terminals, usually referred to as 

channel state information (CSI).  

More accurate and frequent information exchange increases the global knowledge in 

the whole system. A system with complete information sharing can be interpreted as a 

centralized network (whether decisions are computed centrally or not). Such system is 

desirable from a performance perspective since it can provide real-time resource 

allocation based on the fast sharing of local information, e.g., beamforming or 

coordinated scheduling [9]. On the other hand, only slowly-varying information, e.g., 

average propagation conditions and the number of users per cell, may be shared. This 

requires considerably less sophisticated equipment, and the information may be 

exchanged using existing IP connections.  

 

III. COST MODELS 

Recall that the network design objective is finding the operator strategy to offer the 

lowest total cost for the required capacity. As briefly discussed in the introduction, the 

network cost in the shared spectrum environment has an additional element with regard 

to technical inter-operator relations. In addition, there is also “strategic cost”  

representing the business uncertainty caused by the decision to cooperate. In this 

section, we first recap the traditional single operator cost model and highlight new 

inter-operator costs to be included for the strategy comparison.  

A. Traditional Single Operator Cost Model 

For a legacy operator in wide area, the cost of the wireless network mainly consists of 

two parts, i.e., infrastructure and spectrum, as described in [10]:  
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,tot infra spectrum BS r wC = C +C = N C +WC  (1) 

 

where NBS, Cr, W, and Cw are the number of total deployed BSs, the annualized cost per 

BS [€/BS], the allocated spectrum [MHz], and the annualized cost per spectrum 

[€/MHz], respectively. Here, Cr includes all capital expenditure (CAPEX) and 

operational expenditure (OPEX) aspects. CAPEX is mostly related to deployment, e.g., 

BSs or core network equipment, site installation/build-out, and antenna systems. Cost 

during operation, e.g., backhaul transmission, site rental, operation and maintenance 

(O&M), and electricity, is categorized as OPEX.   

Indoor and hotspot systems may have simpler cost structure than the conventional 

macro networks. However, we can still employ the linear model as a function of the 

number of BSs as in Eq. (1). As identified in [8], most of costs comprise two parts, i.e., 

the BS cost and the backhaul cost. This is because the smaller physical size of 

equipment does not need dedicated deployment space with relatively relaxed site 

constraints in inbuilding environment. By sharing spectrum, spectrum cost also 

becomes negligible or even free depending on the country-wise spectrum policy.  

B. Inter-operator Cost in Shared Spectrum 

1)  Coordination Cost  

From the technical point of view, information sharing between networks requires 

additional complexity and infrastructure cost. The coordination cost Ccoord is spent for 

acquiring relevant information for resource allocation. Depending on the amount of 

information to be shared, Ccoord can be neglectable or significant. As exemplified in Fig. 

3, the extra cost mainly emanates from installing dedicated backhaul or intermediate 

entity to coordinate the interference between networks. For instance, real-time 

interference coordination may necessitate expensive dedicated backhaul in both inside 

and between buildings to allow for reliable low-latency information sharing. In addition, 

an inter-network coordinator should be put in place for fast and synchronized resource 

allocation. While in-building dedicated backhaul may be paid by individual operator, 

the common cost, i.e., inter-building backhaul or the intermediate equipment, can be 

shared. In a moderate coordination scenario, each network may use its existing 

in-building IP connection to control its own BSs. Even in this case, intermediate 

coordination equipment may be introduced by the third party due to a regulatory 
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Fig. 3. Examples of Ccoord according to the cooperation level. 

constraint, e.g., spectrum-broker, or due to the trust reason in a business domain. 

Without any additional equipment or backhaul cost, neighboring operators can still 

directly exchange information to share spectrum cooperatively based on mutual trust as 

long as the performance improvement is assured than competition. In this case, 

resource allocation can be done in a distributed manner. Depending on the coordination 

level, required NBS per operator will be different for a given traffic demand. Thus, 

finding the proper level of coordination to give the lowest total per-operator cost is an 

important issue.   

2)  (Invisible) Strategic Cost  

Operators have traditionally been reluctant to share networks or to tightly cooperate 

across business boundaries mainly due to the limitations and uncertainty they perceive 

regarding their marketing strategies. Cooperation takes place only if large economic 

gains are foreseen, e.g., mobile broadband in rural areas where a too small customer 

base cannot support two or more parallel access networks. In management literature, 
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such barriers against strategic alliances with competitors have been widely studied, e.g., 

see [11]. A recent European project SAPHIRE also addressed a similar issue in the 

context of outdoor network sharing [6]. Some key network-related obstacles are: 

 

• Management overhead: decision-making on network deployment/upgrade can 

be delayed because it requires an agreement with the cooperation partner. 

• Limited network controllability: an operator may lose control over the 

deployment and operation of its own network, which can restrict individual 

network dimensioning and make its service not differentiable from the 

competitors in markets. 

• Risk of information leakage: the coordination may unveil customer statistics 

and know-how on network optimization to the other operator. 

• Lack of trust: an operator may suspect that the cooperation partner delivers 

false information to take advantage of the coordination. 

 

One way to model this uncertainty or risk is to introduce an additional fictitious cost, 

denoted by the strategic cost Cstex. Notice that Cstex may not be strictly measurable 

because it is related not only to objectively computable risk but also to the perceived 

uncertainty to the future. This is not a new concept in strategic decision making in 

business domain where one often considers an uncertainty margin, e.g. using a 

fictitious “required rate of return” or “hurdle rate” when comparing investment 

options [12]. Consequently, traditional single operator cost model should be extended 

with the new inter-operator cost factors as: 

 
i i i i i
tot infra spectrum coord stexC = C +C +C +C .  (2) 

 
Note that the superscript i represents the cost for the ith operator sharing the spectrum. 

In the following section, we demonstrate how to use our proposed techno-economic 

modeling approach in a typical scenario. 

 

IV. COMPARISON OF OPERATOR STRATEGIES 

A. Urban Enterprise Scenario 

Let us consider a scenario with two nearby office buildings as illustrated in Fig 2. We 
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assume that one building has a dedicated high-speed wireless access network which is 

provided and maintained by a hotspot operator B. Another small operator, namely 

operator A, comes into the next building to deploy and run an enterprise network. We 

further assume that the regulator has arranged a spectrum band to which this type of 

small operators can have cost-free access. Both operators use this frequency band in 

order to avoid spending huge amount of money for dedicated spectrum. Therefore, 

inter-operator interference is a major concern to the new coming operator as well as the 

existing operator B.  

B. Candidate Operator Strategies  

The operator A needs to determine its deployment and operation strategy in the 

shared spectrum. With the aid of the conceptual framework, we can systematically 

create several candidate strategies as follows:  

 

• Strategy I (S-I): since the operator A is concerned about the inter-dependency 

and the risk of revealing the network operation information, it decides to 

operate its own network by selfishly configuring radio parameters only for 

internal network coordination without the consideration on the harmfulness to 

operator B.  

• Strategy II (S-II): operator A wants to cooperate with the moderate level of 

coordination. Since the main type of service in both offices is elastic data, two 

operators first agree to maximize average aggregate data rates of all of users  

in both buildings. However, it wants to lower the coordination level due to the 

concern of upgrade cost for installing optical fibers. In this case, the two 

operators share only statistical traffic load information via Internet 

connection to yield the part of spectrum to a highly loaded network.  

• Strategy III (S-III): in order to obtain the highest achievable performance, 

operator A makes an agreement with operator B for tight cooperation. In this 

strategy, the operators jointly decide to employ dynamic interference 

management by instantaneously sharing all CSIs, e.g., coordinated 

beamforming. For this, they need to install dedicated high speed backhaul and 

to share the cost to build a centralized coordination entity. 

C. Cost Comparison of Strategies  

Fig. 4 schematically illustrates CA
tot of Strategy I to III depending on inter-network 
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Inter-network 
separation Open areas Small office 

buildings 
Offices inside a 

building 

  

  

S-I  

S-II  

S-III  

S-II at high Cstex  

S-III at high Cstex  

 

A
totC

 
 
 

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the cost comparison of operator strategies; the best strategy 
minimizing the total network cost differs depending on the environment.  

separation, i.e., inter-building propagation loss caused by obstacles or inter-building 

distance.  

When the separation is small, it is expected that more BSs are needed under Strategy 

I to compensate increased inter-network interference. Thus, CA
infra will dominate the 

total cost. The tight cooperation will exhibit a significant capacity gain in the open area 

where no inter-network obstacles exist and line of sight condition is possibly imposed, 

e.g., public outdoor hotspots. It will result in much fewer numbers of BSs for fulfilling 

the same capacity requirement. Then, the cost saving in CA
infra can be sufficiently high 

to compensate extra CA
coord to make total cost of Strategy III lower than Strategy I. In 

the intermediate level of separation, e.g., offices are separated in floor levels or directly 

attached buildings, the moderate level of cooperation can save CA
infra without any extra 

CA
coord by reusing existing fixed IP connections. Contrary to the former cases, the 

inter-operation coordination does not bring about a performance improvement when 

there exists enough separation between the operators. Naturally, no cooperation 

(Strategy I) will be desirable in this situation.  

The strategic cost Cstex can make a heavy influence on the above discussion. If 

operator A is very reluctant to cooperate with operator B, Cstex may be significantly 

high enough to outweigh any cooperation strategy as depicted by the dotted lines in Fig. 
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4. Interested readers can refer our recent work to find relevant quantitative results 

[13]-[14].   

 

V. RESEARCH CHALLENGES  

Although substantial work has to be done in realizing affordable high capacity 

system, research on the design of a small operator network in shared spectrum is still in 

its early stage. In the following, we suggest some high-level research challenges to be 

addressed in the future.   

1)  System Performance at Different Levels of Cooperation 

The quantitative comparison of the system performance for the different forms of 

coordination has still to be explicitly discussed. In [13]-[14], we have scratched the 

surface regarding this issue. A main analysis task is categorizing relevant information 

to be shared and quantifying network performance in various local environments and 

user demand. The performance improvement by the coordination can be converted into 

cost saving in terms of the reduced number of BSs. Then, operators can examine if it 

compensates the associated coordination cost. Different coordination schemes may also 

involve different business risk and uncertainty affecting the cost-performance tradeoff 

analysis. 

2)  Impact of Network Separation 

Unlike wide-area networks which seamlessly cover a large area, indoor and hotspot 

networks are usually separated with a certain distance as depicted in Fig. 2. Therefore, 

mutual interference between the networks may be overshadowed by self-interference 

generated inside a network depending on the separation between the networks. This 

means that the benefit of inter-network coordination relies on the network separation, 

which requires thorough investigation. 

3) Asymmetric Demand and Deployment Environment 

It is hardly likely that each network has the same user demand, QoS requirements, or 

inbuilding propagation conditions as neighboring networks. Such potential 

asymmetries in demand and physical environments may lead to unequal incentives or 

even negative coordination gain to one side of participants. Moreover, finding a proper 

common objective function for the cooperation is a challenging task especially when 
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the partners aim at the different QoS requirements.  

4)  Multitude of Interfering Networks/Cooperation Partners 

It is quite common that a single multi-story building accommodates several networks 

and a building is surrounded by a few neighboring buildings. Thus, the number of 

networks generating interference can be substantial. As the number of potential 

cooperation partners increases, the performance gain could be even higher since more 

interference could be technically controlled. However, it would come at the expense of 

inflating business complexity. Therefore, the relation between cooperation incentive 

and the number of involved partners needs to be further explored.  

VI. CONCLUSION  

We proposed an analysis framework to explore the tradeoff between performance 

benefits of operator cooperation in shared spectrum and involved technical and 

strategic costs. In the framework, the implication of operator strategic decisions to 

cooperate or compete and the related costs of inter-network coordination level are 

explicitly modeled. With the aid of our framework, the provided research challenges 

should be further investigated to identify the operator strategy in various business 

situations and physical environments that gives the lowest cost satisfying performance 

requirements.  

Our conceptual framework was motivated by and developed for a scenario of small 

operators in shared spectrum. Nonetheless, the proposed analysis method can be 

applied to more general resource sharing scenarios in wireless networks, e.g., 

infrastructure sharing among a multitude of wide-area and small operators. Overall, 

understanding the driving forces and hurdles of multi-operator resource sharing is one 

of the major challenges for the design of affordable wireless systems in the coming 

years. 
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Abstract—A self-deployed network is considered to be one
of cost-efficient deployment solutions by skipping an expensive
network planning process. However, it may result in the serious
degradation of capacity or the infeasibility of coverage constraint
due to the rise of interference although radio adaptation tech-
niques are employed. Therefore, deployment decision makers,
e.g., operators, need to identify when and where the self-deployed
network is feasible and economical compared with the planned
network. For this, we estimate the average network throughput
of the self-deployed network subject to a coverage constraint and
compare it with the planned network. Three distinct regions of
self-deployment are identified where different deployment strate-
gies are required: infeasible, cost-effective, and uneconomical.
We evaluate how the regions alter according to different channel
environments and make suggestions for economical deployment.

I. INTRODUCTION

As a gap between capacity in wireless cellular networks
and the revenue of operators increases due to soaring traffic
demand with flat pricing schemes, cost-saving deployment
strategies become more and more essential. While equipment
cost turns cheaper due to equipment vendor’s competition
and technology evolution, site-related cost relatively remains
dominant in total deployment cost [1]. One of major cost-
driving factors in the site-related cost is planning the locations
of base stations (BSs) which requires expensive engineering
efforts. For reducing the planning cost, the concept of a self-
deployed network is recently of great interest and has actively
been studied [2], [3].

Unlike conventionally planned networks, BSs in the self-
deployed networks are not carefully deployed by engineers
or sometimes randomly placed by unskillful end-users. Con-
sequently, self-deployed BSs may be inefficiently deployed
such that they cannot offer the minimum required rate to some
users owing to coverage gap or excessive interference from cell
overlap. This requires installing more BSs to fill the coverage
gap in some areas. It also needs to turn off some BSs to
reduce the excess interference in other areas. In a nutshell,
the saving of the planning cost leads to extra equipment cost
in the self-deployment. In some cases, the unplanned BS
locations may not fulfill the capacity or coverage requirement
even with intercell interference mitigation/avoidance schemes.
Thus, deployment decision makers, e.g., operators, should
investigate whether the self-deployed networks can provide
the minimum required rate in the service area, i.e., coverage.

Then, they need to explore if the self-deployed network is
more economical than the planned network in terms of the
total deployment cost.

Most of existing studies on the self-deployed networks
focused on technical aspects such as capacity or coverage anal-
ysis, optimal interference mitigation and avoidance schemes,
and network architecture designs [2], [3]. In contrast, relatively
few studies have been done in the economic perspective [4],
[5]. In [4], a cost comparison between self-deployed networks
and conventional networks is presented in a particular usage
scenario by assuming constant capacity and coverage per BS.
The author of [5] intensively analyzed the total deployment
cost when the self-deployed network is mixed with different
types of networks. However, as acknowledged in [6], both
economic and technical aspects need to be considered to-
gether for the design of cellular networks. For the planned
networks, a cost optimization problem was addressed that
jointly considered various technical aspects such as transmit
power and antenna heights [7], [8]. However, the techno-
economically integrated analysis has not been in place for the
self-deployed network which requires a different cost structure
and deployment model.

In this paper, we assess the cost of a self-deployed net-
work with a throughput requirement subject to a coverage
constraint. Particularly, we consider inter-cell interference mit-
igation/avoidance techniques in the analysis by employing
transmit power control and frequency selection. This will
bridge the gap between technological and economic studies
on the self-deployment. We address the following question:

• Can the self-deployment satisfy the coverage constraint?
If this is the case, the second question is posed:

• Is the cost of self-deployment cheaper than the planned-
deployment for a given throughput requirement?

In order to answer these, we first examine the average network
throughput subject to the coverage constraint as a function of
the number of deployed BSs. If the coverage is satisfied, we
assess the total deployment cost of the self-deployed network
and compare it with that of the planned network.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows. Firstly, we identify under which performance require-
ments or environments the self-deployment stay economical
than planned-deployment. Secondly, we investigate the sensi-
tivity of the coverage constraint on the technical feasibility.
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Thirdly, we explore how deployment decisions should be
adjusted according to various shadowing and multichannel
environments. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: we describe a system model and a performance metric
in Section II and III, respectively. Section IV presents a
simulation model, and numerical results are given in Section V.
Then, Section VI concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a finite service area set Ω ⊆ R2. When N BS
locations are given by a set l ⊆ Ω, Ω is divided into several
cells Ωi occupied by BS i ∈ B which is defined as

Ωi := {x|pr,i(x) ≥ pr,j(x), x ∈ Ω, ∀j ̸= i}, (1)

where pr,i(x) is the received power at x ∈ Ω from BS i. Note
that pr,i(x) is calculated by gi(x)pi where gi(x) and pi are a
channel gain from BS i to location x and transmit power of
BS i. When a user locates in x ∈ Ωi, signal to interference
and noise ratio (SINR) can be obtained as,

γi(x) =
pr,i(x)∑

j∈B\i θ(fi, fj)pr,j(x) + no
, (2)

where no and θ(fi, fj) are noise power and an orthogonality
function of operating frequencies fi and fj of BS i and j,
respectively. θ(fi, fj) gives 1 when BS i and j operate in the
same frequency channel and otherwise, 0. We also calculate a
rate ri(x) from Shannon formula as

ri(x) = min(log2(1 + γi(x)), rmax) (bps/Hz), (3)

where parameter rmax reflects the maximum sustainable rate
in practice. When assuming that users are uniformly dis-
tributed in Ω, we define conditional expected network through-
put λc for a given BS location set l as

λc :=
∑

i∈B
WiE[ri|l] (Mbps), (4)

where Wi represents bandwidth (MHz) allocated in BS i.
Let γ and γt be SINR of a user and its threshold for the
minimum required rate. Then, users can experience outage
when γ ≤ γt due to high co-channel interference or weak
signal strength. Thus, the coverage for a given l can be
described by conditional outage probability defined as

νc := Pr[γ ≤ γt|l]. (5)

A. BS Deployment Strategy

According to how carefully BSs are placed, we differentiate
two deployment strategies as follows.

1) Self-deployment: We assume that the self-deployed net-
work is built by end-users with self-configurable BSs [3]. In
order to make the end-users capable of deploying BSs, we
assume that BSs are plug-and-play based small equipments
which do not need dedicated installation space [3]. Since the
end-users do not have any professional radio network planning
knowledge and tools, they deploy several BSs without effort
in a place where a wired backbone infrastructure is accessible.
Typically, they sketch a network topology to ensure that BSs

are quasi-uniformly distributed by visually inspecting pre-
placed BSs or following some basic guidelines given in a
technical manual. Thus, the case that BSs are co-located in the
same position is unlikely to happen and is a too pessimistic
scenario. Accordingly, we model that BSs are randomly placed
with uniform distribution but with the minimum BS separation
distance in a sequential manner.

2) Planned-deployment: In this case, all BSs are deployed
at once in the optimal positions acquired by a location
optimizing process based on costly channel measurements.
Since channel measurements in Ω is not practical at all, we
instead adopted a grid-installation approach for optimizing BS
locations [9]. In this model, M and K equally-spaced points
are pre-selected out of Ω for the candidate locations of N BSs
and for measurement points, respectively (i.e., N < M < K).
We formulate this into a general combinatorial problem se-
lecting N BS locations out of M candidate locations. The
objective of location planning aims at maximizing average
signal qualities in the entire measuring points in a set K,
i.e.,

∑
i∈K log2(1 + SNRi). Note that SNRi represents signal

to noise ratio at measurement point i from BS offering the
strongest signal quality when fixed transmit power is used.

B. Interference Mitigation and Avoidance

Most of cellular networks use advanced radio resource
management schemes, e.g., link adaptation or dynamic chan-
nel allocation, to ensure the achievable performance for a
given network topology. Therefore, it is necessary to consider
interference mitigation/avoidance schemes regardless of the
deployment strategies. In particular, we assume that a joint
transmit power control and frequency channel selection is
employed in the considered network. Once the BS location
set l is determined by either planned-deployment or self-
deployment, the transmit power vector p and the frequency
vector f of BSs need to be adjusted for managing inter-cell
interference. In practice, after BSs are configured to connect
the central server via a infrastructure backbone, the central
server gathers local measurement information from each BS
in order to assign the best power-frequency profile to each
BS. Since instantaneously updating p and f is impractical due
to a time-varying channel and limited processing capability,
we consider a long-term adaptation in order to compensate
the irregular pattern of BS topology. Let us consider a cellular
network which targets to maximize λc subject to νc < δ. Note
that δ denotes the constant outage threshold. Then, for a given
l, we formulate this problem as follows:

maximize λc(p,f)
subject to 0 ≤ pi ≤ pmax, fi ∈ F , ∀ i

νc ≤ δ

Note that F = {1, ..., nf} represents a frequency set with nf

available frequency channels while pi and pmax are referred
to as the transmit power of BS i and the maximum transmit
power, respectively.
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III. PERFORMANCE METRIC

Since our objective is investigating technical feasibility and
deployment cost, we consider not only a technical metric but
also an economic metric.

A. Technical Measure

As we can have different realizations of BS location set l for
a given N deployed BSs, we measure the outage probability
which is defined as ν=Pr[γ < γt]. The coverage of N BSs
is considered as feasible regardless of deployment costs if
the network can provide ν ≤ δ. Otherwise, we call N BSs
infeasible. Likewise, in order to estimate the total deployment
cost for given network throughput, we also measure the
network throughput in an average sense for a given N BSs. For
this, we simply obtain average network throughput λ = E[λc]
by averaging over different BS location realizations of l.

B. Economic Measure

Once we have λ for a given N deployed BSs, we can
acquire the total deployment cost Ctot under the following
cost structure. The total deployment cost of a general cellular
network consists of radio equipment cost and site-related cost
which are the linear function of N [10]. We presume that
the radio equipment cost per BS is same regardless of the
deployment strategies since same BS equipments and network
architectures are used in both cases. Since we assume book
sized BS equipments with plug-and-play functionalities, we
can also save site-related cost requiring civil works. For
instance, cost for antenna titling, site acquisition, and initial
parameter configurations can be ignored. Nevertheless, the
planned network apparently needs more effort for installation
from the channel measurement and the location optimization
process. Also, access to a backbone infrastructure may not be
readily available at the installation place so that it requires
additional wiring with extra costs. Accordingly, we assume
that the site-related cost is essentially dominated by the
planning cost which includes the location optimization and
wiring cost. From this, we simplify the total deployment cost
as

Ctot := N(Cr + Cp), (6)

where Cr and Cp are the radio equipment cost per BS and the
planning cost per BS, respectively. Note that the self-deployed
network has Cp=0 since we assume that it does not demand
any efforts for planning.

IV. SIMULATION MODEL

A. Numerical Optimization Method

For given N BSs, by applying Monte-Carlo method, we
estimate λ and ν by simply averaging λc and νc from 100
different BS location realizations. In each simulation run,
we generate (optimize) BS location l for the case of the
self-deployment (planned-deployment). In the case of the
planned-deployment, we apply a well-known heuristic sim-
ulated annealing [11] to find the sub-optimal BS locations.
This can yield near-optimum performance which serves as an

120m

50m

15x15m

Fig. 1. Indoor office layout for a closed environment.

approximate upper bound on the performance as a reference
for comparison.

Then, we optimize p and f in both deployment strategies.
For mathematical approximation, we first discretize irregular
continuous area Ω into K measurement points as used in
the grid-installation. Then, we numerically evaluate the rate
and SINR over the K points. Also, we quantize pi into np

discrete levels. Then, we reformulate the joint transmit power
and frequency control problem into a discrete optimization
problem which selects the best power-frequency profile out
of npnf possible combinations. Since the considered problem
still has νc ≤ δ constraint, we need a procedure for checking
the feasibility of the problem. Therefore, we divide this
problem into two subproblems with different objectives: 1)
minimizing νc until it finds a feasible power-frequency profile
and 2) maximizing λc subject to νc ≤ δ. Once the first
subproblem finds a feasible profile, the second subproblem is
triggered from the identified feasible power-frequency profile.
Otherwise, the first subproblem terminates by simply returning
the minimum estimated νc.

For each subproblem, we apply an iterative constrained
random search algorithm [12]. The brief description of the
algorithm is provided as follows:

Initializing: all BSs randomly select an initial power-
frequency profile.
Repeat:

1) Randomly choose one of BSs, say i.
2) For the selected BS i:

a) Randomly choose a power-frequency profile that
improves the objective and satisfy a constraint if it exists.
b) If it does not have any better solution, it simply
persists the previous profile.

Until: if the objective function converges1 or the number of
iteration exceeds a threshold, it stops the iteration.

B. Simulation Environment

We consider an indoor office environment recommended
in [13], and its layout is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of sixteen
15 m by 15 m cubics which are arranged along the side of the
6000 m2 rectangular shape of service area. A channel gain
between a receiver and a BS is only distance-dependent and
is given by PLw = 37 + 30 log10(d) + kLw [14]. Note that

1The algorithm is known to converge within a finite number of iteration [12]
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d, k, and Lw represent a distance from a BS, the number of
penetrated internal wall, and the wall loss, respectively. pi is
selected from as a set {−∞} ∪ {−20 : 2 : 20} dBm, and γt

is fixed to 3 dB. M BS candidate points are equally spaced
by 10 m while K measurement points are evenly arranged by
5 m. Also, the minimum separation between adjacent BSs in
the self-deployment is set to 5 m. Total system bandwidth W
is given with 10 Mhz and Wi assigned to each BS is obtained
by W

nf
.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Differentiable Deployment Regions

Fig. 2 shows how λ changes as the number of deployed
BSs increases when nf = 1. The result shows that the self-
deployed network is more sensitive to δ. In the case of δ =
0.10, the self-deployed network is infeasible in most of the
evaluated density whereas the planned network mostly remains
feasible. When δ is relaxed to 0.20, the feasible region of the
self-deployed network appears, but low BS density still does
not fulfill the δ constraint. λ of the self-deployed network
also increases as the network density increases with the aid of
interference mitigation technique. However, it provides less λ
than the planned network for a given network density.

By assuming Cr = 1 without the loss of generality, we
can simply compare Ctot of two deployment strategies for
different Cp as illustrated in Fig. 3. In particular, when Cp

is fixed to 0.5, we can identify three distinct deployment
regions: 1) infeasible, 2) cost-effective, and 3) uneconomical.
In the infeasible region (150 Mbps–450 Mbps), the self-
deployment does not fulfill the coverage constraint so that
planning BSs is desired. When the self-deployed network can
satisfy the given coverage constraint, the region is divided
into two cases from the cost perspective. The cost-effective
region (450 Mbps–820 Mbps) represents the range of λ where
the self-deployed network is relatively economical than the
planned network. When the deployment density is high, the
self-deployed BSs are placed at the proximity of adjacent BSs
with high probability. As a result, they are more likely to be in
OFF state to reduce outage caused by high interference than
the planned BSs. Thus, uneconomical region (after 820 Mbps)
starts to appear in which redundant self-deployed BSs in
OFF state become dominant so that the planned network is
preferable. Note that the relative size of each region varies
depending on Cp. Higher Cp enlarges the cost-effective region
of the self-deployed network.

Thus, when λ is given in Fig. 2, let Np(λ) and Ns(λ)
stand for the number of deployed BSs for the planned and
the self-deployed network, respectively. Then, we can com-
pute the extra number of self-deployed BSs by ∆N(λ) =
Ns(λ) − Np(λ). In order that the self-deployed network is
cost-effective, ∆N(λ)Cr should be less than the total planning
cost Np(λ)Cp. From this condition, we can define permissible
planning overhead (PPO) for a given λ and Cr as

PPO(λ) :=
∆N(λ)

Np(λ)
Cr × 100 (%).
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For example, 50% PPO means that the planned network is
economical as long as Cp ≤ 0.5. Otherwise, the self-deployed
network is economical. Fig. 4 illustrates how PPO changes
depending on λ for a given Cr = 1. It indicates that the
planned-deployment becomes more preferable as λ increases.
This is because the self-deployed network has more redundant
BSs in OFF state to meet the coverage in denser deployment.

B. Shadowing and Multichannel Effects

When the indoor environment is an open area such as
department stores or stadiums, wall shadowing effects shrink.
By setting Lw = 0, we evaluate the shadowing effects as
shown in Fig. 5. It shows that tighter coverage constraint,
i.e., δ = 0.05, can be easily satisfied and infeasible region
is hardly noticeable. Since the signal from a BS is easily
reachable to most of the service area without barriers, the
service area hardly has coverage hole which typically occurs
in environments with plenty of wall shadowing. However, the
further signal propagation also creates higher interference so
that many BSs are in OFF state to reduce interference to meet
the coverage constraint. As a result, λ of the self-deployed
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network drastically diminishes as well. Even with very high
planning cost, e.g., Cp = 3, the self-deployment cannot be
cost-effective in most of evaluated regions in the figure. To
sum up, we have the smaller infeasible region but the larger
uneconomical region as the internal wall shadowing fades out.
From this observation, we can find that the self-deployment is
a suitable solution in a highly shadowed environment.

In order to reduce the interference, we can consider fre-
quency selection by dividing whole frequency bandwidth into
multiple sub-bands. Then, the self-deployed network can be
feasible with tighter δ since more BSs transmit with higher
power while not interfering each other. This means that
infeasible region is reduced and the need for turning off the
BSs also decreases. Thus, frequency selection can make the
self-deployed network an economical solution when δ is tight
despite of sacrificing full frequency reuse gain. We omit the
quantitative result of this case due to the limitation of space.

VI. CONCLUSION

We analyzed the total deployment cost and the technical
feasibility of a self-deployed network when comparing with
a planned network. For this, we compared quasi-randomly

placed BSs with near-optimally deployed BSs by employing
transmit power control and frequency selection which are
typically ignored in techno-economic studies. Then, we es-
timated the average network throughput subject to a coverage
constraint and the total deployment cost of two deployment
strategies. For a given planning cost per BS, we identified that
there are three distinct deployment regions of the self-deployed
network comparing with the planned network: 1) infeasible
(when the coverage constraint is tight), 2) cost-effective (when
required network throughput is moderate) and 3) uneconom-
ical (when high network throughput is demanded). Conse-
quently, deployment decision makers should have different
strategies according to required network throughput as well as
a coverage constraint. Furthermore, we observed that the self-
deployed network is more useful in an environment with plenty
of wall shadowing than in an open area. This work employed
a centralized interference management. The analysis under
distributed interference mitigation remains as future work.
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Abstract—The rapid growth in demand for mobile and no-
madic wireless access forces the use of more and more base
stations (BSs). In such dense networks, various techniques for
multicell interference coordination have been investigated. How-
ever, whether or not the interference coordination provides cost
benefit compared with a loosely coordinated system is not obvious
because the tight coordination at PHY-layer is likely to need
an expensive high-speed backbone infrastructure. In this paper,
we assess the worthiness of the tight interference coordination,
referred to as coordination gain, in various indoor environments.
We compare a hypothetical interference-free system as an upper
bound with a simple interference-limited system opportunistically
avoiding interference. The range of possible coordination gain is
examined for various wall losses, path loss exponents, building
shapes, and deployment density. Results show that substantial
gain can be achieved in dense deployment at open areas with
low path loss exponent, e.g., lightly furnished offices partitioned
with soft walls. Nevertheless, the coordination gain significantly
drops in the presence of marginal wall loss regardless of the
other environmental factors.

I. INTRODUCTION

As a mobile broadband access widely spreads out, a recent
survey reports that the orders of magnitude of more mobile
data traffic will be generated at indoors in the near future [1].
Obviously, operators will seek a low-cost and high data rate
indoor system to meet the unrelenting capacity demand. Inter-
cell interference is one of the limiting factors for a downlink
transmission in multicell environments. For enhancing the
system capacity, various multicell interference coordination
schemes were proposed [2]. Several studies investigated the
system capacity in the ideal case where all base stations (BSs)
know global knowledge by instantaneously exchanging in-
formation via the backhaul with unlimited capacity [3]–[6].
The authors of [7], [8] also considered a more realistic finite
backhaul capacity for interference coordination. However,
such tightly coordinated system needs dedicated backhaul
installation to share channel state information (CSI) or user
data streams among BSs in order to mitigate or cancel inter-
cell interference.

Alternatively, the extent of interference coordination can be
lowered by means of fully distributed operations or limited
information sharing via existing IP connections [9]. A prob-
abilistic approach has been adopted in the widely deployed
Wi-Fi systems, i.e., distributed coordination function (DCF).
A number of different distributed schemes have also been pro-
posed in cellular systems [10]–[16]. The authors of [10]–[12]
proposed distributed iterative algorithms based on broadcast

message in the air, e.g., the gradient of interference when
channel state varies slowly enough until the algorithm con-
verges. In [13], [14], the random shuffling of resource blocks
for transmission was considered to opportunistically avoid co-
channel interference. Beside, [15], [16] proposed algorithms to
exploit the statistical information, e.g., the average number of
users per cell, which can be exchanged via low-cost backhaul.

Although the tighter interference coordination with more
knowledge certainly provides better system capacity [9], this
comes along with extra infrastructure cost in the deployment
perspective, e.g., dedicated optical fibers to instantaneously
share information among BSs [6]. Accordingly, it is crucial
to know if such tight interference coordination is worthwhile
compared with the loosely coordinated system. Moreover, due
to the wide variety of in-building structures that leads to
different interference characteristics [17], the tightly coordi-
nated system may lose its performance advantage in some
environments. Overall, the benefit of interference coordination
has not been explicitly assessed yet despite the importance of
quantitative analysis in the multitude of indoor environments.

In this paper, we aim to explore the worthiness of coordina-
tion by explicitly quantifying the performance gain of multicell
interference coordination with different environmental factors,
which have been largely ignored in the literature. We aim to
address the following questions:

• How much interference coordination gain can be poten-
tially achieved?

• In which type of indoor environments is the coordination
worthwhile?

For this, we compare a hypothetical interference-free system
and a loosely coordinated system which employs probabilistic
interference mitigation. Two simplified building structures are
considered where we assess the coordination gain depending
on wall loss, path loss exponent, and deployment density. The
remainder of the paper is organized as follows: we describe
the general network model and indoor environments in Sec-
tion II. In Section III, we discuss two inter-cell interference
coordination models. Section IV provides numerical results,
and then we draw a conclusion in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Radio Network Model

For simplicity of the exposition, we investigate two indoor
building shapes as depicted in Fig. 1 where internal walls
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Fig. 1. Indoor models and BS deployment examples

evenly divide a finite service area to create the equal size of
15 m × 15 m partitions. Note that real indoor environments
may be irregular, e.g., uneven partition size and asymmetric
building shapes. More various indoor environment scenarios
can be explored as a future work. Then, we assume that NBS

single-antenna BSs are deployed in both building shapes on
the same frequency band. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a)–(b), BSs
are placed such that the same per-BS coverage is maintained.
Although this may not be the optimal deployment due to
boundary effects in the finite service area, it can reflect one
of realistic indoor deployment cases which follow a basic
planning guideline given in a technical manual [18]. In the
above premise, let us focus the downlink transmission. Then,
users experience distinct inter-cell interference characteristic
depending on the building shape. A user at the corridor
shape in Fig. 1(a) can be surrounded by the fewer number
of neighboring interferers than one at the square shape in
Fig. 1(b) where interferers exist on the vertical side as well.

It is also assumed that single user with single-antenna is
uniformly distributed in a given cell at a given time. Note
that the cell covered by a BS is defined as the service area
in which the BS provides the highest average received signal
strength to a user. This represents a fully loaded system and
equal time-sharing scheduling among users in a given cell
when a number of users arrive. The full load assumption may
result in the optimistic gain of interference coordination since
it creates the maximal interference to neighboring cells on
average. However, this can provide us with a good reference
scenario for upper bound analysis.

B. Propagation Model

Each radio link is affected by the path loss attenuation and
Rayleigh fading. For the path loss between BS i and user j,
we adopt a general Indoor Multiwall and Floor model which
considers all walls intersecting the direct ray between a BS

and a user [17], [19]. By assuming single floor, the path loss
between BS i and user j can be dependent on the internal wall
and distance as given in

L
(dB)
ij = L0 + 10αlog10(dij) + kLw (dB), (1)

where L0, α, dij , and k represent the constant loss, the
pathloss exponent, the distance in meter between BS i and
user j, and the number of walls across a BS i and a user j,
respectively. Note that Lw is the constant loss per wall since
we assume the homogenous indoor materials for the analysis
simplicity. Also, α depends on the size or the surroundings
of the partitions as well as operating frequency. In general,
the bigger size of partitions with hard obstacles at higher
frequency creates the higher α [17], [20], [21].

Additionally, we assume a small-scale Rayleigh fading
channel component zij which is characterized by independent
zero-mean unit-variance complex Gaussian distribution. By
assuming rich scattering, all channels are perfectly uncorre-
lated. This can be justified by a fact that BSs and users are
sufficiently separated. Then, let us define the complex channel
response between BS i and user j as

hij =
√

Lijzij . (2)

Note that Lij represents the linearly scaled path gain, i.e.,

Lij = 10
−L

(dB)
ij

10 . Then, a complex channel coefficient matrix
is denoted by H = {hij}. Due to independent channel fading
and user placement, H becomes a NBS by NBS square matrix
with the full rank. Also, the channel gain gij can be computed
from squaring the amplitude of hij , i.e., gij = |hij |2.

III. INTER-CELL INTERFERENCE COORDINATION

In order to quantify the coordination gain in the downlink
transmission, we consider two interference coordination sys-
tems as an upper bound and a lower bound, respectively: 1)
a hypothetically interference-free system where both BSs and
users fully cooperate and know ideal knowledge, and 2) a
loosely coordinated system which probabilistically mitigates
inter-cell interference.

A. Hypothetical Coordination with Ideal Knowledge

The aim of this subsection is to explore the maximum
achievable performance of intercell interference coordination
for the network configurations described in the previous sec-
tion. In this regard, we employ several assumptions which are
ideal and somewhat impractical to fulfill in real environments.

First, we assume that users report the perfect CSI of both
signal and interfering links to their serving BSs via ideal
feedback channels and BSs share them for joint processing.
The availability of CSI allows BSs to coordinate their signal-
ing strategies, e.g., power allocation and beamforming direc-
tions [22]. Second, the BSs are connected by high-capacity
delay-free backhaul so that they can share the data stream of
their respective users as well as the CSI information [6]. Then,
a tight interference coordination can be achieved such that all
BSs jointly transmit designed waveforms to the users. In this
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case, the concept of an individual serving BS for one user
disappears since multiple antennas belonging to different BSs
can be simultaneously utilized to send data streams to a user.
Besides the ideal knowledge at the BSs, we further assume
that users fully cooperate to share CSIs and received signals.

In principle, such a full cooperation transforms the multicell
network into a NBS by NBS virtual MIMO channel. In
practical systems, full cooperation and ideal knowledge by
users may not be realized due to considerable signaling over-
head. Also, BSs can be linked by limited-capacity backhaul.
However, the hypothetical system provides the upper bound
of system performance below which the performance of any
practical systems stays. The practical constraints on users and
backhaul capacity need to be further investigated as a future
work.

In this hypothetical system, it is well known that the optimal
solution to maximize aggregate data rates is water-filling
power allocation at transmitters, i.e., BSs for our case, with
appropriate joint precoding and decoding [23], [24]. To obtain
the optimal precoding and decoding vectors, we can simply
apply singular value decomposition (SVD) in H matrix. The
precoding and decoding vectors make H diagonalized by cre-
ating NBS interference-free channels. Then, we can compute
the optimal data rate in the interference-free link for a user j
as follows:

Rideal
j = log2 (1 + SNRj) (bps/Hz), (3)

where

SNRj =
λ2

jP
∗
j

N0
. (4)

Here, λj is the channel eigenvalue corresponding to user j
of H . Note that P ∗

j can be obtained from water-filling power
allocation on the channel eigenvalue [23]:

P ∗
j =


µ −

(
λ2

j

N0

)−1



+

, (5)

where µ is chosen such that
∑

j P ∗
j = Ptot. Note that (·)+

is zero if its argument is negative. We here presume the sum
power constraint which reflects the power pooling among BSs.
For the comparison with a lower bound, let us restrict our-
selves to Ptot = NBSPt where Pt denotes constant individual
BS transmit power in the loosely coordinated system in the
following subsection. Therefore, the system capacity of the
hypothetical system is given by

Cideal = E


∑

j∈U

Rideal
j


 , (6)

where the user set served by the BSs at a given time is denoted
by U.

B. p-persistent Opportunistic Transmission

The forementioned hypothetical system needs, besides the
other challenging requirements, costly dedicated backhaul on
which information can be instantaneously shared among BSs.

An option to lower the dedicated backhaul cost is to use IP-
based broadband connections already built in the buildings.
Generally, these broadband connections are provided in a best-
effort basis. Thus, it is difficult to share instantaneous channel
matrix or user data stream in a guaranteed manner. It will be
only the long-term local information, e.g., user distribution or
load statistics per cell, that can be consistently shared among
BSs to aid the statistical multicell interference coordination.

As the representative of a loosely coordinated system,
we consider a statistical information based interference co-
ordination which we compare with the hypothetical MIMO
system. Specifically, we adopt probabilistic multicell interfer-
ence mitigation where BSs opportunistically avoid concurrent
transmissions in fully shared frequency band [11], [13], [14].
In this scheme, each BS is randomly activated by following
an activation probability p which can be initially configured in
the deployment phase or be automatically adapted according
to environmental changes, e.g., the change of BS topology or
the statistics of user distribution. It is worth to noting that p
is chosen once at the deployment phase since we restrict our
attention to a stationary system in a sense that user statistics
and BS topology remain same. At a given time, the data rate
of a user j served by its activated BS i can be computed by

Rj = log2 (1 + SINRj) (bps/Hz), (7)

where
SINRj =

gijPt

Ij + N0
. (8)

Note that Ij represents aggregate interference received at a
serving user j from all active neighboring BSs which transmit
with fixed power Pt at a given time. Then, let us define the
system capacity for a given p probability as

Cprob(p) = E


∑

j∈Up

Rj


 (bps/Hz). (9)

We here use a term Up for the user set served by activated
BSs at a given time.

While leaving the practical method of configuring p out of
scope in this paper, we assume that all BSs are always assigned
with the optimal p∗ to provide the best performance in a given
indoor environment. For any indoor environments, p∗ can be
obtained by solving the following optimization problem:

maximize Cprob(p)

subject to νprob(p) < β

θmin ≤ p ≤ θmax

where νprob(p) = Pr(SINRj < γt) represents the outage
probability of serving users from the activated BSs with
minimum SINR threshold γt. Note that θmin, θmax, and β
represent the minimum activation probability, the maximum
activation probability, and outage probability threshold, re-
spectively. In order to obtain Cprob(p

∗), we employ the fine-
grained quantization of p, and perform an exhaustive search
to find the best estimated Cprob(p) subject to νprob(p) < β.
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Fig. 2. System capacity according to Lw (Corridor shape with NBS = 6
and α = 3).
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Fig. 3. Outage probability according to Lw (Corridor shape with NBS = 6
and α = 3).

C. Coordination Gain

By comparing Cprob(p
∗) with Cideal of the hypothetical

system where ideal MIMO channel capacity can be achieved,
we can quantify coordination gain defined as

Coordination gain :=
Cideal

Cprob(p∗)
.

This reflects the average system performance improvement
over the statistical information based coordination by in-
stantaneously coordinating the inter-cell interference. Higher
coordination gain can be interpreted as the larger cost benefit
of interference coordination for a given extra infrastructure
cost.

TABLE I
AVERAGE WALL LOSS ACCORDING TO COMMON BUILDING MATERIAL [17]

Material Type Loss (dB) Center Frequency (MHz)

All metal 26 815
Concrete block wall 13-20 1300

Empty cardboard 3-6 1300
Light textile 3-5 1300

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Simulation Parameters

In the numerical evaluation, L0 = 37 dB, N0 = −95 dBm,
and Pt = 20 dBm are used, respectively. We also limit our
evaluation with γt = 6 dB and β = 0.05. For a given
Lw, we average the performance over 1000 different channel
realizations to estimate Cideal and Cprob(p

∗).

B. Wall Effects on Coordination Gain

Fig. 2 and 3 illustrate the system capacity and the outage
probability of two systems in the corridor shape when NBS =
6. Since each BS is located at the center of each partition,
all users in each partition are likely connected to the BS in
the same partition. As a result, Cideal is constant with almost
zero outage probability regardless of Lw since the desired
signals are not weakened by the walls while the interference is
perfectly eliminated. Note that the outage in the hypothetical
interference-free system can occur when the optimal waterfill-
ing assigns insufficient power on a particular link to maximize
the sum of rates at a given time. However, as shown in 3, it
rarely happens in the considered evaluation scenario so that the
hypothetical system easily meets the same outage probability
constraint β = 0.05 imposed in the p-persistent coordination.
On the other hand, the p-persistent coordination is heavily
affected by Lw due to inter-cell interference. With the fixed p
allocation, it may violate outage constraint β in relatively small
Lw due to excessive interference from neighboring BSs. By
lowering p, the system can satisfy the outage constraint thanks
to the conservative transmission, but it has fewer opportunity
to transmit, i.e., lower system capacity. With the optimal p∗

configuration, Cprob(p
∗) increases as Lw grows while meeting

the outage constraint.
Fig. 4(a)–(b) illustrates the effects of different α and

building shapes on the coordination gain, respectively. Lower
α generates more interference since interference can reach
further users. Besides, the corridor shape has less coordination
gain than the square shape since users in the corridor hurts only
from horizontally deployed BSs due to the building structure.
Thus, the figures show that the square shape and the smaller α
have higher coordination gain since they create larger interfer-
ence which can be totally removed in the hypothetical system.
Nevertheless, the gain significantly drops as Lw increases
regardless of the building shape and α. For instance, Fig. 4(a)
shows that the gain in the corridor shape drops by 63%
with Lw = 10 dB regardless of α. Also, in Fig. 4(b), the
gain decreases by 63% and 70% with Lw = 10 dB in the
corridor and the square shape, respectively. In Table I, several
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examples of average wall loss are listed according to the
typical materials at different center frequency. It shows that
10 dB attenuation corresponds to typical concrete block walls
which are usually used for dividing large areas, e.g., office
divisions or households in apartments.

C. Deployment Density and Coordination Gain

Depending on the user demand, operators can deploy more
(fewer) number of BSs to increase (decrease) the system ca-
pacity in a given service area. However, more BSs cause more
downlink interference in general. We explore the effects of
deployment density on the coordination gain. Fig. 5 provides
how the coordination gain is changed with more or fewer BSs
deployment in the corridor shape. Note that each BS is evenly
placed in a horizontal axis to cover the same geographical area.
Since there are six partitions with five walls, at least one of
BSs faces with another BS without any wall separation when

NBS = 8. In the p-persistent transmission, such exposed BS
loses any benefit from wall shielding so that the performance
deterioration is inevitable due to the more conservative trans-
mission setting. Consequently, the coordination gain curve is
shifted toward right in the figure. On the other hand, there can
be multiple walls between serving users and associated BSs
when NBS = 2. Due to the wall penetration loss in traversing
signals, some of users positioned in partitions without BSs
experience much weakened signals which do not occur when
NBS is more than the number of partitions. Accordingly,
the capacity of the hypothetical system drops regardless of
the interference elimination to let the coordination gain curve
shifted leftward.

V. CONCLUSION

We investigated the potential benefit of practical multicell
interference coordination. For this, we quantitatively assessed
the optimistic performance gain of coordination on purpose
in the various range of indoor environments. We compared a
hypothetical interference-free system as the upper bound and
a loosely coordinated system with probabilistic interference
mitigation as the lower bound. The coordination gain was eval-
uated under various wall loss, path loss exponents, building
shapes, and deployment density.

Numerical results demonstrate that the multicell interference
coordination is not always worthwhile. In open areas such as
conference halls, the coordination can ideally provide the sub-
stantial gain especially when BSs are densely deployed. How-
ever, the gain considerably declines with marginal increase
in wall loss between BSs regardless of other environmental
factors, e.g., 60–70% drop in the presence of 10 dB wall
loss which corresponds to the typical brick wall in offices.
This suggests that the cost of dedicated backhaul to enable
the tight coordination may not be compensated in network
deployments with reasonable wall losses. As a future work, the
refined coordination gain should be evaluated especially where
significant gain is identified by comparing a more practical
upper bound with a lower bound in a more realistic load and
shared backhaul scenarios.
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Abstract—Rapidly increasing traffic demand has forced indoor
operators to deploy more and more Wi-Fi access points (APs). As
AP density increases, inter-AP interference rises and may limit
the capacity. Alternatively, cellular technologies using centralized
interference coordination can provide the same capacity with the
fewer number of APs at the price of more expensive equipment
and installation cost. It is still not obvious at what demand level
more sophisticated coordination pays off in terms of total system
cost. To make this comparison, we assess the required AP density
of three candidate systems for a given average demand: a Wi-Fi
network, a conventional pico-cellular network with frequency
planning, and an advanced system employing multi-cell joint
processing. Numerical results show that dense Wi-Fi is the
cheapest solution at a relatively low demand level. However, the
AP density grows quickly at a critical demand level regardless of
propagation conditions. Beyond this “Wi-Fi network limit”, the
conventional pico-cellular network works and is cheaper than the
joint processing in obstructed environments, e.g., furnished offices
with walls. In line of sight condition such as stadiums, the joint
processing becomes the most viable solution. The drawback is
that extremely accurate channel state information at transmitters
is needed.

Index Terms—Wi-Fi densification, Interference coordination,
Networked MIMO, Cost-capacity analysis, Network deployment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless data traffic has rapidly increased over the last few
years triggered by mobile handset innovation, e.g., tablet PCs
or smartphones. The trend of traffic growth is even acceler-
ated by bandwidth-hungry applications, e.g., real-time cloud
computing or web-storage service. A significant investment in
indoor network deployment is anticipated in upcoming years
because most of such traffic increase is expected to come from
indoors [1]. An interesting question to operators is what will be
the cheapest indoor deployment strategy for such high-capacity
provisioning.

Wi-Fi access points (APs) based on IEEE 802.11 standard
have been so far successful due to its significantly lower unit
cost than other cellular solutions. However, the contention-
based system may lead to a negative impact on overall network
capacity because of the fundamental lack of interference
coordination. On the other hand, advanced joint process-
ing techniques, often dubbed as networked MIMO, recently
emerge as one evolutionary path in the cellular track [2]–
[5]. Theoretically, it can perfectly remove interference, greatly
increasing spectral efficiency. Nonetheless, this requires costly
dedicated optical fibers for the fast and accurate exchange of

channel state information (CSI) and user data between APs1

which may outweigh equipment costs. Conventional pico-
cellular systems with moderate interference coordination, e.g.,
static resource partitioning, are placed in the middle both from
cost and performance perspectives. While tighter interference
coordination in the cellular system certainly provides required
network capacity with the fewer number of APs, it is still
not so straightforward if it will have economic gain over
the denser Wi-Fi network in terms of total system cost.
Moreover, the wide variety of in-building structures creates
different interference characteristics so that the performance
benefit of coordination may diminish in some obstructed
environments [6]. Therefore, quantitative comparison among
the candidate solutions is an important research task in various
indoor environments.

In order to make the comparison, the both cost and perfor-
mance of a system should be estimated under the same local
environment. In techno-economic literature, we find only the
limited number of cost comparisons between a Wi-Fi and a
conventional pico-cellular system that are based on empirical
cost figures from a specific market [7]–[10]. These studies
mostly relied on simplified performance estimation which
disregarded the distinct interference coordination mechanisms,
e.g., CSMA/CA randomness in the Wi-Fi. For instance, in [7],
[8], an overall network performance was obtained by scaling
average per-cell throughput by the number of placed APs.
In [9], [10], it was estimated more precisely by reflecting
the statistics of user distribution and propagation conditions.
Still, a link-level data rate was approximated as the function of
received average signal to average interference plus noise ra-
tio (SINR). In contrast, significant technology-oriented studies
evaluated performance of either W-Fi or cellular systems with
more refined coordination models [11]–[21]. For instance, au-
thors in [11]–[14] estimated a performance of a Wi-Fi network
by using different mathematical tools. The others in [15]–[17]
studied the theoretical capacity of the cellular network by the
different means of multi-antenna techniques or proposed more
practical interference management algorithms [18]–[21]. How-
ever, they have thus far overlooked the importance of analyzing
the economic benefit of cellular systems than the Wi-Fi system
for a given data rate requirement. This led the performance of

1Without the loss of generality, we use a term AP for any type of
fixed transmitters, e.g., either stand-alone type or remote radio head, at the
remainder of paper instead of using base station which is often used in a
cellular literature.
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each system to be assessed in parallel in different environments
with unsynchronized working assumptions and performance
metrics.

The objective of our study is providing an insight into the
potential way towards the future lowest-cost indoor deploy-
ment by explicitly comparing both Wi-Fi and cellular systems
which have distinct interference coordination mechanisms
and cost structures. While exact cost figures for equipments
and backhaul are market and vendor specific, estimating the
required AP density to meet an average traffic demand is
our way to compare total network cost of systems which is
approximately linear to the AP density [22]. For comparison
purpose, the AP density of three systems is quantitatively
assessed for a given average traffic demand: a Wi-Fi network,
a conventional pico-cellular network with frequency planning,
and an advanced cellular network with an emerging joint
processing technique. The main contribution of this work is
three-fold:

1) First, the required AP density of the three aforemen-
tioned systems is estimated as a function of increasing
average user demand under outage constraint, partic-
ularly taking into account technical differences in the
interference coordination. The impact of indoor prop-
agation conditions, i.e., indoor wall loss and pathloss
exponent, are further examined in order to see how the
economic gain of one system deviates accordingly.

2) Secondly, we develop a framework for evaluating the
optimistic performance of a Wi-Fi network which is ap-
plicable to obstructed environments but still retaining the
CSMA/CA mechanism. In the framework, an ideal MAC
and PHY layer are explicitly modeled based on random
sequential packing process [23]–[25] which maximally
exploits spatial reuse without redundant collisions in
order to estimate the minimally required Wi-Fi AP
density.

3) Thirdly, we provide a solution map of future indoor
deployment which intuitively guides operators to choose
the lowest-cost option. It is characterized by traffic
demand and environmental openness with identified
practical bottlenecks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II pro-
vides an overall system model including network dimensioning
and traffic assumptions. Then, Wi-Fi and cellular network
models are presented in Section III and IV, respectively.
Section V describes a simulation methodology to estimate
an individual system performance. Numerical results illustrate
implications on the economic indoor system in Section VI.
Finally, we draw conclusions in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Service Area Layout

As depicted in Fig. 1, we consider a finite square service
area Ω with the size of lx by ly in meters. We assume that there
are walls which are equally placed and create the constant
signal strength loss Lw (dB). This represents the homogenous

lx

ly
APs in channel 1

APs in channel 2

Co-channel interference

User

Signal

ij=2

Fig. 1. Service area layout with the example of AP deployment in nine
rooms.

indoor materials for simplicity. The numbers of walls are
wx and wy, which are placed vertically and horizontally,
respectively, in the following locations:

xw =
lxa

wx + 1
and yw =

lyb

wy + 1
,

where a = 1, ..., wx and b = 1, ..., wy .

B. Traffic Assumptions

We focus on downlink traffic which is the main consid-
eration of network deployment. Mobile users equipped with
single antenna are assumed to be uniformly and independently
distributed with the average density of E[λu] (users/km2).
Typically, the traffic load pattern varies drastically on an hourly
basis [26]. Thus, a busy hour, which refers to the time during
a day with the most traffic, is a commonly used concept
in telecommunications for network dimensioning [10], [27].
We assume that the ω fraction of the day are busy hours
when the traffic is intensified. By assuming that all users
are equally served during the busy hour in an average sense,
a network can support a feasible average user throughput
denoted by µ (Mbps/user) during the busy hour. In addition,
average monthly traffic volume per user in GB/month/user has
been used as the conventional metric of measuring network
usage in telecommunication business since it provides an
intuitive understanding of customer behavior. For instance,
the mobile broadband usage today is 1-2 (GB/month/user) in
most developed countries [28]. Following this convention, our
work adopts this metric instead of classical system spectral
efficiency in bps/Hz which is common in most of technical
analysis. Then, average user demand D (GB/month/user) can
be defined by

D :=
c0

ω
µ (GB/month/user),

where c0 represents the scaling constant to transform
Mbps/user unit to GB/month/user. It is 1

1024 × 1
8 × 3600 × 30

by assuming 30 days a month. Although average user demand
per month strongly depends on user statistics in local places,
i.e., ω and E[λu], the comparison of deployment density is
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still valid since it is mainly affected by system performance
and physical propagation conditions.

C. Propagation Model

We assume that both an AP and a user have single antenna
for the analysis simplicity. Then, each radio link is affected by
the path loss attenuation and Rayleigh fading. For the path loss
between AP i and user j, we adopt a general Indoor Multiwall
and Floor model which considers all walls intersecting the
direct ray between an AP and a user [6], [29]. By assuming
single floor, the path loss between AP i and user j can be
dependent on the internal wall and distance as given in

L
(dB)
ij = L0 + 10αlog10(dij) + ϕijLw (dB),

where L0, α, dij , and ϕij represent the constant loss, a
pathloss exponent, the distance in meter between AP i and
user j, and the number of walls across a AP i and a user j,
respectively. Also, α depends on the size or the surroundings
of the rooms or operating frequency. In general, the bigger
size of rooms with hard obstacles at higher frequency creates
the higher α [6], [30].

Additionally, we assume an independent and identical small-
scale Rayleigh fading channel component zij ∼ CN (0, σ2

z).
By assuming rich scattering, all channels are perfectly un-
correlated. This can be justified in a fact that APs or users
are sufficiently separated and many scattering objects in in-
doors [31], e.g., furniture or uneven wall surfaces. Then, let
us define the complex channel response between AP i and
user j as

hij =
√

Lijzij .

Note that Lij represents the linearly scaled path gain, i.e.,

Lij = 10
−L

(dB)
ij

10 . Then, a complex channel coefficient matrix
is denoted by H = {hij} for all active links in a given time.
Then, the channel power gain gij can be computed from
squaring the amplitude of hij , i.e., gij = |hij |2. We also
consider a block fading model, where H remains quasi-static
within a fading block, but varies between contiguous fading
blocks.

D. Performance Measure

The overall network capacity is evaluated with respect to
average area throughput density E[λs] (Mbps/km2) subject to
the outage probability constraint ν = Pr(SINRj < γt) < β.
γt represents the minimum SINR for feasible transmission.
Note that λs =

∑
Rj (Mbps/km2) represents aggregate data

rates of all served users per unit area which is governed by an
involved coordination mechanism and the channel realization.
For average user density E[λu] (users/km2), we assume that a
deployed network can support µ (Mbps/user) during the busy
hour on average:

E[λs] = µE[λu] (Mbps/km2).

E. Network Dimensioning

The APs should be dimensioned to support µ during the
busy hour for a given average user density E[λu] under the
constraint of ν < β. We assume that the APs are placed
regularly in order to maintain the equal geographical area per
BS. That is, nx by ny APs are placed as shown in Fig. 1. The
location planning could be further optimized considering the
building geometry and its indoor structure. Since our objective
is comparing systems employing the distinct interference co-
ordination mechanisms, we leave the location optimality issue
out of the scope. Instead, we refer interested readers to our
previous work on this aspect [32]. We simply assume the
locations (xap, yap) of deployed APs are given as

(xap, yap) =

(
lx
nx

(
1

2
+ (a − 1)

)
,

ly
ny

(
1

2
+ (b − 1)

))

where a = 1, ..., nx and b = 1, ..., ny .

III. WI-FI NETWORK MODEL

The performance evaluation of a Wi-Fi network itself is
a challenging task since the mathematical modeling of the
complex behavior of multiple APs is difficult. An accurate
packet-level simulation is also very time-consuming particu-
larly in a dense network. Thus, we propose a Wi-Fi network
model where practical impairments in MAC and PHY layer
are idealized, but the key features of CSMA/CA operation are
captured. This model can be used to estimate the optimistic
performance of a multi-channel Wi-Fi network in obstructed
indoor environments to yield the minimal number of APs for
a given user demand.

A. 802.11 Channel Model

Depending on the IEEE 802.11 standard variants, a number
of orthogonal frequency channels are defined. The 802.11b/g
standard provides a set of 14 frequency channels among which
only 3 non-overlapping channels are possible, whereas 802.11a
offers around 8 non-overlapping channels depending on the
spectrum availability in 5 GHz [33]. Thus, the frequency reuse
number Kwifi for Wi-Fi is different counting on the operating
frequency and a specific standard. Then, we assume that each
AP i access one of non-overlapping channels whose bandwidth
wwifi

i is given for the total system bandwidth W by

wwifi
i =

W

Kwifi
(MHz).

B. MAC and PHY Layer Model

In principle, the MAC operation is based on CSMA/CA
mechanism regardless of the operating frequency and standard
variants. We also assume that all APs transmit data at the
same fixed power Pt (mW). Since we suppose that a network
is dimensioned to meet average user throughput during a
busy hour, persistent downlink traffic is presumed with no or
negligible upstream traffic. Let us define a set of APs operating
in a frequency channel k as Ak. As for the association, each
user attaches to the AP offering the highest Lij . Note that
each user may instantaneously have worse signal strength from
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the associated AP than nearby APs due to fading component
zij . However, this assumption reflects the practical association
criteria which is based on average signal strength.

At a given data transmission time, only a subset of Ak can
be concurrently active due to CSMA/CA operation. Let Ak

x

be the set of all co-channel APs which are in the contention
domain of AP x operating in a channel k. It is mathematically
expressed as follows:

Ak
x := {i ∈ Ak, i ̸= x|gixPt > CSli

thr},

where CSli
thr (mW) represents the linearly scaled carrier

sensing threshold of CSthr (dBm), i.e., CSli
thr = 10

CSthr
10 .

The collision probability (outage in a cellular context) and the
spatial reuse gain are affected by CSthr since it defines the
size of the contention domain. Intuitively, the higher CSthr

makes APs aggressively reuse the space domain, i.e., more
simultaneous transmission for higher capacity but with more
collision. Typically, the IEEE 802.11 standard suggests CSthr

for equal transmission opportunity in unlicensed band [33].
For this, we use CSthr=-85 dBm as defined in [33] which is
named as Baseline Wi-Fi. Nevertheless, there may be a strong
motivation for operators to adjust CSthr for striking their own
balances between capacity and collision probability. Thus, we
also examine lower CSthr for the comparison purpose which
is referred to as Aggressive Wi-Fi.

In a practical Wi-Fi network, collisions among APs in a
contention domain can occur because of the mismatch in the
timing of carrier sensing and actual transmission. However, we
assume that all APs in Ak

x always listen when AP x transmits
data. Although the perfect carrier sensing removes the im-
pairment due to temporal mismatch, collisions due to spatial
mismatch between carrier-sensing APs and receiving users,
a so-called hidden node problem, can still occur. However,
the impact of the hidden node problem becomes negligible
with denser deployment because the distance between a user
and its serving AP is much closer than the carrier-sensing
range [12]. Likewise, the conservative transmission due to an
exposed node problem also diminishes with densification.

Let us refer to the set of all active APs elected by the
MAC protocol in a frequency channel k at a given time
as Φk ⊂ Ak. We here omit the time index t unless any
ambiguity is introduced. Since Φk plays an important role
in the performance of a Wi-Fi network, a precise and yet
simple model describing this set is necessary while capturing
the important features of CSMA/CA. Matérn hard core point
process has been recently paid an attention to estimate data
rates of a generic CSMA/CA network. This is theoretically
founded on Poisson point process (PPP) with an additional
thinning process [34]. Several studies used this to model the
MAC operation for estimating data rates of a dense Wi-Fi
network [12], [13]. However, the classical homogeneous PPP
assumption suffers from several drawbacks in practical indoor
situations, as argued in [34]–[36]. First of all, the effect of
obstructed indoor environment, which creates spatially varying
interference, is hard to be analyzed even if it is one of
crucial factors to affect the performance of indoor deployment.

Transmitting APs

Listening APs

Contention domain

User

Coverage

Co-channel interference

Signal

Fig. 2. An example of realization of active Wi-Fi APs when single channel
is available without any walls.

Secondly, it probabilistically permits some APs out of the con-
tention domains to be silent. This leads to the reduced spatial
reuse gain, i.e., fewer number of simultaneous transmission.
Thirdly, the spatial average of AP locations in infinite service
areas is estimated by assuming homogeneous interference.
Practical indoor Wi-Fi networks have finite service areas such
that users near the boundary experience lower interference
level than those at the center. Lastly, it is only applicable
to single channel operation which overestimates the collision
probability than multi-channel Wi-Fi deployment in practice.

These motivate us to consider a Simple Sequential Inhibition
(SSI) process which is applicable to more realistic indoor
environments by empirical simulation [25]. As a family of ran-
dom sequential packing process, the SSI is known to be more
appropriate to model CSMA/CA networks and was originally
developed for a finite continuous spatial domain [23], [24]. Let
us define a SSI process Ψ in a constructive manner on a finite
and discrete set Ak rather than arbitrary points in the service
area. Ψ(n) is composed of a sequence of n random variables
denoted by X1, ..., Xn which are independently and uniformly
distributed in Ak. Initially, X1 is added to Ψ(1). Then, Xi

is systematically added to Ψ(i) if and only if it does not
belong to the contention domain of any APs in Ψ(n−1), i.e.,
Xi /∈ ∪Xj∈Ψ(i−1)Ak

Xj
. The process stops whenever entire APs

in Ak are either active APs or in the contention domain of any
active APs. A sample of active APs Φk can be built by such
SSI process as exemplified in Fig. 2. This process always lets
APs transmit unless it is in the range of the contention domain
of other active APs, contrary to Matérn point process. Note
that a recent work in [14] also proposed a simulation-based
model to approximate a data rate in a multi-channel dense Wi-
Fi network. Although the data rate is modeled as a function of
AP density, it still assumed the pessimistic interference where
any active APs always experience interference form all APs
in Ak.

For a given realization Φk, each active AP x ∈ Φk randomly
selects user j to transmit data. Then, the data rate can be
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ideally achieved as

Rwifi
j = min

{
wwifi

i log2

(
1+

gijPt∑
x∈Φk\i gxjPt + σ2/Kwifi

)
, Rwifi

max

}
(Mbps), (1)

where Rwifi
max = wwifi

i ηwifi and σ2 (mW) is average noise power
for whole system bandwidth W . A practical Wi-Fi system uses
a discrete rate and the rate adaptation is also imperfect due to
the lack of explicit channel information feedback from users
unlike the cellular systems [33]. In this regard, the rate model
implicitly assumes the perfect rate adaptation without any
quantization. Thus, our approach again gives us the optimistic
performance of the dense Wi-Fi network.

IV. CELLULAR NETWORK MODEL

For comparative analysis with the Wi-Fi network, we con-
sider two representative indoor cellular systems with distinct
coordination techniques: a conventional pico-cellular system
with static frequency planning and an advanced system em-
ploying multi-cell zero-forcing (ZF) beamforming.

A. Conventional Frequency Planning

The frequency planning is the one of static coordination
techniques which were used in a conventional cellular net-
work to mitigate multi-cell interference. In the conventional
planning, whole system bandwidth W is partitioned into K
non-overlapping equal-width bands in a centralized planning
process. Then, each AP i transmits at full power Pt using one
out of K disjoint bands whose amount is given as:

wsta
i =

W

K
(MHz).

Recall that Kwifi in the Wi-Fi network is fixed irrespective
of propagation conditions due to the restrictions in standards
whereas K in the conventional cellular coordination can be
adaptively determined. For a given K, a user j is randomly
selected at a given time and achieves data rate of Rsta

j as

Rsta
j = min

{
wsta

i log2

(
1+

gijPt∑
x∈Ak\i gxjPt + σ2/K

)
, Rsta

max

}
(Mbps), (2)

where Rsta
max = wsta

i ηsta. There are also other variants in
the static coordination approach such as fractional frequency
reuse [4], [37]. However, we confine our study to the static
frequency planning as a reference since our objective is to
compare representative cellular systems with the Wi-Fi system.

B. Multi-cell Zero Forcing Beamforming

While co-channel interference still exists in the conventional
pico-cellular network, it can be ideally removed by the means
of advanced multi-cell joint processing techniques. Several
precoding strategies in the joint processing have been proposed
and studied [2], [5]. In general, dirty paper coding (DPC)
is known as the precoding strategy to yield the information
theoretical upper bound [38], [39]. Alternatively, suboptimal
linear precoding based DPC, commonly referred to as ZF-
DPC, deals with the part of interference with a linear pre-
coding strategy whereas remaining interference still relies on
nonlinear DPC coding [40]. However, it is generally very
complex to implement such non-linear precoding techniques
in a practical system. Instead, zero forcing (ZF) beamforming
which is entirely a linear processing is considered both in
academia and industries as one way of practical implementa-
tions of the joint processing [2], [41]–[43]. The ZF technique
becomes near-optimal in high SNR regime which is at the
focus of our interest, i.e., a dense indoor network. Thus, we
will employ the linear ZF as the representative joint-processing
technique.

Although the ZF has a great potential to improve the
performance of the indoor network, it may be sensitive to
imperfect channel estimation or feedback delay [15]–[17].
Therefore, we consider two cases for the ZF: ideal ZF with
perfect CSI at transmitters (CSIT) and one with CSIT errors.

1) Ideal ZF: Let us refer to the vector of signals transmitted
by N single antenna APs as x ∈ C[N×1]. Then, the vector of
received signals y ∈ C[M×1] in M single antenna users can
be described as

y = Hx + n,

where H ∈ C[M×N] and n ∈ C[M×1] is referred to as an
additive white noise vector with covariance E[nn†] = σ2I.

Suppose that H is perfectly known at the network side
without any feedback delay and estimation/quantization errors.
x can be now reconstructed with linear beamforming matrix
W ∈ C[N×M] as:

x = Wu = H†(HH†)−1u,

where the j-th element in the vector u ∈ C[M×1] is the
information-bearing data symbol intended for the j-th user.
We also assume that the elements of u are independent
zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables with variance
E[uju

†
j ] = pj (mW). Then,

y = Hx + n = HH†(HH†)−1u + n = u + n.

User j receives yj = uj + nj so that it can achieve data rate

Rzf
j = min

{
W log2

(
1 +

pj

σ2

)
, Rzf

max

}
(Mbps), (3)

where Rzf
max = Wηzf represents the maximum link data

rate supported by the network. For the fair comparison with
other systems, we disregard the multiuser diversity gain by
randomly selecting single active user per AP in a given
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time. Thus, all channel matrices considered in the sequel
are N -by-N by setting N = M . Because we assume that
data symbols heading to different users follow independent
and zero-mean Gaussian distribution, per-antenna power con-
straint (PAPC) can be expressed as linear constraints, i.e.
E[|xi|2] =

∑
j |wij |2pj ≤ Pt. Moreover, aggregate rates∑

j Rzf
j are concave in the symbols power vector pj . Then,

power allocation for the sum rate maximization becomes a
convex programming problem which is efficiently solvable by
standard optimization techniques [44].

2) δ-erroneous ZF: When ZF is used in a practical cellular
network, the interference may not be perfectly removed since
some elements of H can be outdated due to the channel
dynamics and feedback delay. This leads to inaccurate symbol
power allocation and the beamforming matrix W selection.
We propose a simple method to model this by introducing
the probability δ that CSIT is outdated for a given link. We
assume that only fading component zij varies in consecutive
fading blocks with consistent Lij . Then, at a given feedback
delay τ between channel estimation and data transmission at
time t, let us define δ as

δ := Pr
(
|zt

ij − zt−τ
ij | > 0

)
.

If the CSIT is outdated, we also assume that there is correlation
of ρ between zt

ij and its delayed version zt−τ
ij . This is modeled

as the first order of autoregressive process [45]:

zt
ij = ρzt−τ

ij +
√

1 − ρ2qt
ij

where qt
ij ∼ CN (0, σ2

z) is independently and identically dis-
tributed for arbitrary links. We here consider CSIT inaccuracy
only due to feedback delay by latency of backhaul and CSI
report. Including other practical barriers for using ZF, e.g.,
estimation errors and pilot channel/CSIT report overhead in
the air, may bring out additional performance degradation.
Nevertheless, analyzing one of dominant barriers still allows
us to investigate the feasibility of ZF in practice.

V. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

Recall that our objective is the quantitative comparison of
the required AP densities of three wireless systems to satisfy
a certain traffic demand. Thus, estimating E[λs] according
to different number of deployed APs is essential. In this
section, we provide a simulation methodology to estimate
E[λs] subject to the outage constraint ν < β by facilitating a
snap-shot based Monte-Carlo simulation.

A. Numerical Optimization for Resource Allocation

For a certain Kwifi, the frequency assignment in a Wi-
Fi network needs to be optimized. Traditionally, the multi-
cell frequency assignment was formulated as a graph-coloring
problem. However, it is generally known as a NP-hard problem
due to its combinatorial property [46]. Thus, when the large
number of APs are deployed, a search for the optimal solution
is prohibitive. Instead, we employ a heuristic algorithm where
each AP is randomly and sequentially chosen and is allocated

the frequency channel generating the minimum aggregate
interference. In the frequency planned cellular network, both
the frequency reuse number K and its assignment should be
optimized. In the classical Wyner model where hexagonal
cell patterns are infinitely repeated, K can be determined
by the closed-form of expressions [47]. However, it cannot
be applicable to our indoor layout which is composed of
finite service areas with indoor walls. Instead, we exhaustively
search the lowest K∗ subject to ν < β by evaluating network
performance for all possible K. The network performance for
each possible K is evaluated by applying the same frequency
assignment algorithm used for the Wi-Fi network. While the
frequency assignment to the Wi-Fi and conventional cellular
system is performed based on average propagation loss, the
symbol power allocation in ZF is optimized in every snapshot
of channel realization by using a convex optimization package
to exploit the dynamic coordination [48].

B. Simulation Procedure
When APs are deployed, Kwifi and K orthogonal fre-

quency channels are assigned in the Wi-Fi network and the
conventional cellular network, respectively. Then, a snapshot
based Monte-Carlo method is applied to estimate the average
performance of three systems. In each snapshot, a simulation
procedure is described as follows:

1) A set of users are uniformly and independently dropped
and each user associates with the AP providing the
strongest average signal strength. Each AP randomly
selects one user to be served. The channel gain matrix
H is generated for the chosen users.

2) For the case of a Wi-Fi network, one realization of Φk is
generated by the SSI process to create the active set of
APs. The optimal symbol power in ZF is also computed
and allocated for selected users.

3) Then, we evaluate Eq. (1), (2), and (3) for all served
users and the sample values of aggregate data rates λs

in each system and count the number of active users in
outage.

We estimate E[λs] and ν by averaging the independent sample
values. Afterward, we enumerate E[λs] by increasing the
number of APs and apply the same simulation procedure to
different Lw and α.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we provide numerical results obtained by
simulation with the parameters summarized in Table I. We
illustrate the required AP density which meets the average
user demand under the outage probability constraint. This is
further examined in two different propagation conditions: the
line of sight (LoS) conditions without any walls and higher
pathloss exponent with walls.

2We assume ηwifi achievable in popular 802.11a/b/g systems which
support up to 54 Mbps for 20 MHz bandwidth.

3It is assumed that ηsta and ηzf are equivalent to the link spectral efficiency
required in IMT-Advanced systems in single antenna configuration [49]

4We implicitly assume three non-overlapping channel as 802.11b/g in 2.4
GHz.
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Name Values
Service area size lx = ly=100 m
Traffic intensity portion during a
busy hour ω

0.2

Average number of users E[λu] 105 users/km2

Constant pathloss L0 37 dB
The maximum link spectral effi-
ciency in the Wi-Fi system2 ηwifi 2.7 bps/Hz

The maximum link spectral effi-
ciency in the cellular system3 ηsta,
ηzf

3.75 bps/Hz

Boltzmann constant k 1.38 × 10−23 J/K
Temperature T 300 K
Fading variance σ2

z 1
Correlation factor in feedback
delayρ

0.9

Average transmission power Pt 100 mW
The minimum required SINR γt 3 dB
The minimum outage probability
constraint β

0.05

The number of available non-
overlapping channel for the Wi-Fi4
Kwifi

3

A. Deployment Options in Open Environment

In this subsection, we compare the deployment density of
the Wi-Fi network and the other two cellular solutions when
α=2 and Lw = 0, which is more likely to occur with network
densification.

1) Wi-Fi Network Limit: We can identify from Fig. 3 that
the baseline Wi-Fi densification has almost no capacity expan-
sion. This can be explained as follows. Since all co-channel
APs in Ω are in the contention domain in our parameter
setting, only one AP in each channel can be active in a given
time regardless of AP density. Thus, there can be three active
APs at maximum which is equal to Kwifi. In addition, every
served user can reach the highest rate Rwifi

max regardless of its
location in Ω because high received signal strength can be
achieved due to very low propagation loss. Consequently, the
densification does not result in network capacity expansion,
i.e., no gain from spatial reuse and shorter service range. In
the aggressive Wi-Fi with CSthr=-65 dBm, extra capacity is
gained with more collisions (less than β). It is noticeable
in Fig. 4 that the densification decreases the collision since
it lets APs stay closer to their users while interference is
maintained by CSthr. Still, the deployment density rapidly
grows again when average user demand exceeds a certain level,
i.e., roughly 7 GB/month/user. Beyond this level, additional
Wi-Fi densification marginally increase the network capacity
so that alternative cellular solutions are essential.

2) Practical Challenge in Networked MIMO: When com-
pared with the conventional cellular network, the multi-cell ZF
beamforming ideally provides the same capacity with much
less AP density which was corroborated in many existing
studies [2], [41], [42]. For instance, it requires 25 times less
densification than conventional cellular network when user
demand is 40 GB/month/user. In total cost perspective, the
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Fig. 3. The comparison of deployment density in an open environment (α=2,
Lw=0 dB).
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Fig. 4. Outage probability according to densification (α=2, Lw=0 dB).

joint processing can be economic unless deployment cost per
AP is 25 times more expensive than the conventional cellular
system. However, only 2% errors in H results in very large
outage and it is magnified with densification for the given δ
as shown in Fig. 4. Accordingly, extremely high accuracy on
CSIT is required to maximally exploit the cost benefit of the
joint processing.

3) Spectrum Bottleneck in Static Coordination: If the multi-
cell ZF may not be feasible due to imperfect CSIT, the con-
ventional cellular network could be a only remaining solution
for high-capacity indoor service. However, the maximum data
rate may be limited to support future high data rate services
although densification of the conventional cellular system can
increase the average network capacity. For instance, video
streaming services, as one of main drivers for traffic growth
in near future [50], requires the various ranges of consistent
minimum data rate according to the type of devices and
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TABLE II
EXAMPLES OF TYPICAL BIT RATE FOR VIDEO STREAMING [51]

Device type Screen size Typical Typical H.264/
screen resolution MPEG4 Bit rate5

Smartphones 3-3.5′′ 480×320 500 K to 1 Mbps
PMP 4-7′′ 800×480 800 K to 1.5 Mbps

Tablet PCs 7-9′′ 800×480, 1 to 2 Mbps
1024×600

Laptops 12-17′′ 1280×800, 3 to 4 Mbps
1920×1200
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Fig. 5. The maximum rate supported by an AP according to system
bandwidth W (1 AP/100 m2, Lw = 0 dB).

resolution as provided in Table II. Fig. 5 illustrates the max-
imum permissible data rate with the optimal K∗ depending
on available total system bandwidth W and α. Even without
any waste of spectrum usage for guard band protection or
other protocol overhead, we can find in the LoS condition
that more than 5 MHz is required to serve a single smartphone
user whereas typical laptops at least need 25 MHz. Therefore,
spectrum will be one practical bottleneck in the conventional
static coordination approach in order to provision such high-
bandwidth real-time service in open environments.

B. Deployment Options in Obstructed Environment

While the LoS condition is likely to occur in wide open
areas, e.g., shopping malls or outdoor hotspots on streets,
there are also indoor environments with many walls and
higher α, e.g., furnished offices [6]. Thus, the impact of
different propagation conditions on the deployment options
needs to be studied. To make a contrast from the harsh
interference condition in the previous subsection, we consider
a propagation condition where 25 rooms are introduced with
α = 4. Fig. 6 provides the quantified deployment density in
this environment. The baseline Wi-Fi densification can support
more user demand thanks to better spatial reuse, i.e., reduced
contention domain, than the open environment. Accordingly,

5These rates include typical IP overhead, but do not include audio (which
may add a few 10’s of Kbps depending on audio encoding)
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the range of user demand where a Wi-Fi can stay as the lowest
cost solution is extended. Still, the required AP density rapidly
grows after a certain demand level, i.e., when the number of
APs exceed the number of rooms for the baseline Wi-Fi. In
the end, the Wi-Fi network capacity is bounded due to the
fundamental limitation in CSMA/CA. Similarly to the open
environment, aggressive Wi-Fi can give more capacity with
increased ν < β as illustrated in Fig. 7. Nevertheless, the AP
density begins to rapidly increase in very high demand.

Beyond the Wi-Fi network limit, the ideal ZF can satisfy
the user demand with fewer AP density than conventional
frequency planning. As shown in Fig. 7, it is noticeable that
the outage of ideal ZF is higher with low AP density than
other system solutions. This is because reduced signal strength
due to the energy spent to penetrate walls for interference
cancellation may outweigh the gain of removing interference.
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Fig. 8. A solution map for an economic indoor wireless system.

The required ratio of densification for the frequency planned
network over the multi-cell ZF significantly drops from 25 to
3.3 when we compare Fig. 3 and Fig. 6. In the presence of
the given cost for the advanced equipment and optical fibers
installation, this indicates that the joint processing becomes
a much less attractive solution in obstructed environments.
The environmental impact on the performance benefit of the
joint processing has been neglected in most of existing work
despite the importance of considering wide variety of indoor
environments. More discussions on this issue can be found in
our previous work [52].

C. Implications for Affordable Future Indoor Deployment

Based on our findings, we can bring out a map for the
cheapest wireless system solution in Fig. 8. It is guided by two
crucial factors, i.e., environmental openness characterized by
α, ϕij , Lw and average user demand in GB/month/user. It well
separates the region for three representative wireless systems
with identified practical bottlenecks. In low user demand, an
existing Wi-Fi network can be the economic solution due to
its low AP equipment cost and almost free backhaul cost.
However, as the demand increases, denser AP deployment
cannot support it due to limited spatial reuse gain from the
CSMA/CA mechanism. In the high demand, the conventional
cellular solution with static coordination can be the cheapest
option particularly in closed environments, i.e., high α and
rich walls such as offices. This is because the joint processing
may not have sufficient performance gain to compensate
the expenses of pricey fiber installation. However, in open
environments such as concert halls or department stores where
the LoS condition is likely to occur, the joint processing can
support the high demand with cheaper system cost than the
static coordination since it can have substantial gain from
interference cancellation. This can be enabled only when
extremely high CSIT accuracy can be achieved. Otherwise,
sufficient amount of spectrum needs to be secured so that

the conventional cellular network can guarantee the quality
of service (QoS) of high-speed services.

VII. CONCLUSION

We studied the economic benefit of interference coordina-
tion for high-capacity indoor deployment in terms of total
network cost. We quantitatively compared the required AP
density of three representative systems at a given average
traffic demand: a Wi-Fi network, a conventional pico-cellular
network with static frequency planning, and an advanced
cellular network with multi-cell zero-forcing beamforming.
We found that the cost benefit of interference coordination
strongly depends on average user demand level and prop-
agation conditions. Wi-Fi densification can be the lowest
cost deployment option as of now when expected demand is
relatively low in obstructed environments with high pathloss
exponent and walls. Nonetheless, after a certain demand level,
Wi-Fi deployment cost rapidly grows due to the fundamental
limitation of time sharing mechanism in CSMA/CA. Beyond
such a Wi-Fi network limit, the conventional pico-cellular
network can be the cheapest solution in the obstructed envi-
ronments because the performance gain of the joint processing
considerably drops in the presence of wall loss. The joint
processing is identified as the only viable solution in open
environments. However, extremely accurate CSIT needs to be
assured for achieving the performance gain in practice. In
this work, we assumed a fully-loaded network during busy
hour which leads to pessimistic interference situations. A more
realistic interference model reflecting the dynamic fluctuation
of traffic load should be further considered to estimate network
performance.
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Abstract—To maintain affordable access for the rapidly in-
creasing mobile traffic, base station deployment has to be tailored
to hot-spot areas and primarily indoors where facility owners,
e.g., shopping malls or hotels, mostly provide wireless service.
Since such local access providers (LAPs) do not have access
to exclusive spectrum, one proposed option is sharing spectrum
with other nearby LAPs, e.g. unlicensed or secondary spectrum.
Due to limited or no coordination between the LAPs, they
selfishly access the spectrum, causing harmful interference to
the neighboring networks. Especially by increasing transmission
power, one operator may attempt to improve its own throughput
at the expense of its neighbors. In this paper, we explore the
impact of power asymmetry on competition between LAPs. We
model the competition between two networks with different
maximum power constraints as a network-wide power control
game. By analyzing the pure Nash equilibria, we find that a
lower power (LP) network becomes more aggressive to overcome
the inter-network interference. Due to the aggressive behavior,
sharing spectrum can out-perform fixed spectrum split even for
the LP network, provided that the power asymmetry is below a
certain limit. On the other hand, a higher power (HP) network
is mainly affected by its own “self-interference” so that it has
little incentive to employ complicated inter-operator interference
management schemes. In addition, we demonstrate that the
power asymmetry limit strongly depends on the inter-network
propagation conditions, e.g., inter-building distance or building
penetration loss.

I. INTRODUCTION

As mobile broadband access traffic rapidly grows, wireless
access should be provisioned in indoor or hotspot areas where
most of mobile traffic will be created. Unlike the conventional
wireless service by traditional operators, the indoor access
service is mainly provided by facility owners, e.g., shopping
malls, hotels, or airports for better customer relations or
hotspot business [1]. Since those local access providers (LAPs)
cannot have access to exclusive spectrum due to its limited
availability or expensive license fee, regulatory bodies and re-
search communities have recently considered the various ways
of spectrum sharing, e.g., unlicensed/secondary access [2], [3].
From this paradigm shift, various novel network operation
models are envisaged [4]. An example is shown in Fig. 1 where
small-sized indoor wireless networks managed by different
LAPs each provide services at adjacent locations in shared
spectrum. However, it creates a new interference environment
in which each network has interference from not only its own
base stations (BSs) but also other BSs in other networks. With
limited (or no) coordination between them, LAPs may access
spectrum in a selfish way by creating harmful interference to

Local Access 

Provider A

Local Access 

Provider B

Wide Area Network

Fig. 1. An example of spectrum sharing scenarios where two LAPs offer
service in neighboring buildings while an existing macro-cellular system still
provides outdoor coverage in exclusive spectrum.

the neighboring networks.
In particular, each network may increase its transmission

power for improving its throughput whereas giving damage to
its competitors unless any regulatory guidelines or operator-
wise agreements are imposed. In presence of such power
asymmetry, spectrum utilization between networks can be un-
fair, i.e., one giving more interference damage than the others.
Intuitively, a network with lower power is in disadvantage
due to excessive interference from competitors with higher
transmission power so that it may prefer the competition-free
environment, e.g., spectrum split. In contrast, the network with
higher power may benefit by easily defeating the network
with lower transmission power. Thus, it is greatly appealing
investigating the impact of power asymmetry in the shared
spectrum on individual network performance.

Most of existing studies on multi-operator operation have
considered financial price competition for user or spectrum
acquisition without any interference between involved opera-
tors [5], [6]. Relatively few studies researched an interference
problem between competing wireless operators in shared spec-
trum [7]–[11]. Authors of [7], [8] addressed a coverage com-
petition problem for attracting freely roaming users. Access
probability competition between WLAN networks has been
analyzed in [9]. [12] studied the achievable capacity of two
competing wireless links with asymmetric power constraint
rather than one of competing networks where self-interference
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Fig. 2. The example interference environment of two networks (User 2 perspective).

exists as well. In our previous work [10], [11], we studied
competition between two LAPs on shared spectrum in terms
of downlink power control. [10] investigated the incentive
of cooperation between LAPs under a symmetric conditions.
In [11], the operator competition with different quality of
service (QoS) requirements was explored under the symmetric
power constraint. To our best knowledge, a network-wide
competition between LAPs with the asymmetric transmission
power has not been studied yet.

In this paper, we study power control competition between
two wireless networks with asymmetric transmission power
constraints. We aim to answer the following research ques-
tions:

• Can the spectrum sharing be beneficial to both competing
networks in presence of asymmetric transmission power?

• How differently does the asymmetric transmission power
affect the competition between networks?

In order to obtain insights into basic principles, we investigate
the power asymmetry effect based on a simplified model.
Depending on the level of the asymmetry, individual net-
work performance in the competition is compared with two
cases: a fixed spectrum split and a random power control
in shared spectrum. We also examine the effects of inter-
network propagation conditions and the power asymmetry.
The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. Section II
provides a system model. Section III and Section IV state
a simulation methodology and evaluation results, respectively.
Finally, Section V concludes this study with future work.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Radio Network Model
Let us consider two neighboring offices. In the inside of

each office building, we assume that multiple interfering BSs
in the same frequency channel are deployed by an office owner.
Since the co-channel operation of networks is presumed,
LAPs are rational to avoid excessive interference from other
networks. Thus, it is a too pessimistic scenario that BSs in
each network are placed along with other BSs in the neighbor
network. Instead, each network is deployed at the one vicinity
of the other network. In addition, we assume that the number
of BSs is same in each network for the analysis simplicity.
Environments with different number of BSs per network will
be addressed as future work.

Under these assumptions, let us denote two independent
networks as a set M = {A,B}, which are individually

managed by each LAP. Network i has two BSs which belong
to its BS set Bi. Note that BS 1 and 2 belong to network A
while BS 3 and 4 are operated by network B. All BSs in
both networks are equally spaced along an one-dimensional
geometry as shown in Fig. 2. This can represent a linear
deployment along the corridor in buildings. The closest BSs in
two networks are separated at least with inter-BS distance in
a given network. Also, BSs in a given network are controlled
via its network manager so that the transmit powers of BSs
are internally coordinated. Here, each manager is presumed to
know the complete channel state information between its BSs
and users based on local measurement reports.

At a given time, one user per BS uniformly arrives within its
cell radius R. This presumes a fully loaded system under equal
time-sharing among users in a given BS. For the convenience
of notations, we assume that user j associates with BS j.
Note that we restrict ourselves to two LAPs and the linear BS
topology in order to provide an insight into the basic principles
of the multi-operator competition. Let us consider a downlink
transmission. Then, each user is exposed in two interference
environments. For instance, User 2 served by BS 2 is affected
not only by interference from BS 1 belonging to the same
network, i.e., intra-network interference, but also in the range
of interference from BS 3 and 4 in the other network, which
is referred to as inter-network interference.

Let us denote a channel gain between BS j and its user j
by gj . gj consists of propagation loss and log-normal shadow
fading with standard deviation σ. Propagation loss is described
as PL = 127 + 30 log10(dj) (dB) where d accounts for
distance (km) from a transmitter [13]. Signal to interference
and noise ratio (SINR) at user j, referred to as γj , can be
obtained by

γj =
gjpj

Iintra
j + Iinter

j + No
, (1)

where pj and No represent the transmit power of BS j and
noise power, respectively. Note that Iintra

j and Iinter
j are

referred to as aggregate intra-network interference and inter-
network interference received at user j, respectively. For a
given γj , we simply compute the data rate rj from

rj = log2(1 + γj) (bps/Hz). (2)

Each competitive network i has its own objective function
Ui. In real business case, each LAP may have differentiated
target services or fairness objectives which possibly lead
asymmetric objectives [11]. Since we are interested in the
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network performance due to the transmit power asymmetry,
we here assume that both networks have the same type of
objectives. We consider each network aims to maximize the
aggregate data rates, i.e.,

Ui =
∑

j∈Bi

rj .

B. Competitive Network Power Control

Without any inter-operator coordination, each network may
compete for maximizing only its objective function regardless
of how much interference it harms the other network. Let us
define the feasible transmit power vector of a network i as
pi ∈ Ωi = Π

j∈Bi

Pi where Pi = {pj | 0 ≤ pj ≤ pi
max} and Π

stands for Cartesian product. Note that the transmit power pj

of BS j belonging to a network i is limited to the maximum
transmission power pi

max. In a practical system, network i
may adapt pi only depending on monitored inter-network
interference when the other network employs a power vector
p−i. Then, the other network reconsiders its power vector since
the network i updates pi. Here, note that the transmit powers of
multiple BSs in a given network are assumed to be simultane-
ously coordinated, i.e., internal coordination. Such interactive
power vector adaptation process will be continued until they
reach a stable point or the monitoring phase ends. This can be
analyzed by using a game model [14]. We formulate this as a
strategic game denoted by G. The competitive power control
game G is described as follows:

• Player: M
• Action space: pi ∈ Ωi for i ∈ M
• Payoff function: Ui(pi, p−i) for i ∈ M.

Note that p−i represents the transmit power vector of the other
network aside from network i.

C. Transmission Power Asymmetry

Due to the independence between two LAPs, network A
and B can have different pi

max since one LAP may be greedy
to use higher transmission power capability by adopting dif-
ferent hardware specifications, e.g., power amplifier capability.
Let us assume pA

max < pB
max for the analysis convenience.

Then, we call network A and B as a lower power (LP) network
and a higher power (HP) network, respectively. Then, we
define the power asymmetry as

θasy := pB
max − pA

max.

III. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

A. Numerical Evaluation of Competition

In the case of the competitive power control, we analyze
pure strategy Nash equilibria (NEs) as a solution concept. By
definition, it is the action profile that no players can yield a
better payoff from unilateral deviation. The NEs can be found
from the intersections of the best response curves of both play-
ers [14]. Also, the closed form solution for the best response
function is generally unknown when the payoff function is
non-convex for a given inter-network interference. However,
[15] showed that binary power control is optimal in two links
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Fig. 3. Average aggregate data rates according to the transmit power
asymmetry at Nash equilibrium (NE).

setting for maximizing the sum of data rates. Therefore, the
best response can be easily obtained by examining all three
possible power allocation combinations: (0,pi

max), (pi
max,0),

and (pi
max,pi

max). Therefore, we can exhaustively search the
nine feasible action profiles at a given user realization to obtain
the NE. It is noteworthy that the pure NE may not exist for
a given channel realization since the quasi-concavity in our
payoff function does not always hold for any channel realiza-
tions. In this case, we randomly select one from the feasible
profiles pi if no NE exists. There can be more than one NE
depending on the payoff matrix. Then, we randomly choose
one NE. The random outcome selection can reflect a practical
system which employs a finite distributed decision process
after random power initialization. By intensive experiments,
we identify that our evaluation mainly yields the unique NE.
Thus, the impact of randomly selected outcomes is negligible
in the average network performance.

B. Simulation Parameters

We implement a Monte-Carlo simulation with 10000 chan-
nel realizations. The cell radius is set as 100 m. The noise
power is set to -95 dBm. σ is given as 6 dB. For the power
asymmetry, we keep pA

max at the fixed value of 20 dBm, while
the range of θasy varies.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Network Behavior at Pure Nash Equilibrium

In Fig.3, we evaluate E[Ui] according to θasy. Here, global
represents the average aggregate rates of both networks. As
θasy increases, the performance of the LP network decreases
while one of the HP network increases. However, the aggregate
rates of both networks do not change much although the power
asymmetry increases. As discussed earlier, there exist three
possible best responses for a given Iinter. In any responses,
each BS either transmits with the maximum power or not.
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Fig. 5. Benefit of sharing spectrum according to the power asymmetry.

In order to obtain a better insight about the chosen action of
each BS at NE, Fig.4 illustrates activity probability, i.e., the
probability that each BS transmits with the maximum power.
The left two sub-plots express the behavior of BSs in the
LP network. As θasy increases, i.e., higher transmit power
in the HP network, the activity probability of BSs in the LP
network also increases in order to defeat Iinter from the HP
network since Iintra is not so dominant as Iinter in high
power asymmetry. On the other hand, in the right two sub-
plots, two BSs in the HP network are less likely to be turned on
because they are dominated by Iintra to make the HP network
more likely turn off one of its BSs to remove dominant Iintra.

B. Shared Spectrum vs. Spectrum Split

One simple way of fully eliminate Iinter is permanently
dividing whole spectrum at the expense of the reduced amount
of spectrum availability in each LAP. We compare the average
aggregate rates from the competition in shared spectrum with
one from the spectrum split case. Fig. 5 plots average spectrum
sharing gain over the spectrum split according to θasy. Both
networks have positive spectrum sharing gain up to a certain
limit in the power asymmetry, i.e., break -even θasy. After
this limit, the gain of spectrum sharing in the LP network
is negative due to too strong Iinter from the HP network.
Consequently, the LP network becomes favorable to use the
spectrum split.

C. Selfish Decision vs. Random Power Control

In order to mitigate or avoid Iinter, extra complexity is
necessarily required in practical implementation, e.g., iterative
process to converge the NE. Alternatively, a simple algorithm
without such iteration overhead may be employed which may
sacrifice a certain network performance. The random power
control without any optimization efforts is one way of this
where each network uniform-randomly chooses one of three
power allocation combinations for a given channel realization
regardless of interference [16]. Fig. 6 plots average aggregate
rates gain from competition over the random power control.
It demonstrates that the HP network has less motivation to
implement a Iinter scheme than the LP network as it has
sufficiently high transmission power to defeat the competition
without it. On the other hand, the LP network has more
incentive of employing the sophisticated Iinter management
scheme than the HP network since the LP network can
additionally weaken Iinter by intentionally turning on both
two BSs.

D. Network Separation Effects

One of realistic assumptions for indoor network deploy-
ments is that each network somehow is separated, e.g., ge-
ographically or with high wall penetration. Fig.7 plots the
break-even θasy according to network separation, i.e., addi-
tional constant path loss in channel links across both networks.

From this figure, we can observe that the break-even θasy

is strongly dependent on the network separation. It shows
that spectrum sharing is beneficial to both LAPs if θasy

and network separation is below the line, whereas it gives
advantage to only the HP network above the line.

V. CONCLUSION

We addressed the effects of asymmetric maximum transmis-
sion power on network-wide power control competition where
interference is created both from the inside of a network and
from an neighboring network. Two linearly deployed networks
with lower power (LP) and higher power (HP) constraints
were considered. We modeled the network-level competition
as a strategic game and examined the average aggregate rates
of individual network at Nash equilibrium according to the
difference of the maximum power. We found that the LP
network becomes more aggressive by activating more BSs
to overcome inter-network interference from the HP network.
Thanks to the aggressive behavior in competition, spectrum
sharing can provide substantial benefit over a static spectrum
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split approach even to the LP network within the tolerable
level of power asymmetry. In contrast, the HP network more
likely deactivates some of its own BSs for lowering dominant
intra-network interference. This weakens the incentive of em-
ploying a complex inter-interference management scheme. It
is also observed that the break-even power asymmetry heavily
depends on inter-network propagation conditions, e.g., inter-
building distance or penetration loss. We obtained these results
in the case of the symmetric number of BSs and their locations.

Thus, the effect of a more realistic asymmetric deployment
needs to be further explored.
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Abstract—As the regulation in wireless communications is
moving toward a more flexible and efficient way of managing
radio spectrum, it is envisaged that multiple small-sized cellular
networks owned by different operators, e.g., facility owners
or local operators, will operate in close vicinity on shared
spectrum. In this environment, the networks may compete for
their own utilities in a selfish manner with giving harmful inter-
network interference to competitors. In practice, it is not so
unusual that each operator has different fairness criteria or
quality of service (QoS) strategies by employing distinct objective
functions from competitors. Particularly, we in this paper study
power control competition between two networks with the sum
of rates (SR) and the minimum rate (MR) as their objective
functions, respectively. By exploring Nash equilibria, we identify
that the MR network benefits from the objective asymmetry
thanks to the adaptability of its competitor, i.e., no constraint
in the SR objective. On the other hand, the SR network takes
disadvantage due to the fairness requirement reflected in the MR
objective of its competitor. However, such asymmetry effects in
competition becomes negligible with marginal network separa-
tion, e.g., indoor deployment in adjacent buildings. Additionally,
we identify cooperation potential with the proper choice of a
common objective function although the asymmetric objectives
are difficult to be aligned.

I. INTRODUCTION

A migration toward flexible spectrum management becomes
eminent to alleviate spectrum scarcity for a rapidly growing
mobile broadband access. Accordingly, regulatory bodies re-
cently consider the various ways of spectrum deregulation
such as spectrum trading/borrowing or temporal/geographical
sharing [1], [2]. From this paradigm shift, various novel
network operation models are envisaged [3]. An example is
shown in Fig. 1 where small-sized cellular networks managed
by different operators each provide services in shared spectrum
at adjacent locations. This will create business opportunities
to new entrants by lowering the barrier of expensive spectrum
cost. However, it induces a new interference environment
where each network has interference from its own base stations
(BSs) as well as from other BSs in other networks. These
networks may compete with others to maximize their own
utilities in a selfish manner.

In real business scenarios, it may not be uncommon that
operators have different quality of service (QoS) or fairness
strategies for differentiated service from their competitors, i.e.,
competitive advantages [4]. In a network design perspective,
this asymmetric strategies may bring the objective function
difference between their networks. Unlike the symmetry case
where objective functions aim at the same type of QoS or

Local Area Operator B

Local Area Operator A

Wide Area Operator

r A

Fig. 1. An example of spectrum sharing scenarios where local area operators
A and B serve indoor coverage or capacity on shared spectrum while a
conventional macro-cellular operator still provides outdoor seamless coverage
in exclusive spectrum.

fairness criteria, the objective asymmetry may or may not be
beneficial to competing networks since conflicts in spectrum
utilization can be alleviated or worsen due to the antithetic
optimization purpose. At the same time, the disaccord of
objectives may be challenge for operators to agree on a
common objective function for cooperation. Thus, it is greatly
appealing investigating how the objective asymmetry affects
on the network operation in the shared spectrum.

Most of existing studies on the multi-operator operation
have considered price competition for user or spectrum ac-
quisition without any interference between operators [5], [6].
For instance, authors in [5] investigated access competition
between heterogeneous networks in non-overlapping channels
for maximizing their revenues. [6] considered dynamic spec-
trum sharing among operators in the form of spectrum re-
source exchange without harmful interference. Relatively few
studies researched an interference problem between competing
wireless operators in shared spectrum [7]–[10]. A coverage
competition problem has been addressed for attracting freely
roaming users [7], [8]. Access probability competition between
WLAN networks has been explored in [9]. In our previous
work [10], we investigated cooperation and competition in
network-wide power control with a symmetric objective func-
tion, i.e., the sum of rates, in terms of the network size and
deployments. However, those studies implicitly assumed that
competing operators provide the similar level of QoS. To our
best knowledge, operator competition with asymmetric QoS
strategies in shared spectrum has not been investigated yet.
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Fig. 2. Example interference environment of two networks (User 2 perspective).

In this paper, we study the operator competition on shared
spectrum in terms of downlink power control. For the asym-
metric strategies, we consider two networks aiming different
objective functions: the sum of rates and the minimum rate.
We aim to answer following research questions:

• How do different objective functions affect the competi-
tion between networks?

• How does the network performance compare with a
symmetric situation?

In order to obtain insights into the basic principles, we inves-
tigate the objective asymmetry effects based on a simplified
model. This is analyzed according to the practical network
separation scenarios. We also examine the possibility of co-
operative power control with a common objective function.
The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. Section II
provides a system model. Section III and Section IV state
a simulation methodology and evaluation results, respectively.
Finally, Section IV concludes this study with future work.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Topology Model

Since the co-channel operation of networks is presumed,
the co-deployments in a fully overlapping geographical region
is not realistic as long as operators are rational to avoid
excessive interference from other networks. Likewise, it is also
a too pessimistic scenario that all BSs in each network are
placed along with other BSs in the other network. Instead,
we consider that each network is deployed at one vicinity of
other networks’ service area. As one of practical settings, this
can be interpreted as neighboring buildings with BSs installed
by different building owners, e.g., hotels, shopping malls, or
enterprizes.

Under these assumptions, let us consider two independent
networks, denoted by a set M = {A,B}, which are indi-
vidually managed by each operator. Each network i has two
BSs which belong to its BS set Bi. Note that BS 1 and 2
belong to network A while BS 3 and 4 are operated by
network B. All BSs in two networks are equally spaced along
an one-dimensional geometry. As one of practical realizations,
this can represent a linear deployment along the corridor in
buildings. The closest BSs in two networks are separated at
least with inter-BS distance in a given network. Also, BSs in
a given network are connected via a network controller so that
the transmit powers of BSs are internally coordinated. Here,

each controller is presumed to know the complete information
of channel gains between its BSs and users based on local
measurement reports.

At a given time, one user per BS arrives along one-
dimensional geometry within the its cell radius R, following
the linear distribution with a probability density function:

f(r) =
|r|
R2

, |r| ≤ R, (1)

where
∫ R

−R
f(r) = 1 with r representing a relative location

from its serving BS. This can correspond to the projection
of two-dimensional uniform distribution into one-dimensional
geometry for the analysis simplicity. It also presumes a fully
loaded system under equal time-sharing among users in a given
BS. For the convenience of notations, we assume that user j
associates with BS j. Note that we restrict ourselves to two
operators and the linear topology in order to provide an insight
into the basic principles of the multi-operator competition.

Let us consider a downlink transmission. Then, each user is
exposed in two interference environments as shown in Fig. 2.
For instance, User 2 served by BS 2 is affected not only by
interference from BS 1 belonging to the same network, i.e.,
intra-network interference, but also in the range of interference
from BS 3 and 4 in the other network, which is referred to as
inter-network interference.

B. Asymmetric Operator Strategies

Let us denote a channel gain between BS j and its user j
by gj . Signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) received
at user j, referred to as γj , can be obtained by

γj =
gjpj

Iintra
j + Iinter

j + No
, (2)

where pj and No represent the transmit power of BS j and
constant noise power, respectively. Note that Iintra

j and Iinter
j

are intra-network interference and aggregate inter-network
interference received at user j, respectively. For a given γj , we
simply compute an achievable rate rj from Shannon formula
given by

rj = log2(1 + γj) (bps/Hz). (3)

At a given user realization, each network i wants to maximize
its own objective function Ui. Due to differentiated target
services, UA and UB can be a different type, i.e., asymmetry
strategies. As extreme representatives, we consider two types
of objective functions: the sum of its users’ rates (SR) and
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the minimum rate among its users (MR). SR objective can
correspond to the data-like service without any QoS or fairness
constraint while MR objective aims to protect low quality
users rather than overall capacity. In particular, we assume that
network A and B aim to maximize SR and MR, respectively.
Then, the objective functions of two networks can be computed
from:

UA =
∑

j∈BA

rj and UB = min
j∈BB

{rj},

respectively.

C. Network Power Control Model

With the asymmetry strategies in two networks, they may
compete selfishly or cooperate for mutual benefits. In this
subsection, we model the competition and cooperation in the
downlink power control perspective.

1) Competitive Network Power Control: Without any reg-
ulation constraints or operators agreement, each network may
compete for maximizing only its objective regardless of how
much interference it harms to the other network. In a practical
system, network i may adapt its transmit power vector pi

only according to monitored interference resulting from other
network. Note that each network is still capable of internally
coordinating the transmit powers of two BSs so as to max-
imize its objective. Then, the other network reconsiders its
power vector since the network i changes pi. Such interactive
adaptation process between two networks will be continued
until they reach into the equilibrium or the monitoring phase
ends. This can be analyzed by using a game model [11].
Thus, we formulate this as a strategic game denoted by G.
Let us define the feasible set of pi as Ωi = Π

j∈Bi

Pj where

Pj = {pj | 0 ≤ pj ≤ pmax} and Π stands for Cartesian
product. For practicability, we here assume that the transmit
power pj in all BSs is limited to the maximum allowed power
pmax. Since G is composed of triplets, the competitive power
control game of two networks is described as follows:

• Player: M
• Action space: pi ∈ Ωi for i ∈ M
• Payoff function: Ui(pi, p−i) for i ∈ M.

Note that p−i represents the transmit power vector of the other
network aside from network i. Since network A and B employ
asymmetry strategies, we refer to this situation as asymmetry
competition. For comparison purpose, symmetry competition is
also regarded as a reference case where two networks attempt
to maximize the same type of objective functions. In this
case, we have two reference cases, i.e., SR or MR symmetry
competition.

2) Cooperative Network Power Control: Two networks
may want to cooperate by agreeing a common objective func-
tion U coop as long as mutual benefits is identified. However, it
is so difficult to find a proper U coop which can improve both
UA and UB since they fundamentally have distinct criteria.
Instead, we examine the potential of using a weighted linear

sum of UA and UB:

U coop = w
UA

NA
+ (1 − w)UB,

where w ∈ [0, 1] and NA = |BA|. Note that we normalize UA

with NA to make it comparable with UB since SR objective
aggregates multiple users’ rates.

In order to maximize U coop, two networks may adjust
transmit powers in a decentralized manner by employing an
penalty function due to architectural simplicity or considerable
extra cost for an additional inter-network coordinator [12]. In
this case, they follow pre-agreed protocols or behave based
on a statistical information of the other network. On the other
hand, they cooperate in a centralized manner via the explicit
inter-network coordinator. As the upper bound performance
of the cooperation, we consider the centralized case since
the local information given in the distributed approach is
more limited than the information available to the central
controller. Then, this can be seen as a conventional centralized
wireless system owned by single operator with respect to
implementation and network behavior. A difference from the
single operator case is that each operator is still interested
in its individual performance, i.e., UA or UB , even though
the unified network behaves to maximize U coop. Transmit
power vector p of all four BSs can be defined in a feasible
power vector space Ω = Π

j∈BA∪BB

Pj . Then, we formulate the

corresponding cooperative power control problem as follows:

maximize U coop(p),

subject to p ∈ Ω.

D. Performance Metric

In order to investigate how the asymmetry strategies in two
networks affect on their performances, we measure Ui as each
operator’s utility according to different situations. Let us differ-
entiate Ui in the situations of asymmetry (symmetry) compe-
tition and cooperation by marking the superscript asy(sym)
and coop, respectively. To evaluate how the performance in
the competition is different from the symmetry case, we also
define the average performance difference of network i as

∆diff
i =

E[Uasy
i ] − E[Usym

i ]

E[Usym
i ]

× 100 (%).

Note that network A and B target to maximize MR and SR,
respectively. Accordingly, Usym

A means the SR of network A
in the SR symmetry competition, and Usym

B represents the MR
of network B in the MR symmetry competition. Similarly, we
can measure the cooperation gain or loss in an average sense
by comparing the performance in the asymmetry competition.
For this, we define average cooperation gain of network i at
a given w as

∆coop
i =

E[U coop
i ] − E[Uasy

i ]

E[Uasy
i ]

× 100 (%).
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III. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

A. Nash Equilibria in Competition
In the case of the competitive power control, we analyze

pure strategy Nash equilibria (NEs) as a solution concept.
By definition, it is the action profile that no player can
yield a better payoff from unilateral deviation. The NEs
can be determined by finding the intersections of the best
response curves of two players [11]. Also, the closed form
solution for the best response function is generally unknown
when the payoff function is non-convex for a given inter-
network interference. For brevity, our approach is adopting
the numerical approximation by quantizing transmit power
instead of analytically finding NEs. In a practical system,
power control algorithms may generate different outcomes
depending on implementations. While remaining this issue out
of the scope, we apply an exhaustive search to obtain all NEs
in the quantized action space for a given user realization. It is
also noteworthy that the pure NE does not necessarily exist in
the quantized action space and there might be more than one
NE depending on the payoff matrix. Accordingly, we randomly
select pi to give non-zero payoff if no NE exists and randomly
choose one NE if multiple NEs are identified1. This reflects
the finite iteration and the random initialization of transmit
powers in a real system.

B. Social Optimum in Cooperation
The cooperative network power control aims to obtain the

globally optimal solutions. However, solving the cooperative
network power control problem is also inherently challenging
due to the lack of convexity in U coop for a given w [13] even
though an centralized algorithm is applied. Thus, we again
approximate the optimal power allocation by solving a discrete
optimization problem based on discrete power levels. Then,
we find the optimal solution of cooperative networks by an
exhaustive search as an upper bound of performance.

C. Simulation Parameters
We perform Monte-Carlo simulation with 1000 randomly

generated user locations and channel realizations. All relevant
simulation parameters are followed. The cell radius is set
as 100 m so that distance between the closest BSs in the
neighboring networks are set as 200 m. Path loss is described
as PL = 127 + 30 log10(d) (dB) where d accounts for
distance (km) from a transmitter [14]. Additionally, log-normal
shadow fading with standard deviation σ = 6 dB is included.
P is quantized into a finite set {−∞, −3, 8.5, 20} dBm. The
noise power No is assumed to be −95 dBm.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Effects of Asymmetry Competition
Fig. 3-(a) and (b) provide the cumulative distribution func-

tion (CDF) of normalized UA and UB as the result of asym-

1With any channel realization, the existence and the uniqueness of NE are
not guaranteed due to the lack of quasi-concavity in our payoff function.
By intensive experiments, we identify the considered system model mainly
yields the unique NE, and thus the impact of randomly selected outcome is
negligible to the performance.
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Fig. 3. Performance difference of the asymmetry competition from the
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metry competition, respectively. Note that resource division
represents that two networks equally divide the spectrum so
that the rate of each user is simply reduced by half. This case
sketches a conventional static spectrum allocation between
networks or an orthogonal spectrum usage agreement between
networks [2]. Two sub-figures illustrate how different the
average utilities of two operators is from the symmetry case.
Interestingly, Fig. 3-(a) shows that the performance of network
A with SR objective worsens than SR symmetry competition.
In terms of network B with MR objective, this result becomes
conversed. As shown in Fig. 3-(b), network B has better
performance than MR symmetry competition.

This can be interpreted from the nature of SR and MR ob-
jective. Since MR objective function maximizes the minimum
rate out of two users, it cannot abandon up any users. On
the other hand, SR objective may give up either one of two
users for reducing intra-interference as long as it benefits the
sum of two users’ rates. In our topology model, network B
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Fig. 5. Cooperation possibility for mutual benefits with proper weight
selection.

attempts to protect user 3 due to the tight fairness condition
with causing stronger inter-network interference to network A.
Conversely, network A is more likely to deactivate BS 2
since user 2 experiences strong inter-network interference from
network B thanks to the flexibility of SR objective, i.e., no
fairness constraint. In return, this creates less inter-network
interference to network B.

One of realistic assumptions in multi-operator deployments
is that each network somehow is separated, e.g., geographi-
cally or with high wall penetration. By simply adding con-
stant path loss in channel gains across two networks, i.e.,
network separation, we can evaluate this effect. Fig 4 plots
∆diff

i according to the network separation. As the network
separation increases, the interference coupling effect between
neighboring networks is drastically reduced to make the effects
of the objective asymmetry become marginal.

B. Possibility of Cooperation

In order for operators to decide whether or not to cooperate,
they first need to inspect its potential possibility. Fig. 5 plots
∆coop

i by varying w. We can identify that the considered
cooperative power control does not always give positive gain
to both operators at the same time. In most of the range
of w, either one of operators has negative cooperation gain.
However, we recognize that there at least exists a proper w
which can simultaneously improve utilities of both operators.
Although the asymmetry strategies is difficult to be agreed,
this implies that two operators can still enhance their utilities
with adequate cooperation.

V. CONCLUSION

When small-sized cellular networks owned by different
local operators are deployed in interference range on shared
spectrum, we addressed a competitive power control problem
between operators with asymmetry strategies. The asymmetry
strategies was modeled as different objective functions in
competing networks. As representative cases, we considered

two competing networks: one aiming to maximize the sum
of rates (SR) of its users, and the other one maximizing the
minimum rate (MR) of its users. We modeled this competition
as a strategic game. By analyzing the Nash equilibria of the
game, we identified that the MR network benefits thanks
to the flexible nature of SR objective in its competitor. On
the other hand, the SR network experienced a disadvantage
due to the protective strategy of its competitor. We also
observed that the performance difference from a symmetry
case quickly vanishes as networks are reasonably separated,
e.g., deployment in neighboring buildings. Furthermore, we
found that two operators can have the mutual performance
improvement with the proper level of cooperation. The results
were obtained using a specific network topology and equal
maximum output power constraints in two networks. Thus, a
more general multiple networks scenario needs to be studied
as a future work.
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Abstract—As the regulation in wireless communications is
moving toward a more flexible and efficient way of managing
radio spectrum, it is envisaged that multiple small-sized cellular
networks owned by different operators will operate in close
vicinity on shared spectrum. This brings a new interference envi-
ronment where a cell is interfered by not only base stations in own
network but also those in other networks. These networks may
compete for their own utilities in a selfish manner or cooperate in
order to minimize the mutual interference. Since a cooperation
between the networks requires a business-wise agreement or
extra infrastructure cost, the operators have to identify how
much they will benefit from the cooperation. In this paper, we
compare the effects of competition and cooperation between the
cellular networks. The competition and cooperation are modeled
as a transmit power control in downlink. It is observed that
the cooperation in an average sense gives better network utility.
However, as the network size increases, the cooperation gain
diminishes significantly. Furthermore, the marginal separation
of network deployments, e.g., indoor deployments in adjacent
buildings, can notably shrink the cooperation incentive.

I. INTRODUCTION

A migration toward flexible spectrum management becomes
eminent to alleviate spectrum scarcity for a rapidly grow-
ing mobile broadband access. Accordingly, regulatory bod-
ies recently consider various ways of spectrum management
such as spectrum trading/borrowing or temporal/geographical
sharing [1]. From this paradigm shift, various novel network
operation models are envisaged. An example is shown in Fig. 1
where small-sized cellular networks share the spectrum and
provide services in adjacent locations [2]. We assume that the
networks are owned and managed by different operators each.
This will create a business opportunity to new entrants by
lowering the barrier of expensive spectrum cost. However, it
induces a new interference environment that each network has
interference from its own base stations (BSs) as well as from
other BSs in other networks.

These networks may compete with others to maximize their
own utilities in a selfish manner or cooperate together to
achieve a common objective. The competition may lead to
the increase mutual interference as the result of a power
combat, i.e., each network increases transmit power to beat
the interference from other networks. On the other hand, the
cooperation requires a business accordance or additional cost
to build up an extra infrastructure for a synchronized decision.
Consequently, it is essential investigating that the cooperation
incentive is sufficient to suppress operators’ concerns of the

Local Area Operator B

Local Area Operator AAAA

Wide Area Operator

Fig. 1. An example of spectrum sharing scenarios where local area operators
A and B serve hotspot data traffic on shared spectrum while a conventional
macro-cellular operator still provides coverage-based services in exclusive
spectrum.

business-wise dependency.
Most of existing studies have intensively discussed the com-

petitive and cooperative interference management [3]–[5]. For
instance, authors in [3] analytically examined a competitive
power control problem between two communication links.
A beamforming vector selection problem has been studied
in [4] with a game-theoretic approach when two wireless
BSs have multiple antennas. [5] also addressed a power
allocation problem to multiple frequency channels between
two asymmetry competitive links. Even though there are
some studies considering the cooperation not between wireless
links but networks, most of them assumed infrastructure or
user sharing in a non-shared spectrum situation where no
interference issue between networks arises [6]–[8]. Relatively
few studies researched competing wireless networks in shared
spectrum [9]–[11]. A coverage competition problem has been
addressed for attracting freely roaming users [9], [10]. Access
probability competition between WLAN networks has been
explored in [11]. To our best knowledge, competitive and
cooperative interference mitigation between cellular networks
has not been investigated yet.

In this paper, we study the effects of competition and coop-
eration between networks owned by different cellular operators
on shared spectrum. In particular, we consider the cooperation
and the competition in terms of transmit power control in
downlink between two neighboring cellular networks. We aim
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BS 1 BS 2 BS 3 BS 4

Network A controller

Weak Inter-network Interference

Strong Intra-network

Interference

Strong Inter-network 

Interference

Network B controller

User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4

Fig. 2. Interference environment of two networks (nA = nB = 2).

to answer following research questions:
• How much is the utility gain of the cooperative power

control between cellular networks in shared spectrum?
• When or where should the networks cooperate for the

power control?
In order to obtain insights into the basic principles, we
compare two power control schemes based on a simplified
model. This is also analyzed with respect to individual network
performance as well as overall performance of two networks
which may be meaningful in shared network scenarios. We
investigate how the cooperation incentive changes according
to a network size and suggest a deployment guideline for the
future small-sized mobile operators whether to compete or
cooperate. The rest of paper is outlined as follows. Section II
provides a system model. Section III and Section IV present a
simulation model and evaluation results, respectively. Finally,
Section IV concludes this study with future work.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Topology Model

Since the co-channel operation of networks is presumed, it
is hard to imagine that the deployments of different networks
are fully overlapped in the same geographical region as long
as operators are rational to avoid excessive interference from
other networks. Likewise, it is also a too pessimistic scenario
that all BSs in each network are placed along with other BSs
in other network. Instead, we consider that each network is
deployed at the vicinity of other networks’ service area. As
one of practical settings, this can be interpreted as neighboring
buildings with BSs installed by different building owners, e.g.,
hotels, shopping malls, or enterprizes. In addition, we assume
that the number of BSs is same in each network for the analysis
simplicity. Asymmetric environments with different number of
BSs per network will be addressed as future work.

Under these assumptions, let us consider two independent
networks, denoted by a set M = {A,B}, which are individu-
ally managed by each operator. Network i has ni BSs which
belong to BS set Bi. The all BSs in two networks are equally
spaced along an one-dimensional geometry. This reflects that
the closest BSs in two networks are separated at least with

inter-BS distance in a given network. Also, BSs in one operator
are connected via a network controller so that the transmit
powers of BSs are internally coordinated. At a given time, one
user per BS uniformly arrives along one-dimensional geometry
within the its cell radius. This presumes a fully loaded system
and equal time-sharing scheduling among users in a given
BS. For the convenience of notations, we assume that user j
belongs to BS j and is orderly indexed from the leftmost
in a given one-dimensional topology. Note that we restrict
ourselves to two operators and the linear topology in order
to provide an insight into the basic principles of cooperation
and competition in a multi-operator context.

Fig. 2 illustrates the considered model when nA = nB = 2.
In this figure, BS 1 and 2 belong to network A while BS 3
and 4 are the part of network B. Let us consider a downlink
transmission. Then, each user is exposed in different inter-
ference environments. User 1 and user 4 are mostly affected
by interference from the BSs belonging to the same network,
i.e., intra-network interference, whereas they receive weak
interference from the other network. On the other hand, user 2
and user 3 are not only coupled with intra-network interference
but also in the range of strong interference from the other
network, which is referred to as inter-network interference.

B. Network Utility Function

Let us denote a channel gain between BS j and its user j
by gj . Signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) at user j,
referred to as γj , can be obtained by

γj =
gjpj

Iintra
j + Iinter

j + No
, (1)

where pj and No represent the transmit power of BS j and
constant noise power, respectively. Note that Iintra

j and Iinter
j

are aggregate intra-network interference and inter-network
interference received at user j, respectively. For a given γj , we
simply compute an achievable rate rj from Shannon capacity
given by

rj = log2(1 + γj) (bps/Hz). (2)

In the case of competitive networks, each network i has its
own utility function referred as Ui. Also, UA and UB can
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be a different type due to differentiated target services or the
fairness objective of each operator. Since we are interested
in the performance gain depending on the cooperation, we
assume that two networks have the same form of Ui. In
particular, we in this paper consider each network aims to
maximize the sum of rates, i.e.,

Ui =
∑

j∈Bi

rj .

As two networks fundamentally have a conflict situation due
to the interference coupling environment, it is challenging to
find a proper common utility function U which can maximize
both UA and UB . Thus, while leaving it out of the scope in
this study, we consider U for the cooperation as a linear sum
of UA and UB , i.e., U = UA + UB .

C. Network Power Control Model

As an inter-network interference mitigation scheme, we
consider the power control of BSs. Since BSs for a given
network i are coordinated via a network i’s controller, we
differentiate two power control schemes depending on inter-
network operation. Here, each controller is presumed to know
the complete information of channel gains between its BSs
and users based on local measurement reports.

1) Cooperative Network Power Control: In order to maxi-
mize U , two networks may adjust transmit powers in a decen-
tralized manner due to architectural simplicity or considerable
extra cost for an additional inter-network coordinator. In this
case, they follow pre-agreed protocols or behave based on a
statistical information of the other network. On the other hand,
they cooperate in a centralized manner via the explicit inter-
network coordinator. As the upper bound performance of the
cooperation, we consider the centralized case since the local
information given in the distributed approaches is more limited
than the information available to a central controller. Then,
this can be seen as a conventional centralized wireless system
owned by single operator with respect to implementation and
network behavior. A difference from the single operator case
is that each operator may still be interested in its individual
performance, i.e., UA or UB , even though the unified network
behaves to maximize U .

For practicability, we assume that a transmit power p of a BS
is limited to the maximum allowed power pmax. Let us define
the feasible power set P = {p | 0 ≤ p ≤ pmax} that is used
all BSs in the considered system. Then, transmit power vector
p in all BSs can be defined in a feasible power vector space
Ω = Π

j∈BA∪BB

P . Note that Π stands for Cartesian product. For

a given channel realization, we formulate the corresponding
cooperative power control problem as follows:

maximize U(p),

subject to p ∈ Ω.

2) Competitive Network Power Control: Unlike the coop-
erative power control, two networks compete for maximizing
UA and UB regardless of how much their interference harms
other network. In a practical system, network i may adapt

its transmit power vector pi only according to monitored
interference from other network’s transmit power vector p−i.
Then, the other network reconsiders its power vector since
the network i changes pi. Such interactive adaptation process
between two networks will be continued until they reach into
the equilibrium or the monitoring phase ends. This interaction
can be analyzed by using a game model. Thus, we formulate
this as a strategic game denoted by G. Let us define a feasible
set of pi as Ωi = Π

j∈Bi

P . Since G is composed of triplets, the

competitive power control game of two networks is described
as follows:

• Player: M
• Action space: pi ∈ Ωi for i ∈ M
• Payoff function: Ui(pi, p−i) for i ∈ M.

D. Performance Metric

Depending on the business strategy between two operators,
the performance metric can be different. Clearly, each operator
is interested in its own network performance, i.e., E[Ui]. How-
ever, they may be interested in overall system performance,
i.e., E[U ], in the case of business collaboration where two
operators may fully share two networks as single operator.
Thus, the cooperation gain with respect to both E[Ui] and
E[U ] is considered as performance metric. Note that E[·]
represents an expectation operator.

III. SIMULATION MODEL

A. Numerical Approximation

Solving the cooperative network power control problem
is inherently challenging due to the lack of convexity in
the utility function. Thus, our approach is approximating the
optimal power allocation by solving a discrete optimization
problem after quantizing p into discrete levels1. Then, we
find the optimal solution of cooperative networks by an
exhaustive search. In the case of the competitive network
game, we analyze Nash equilibrium (NE). By definition, it
is the action profile that no player can yield a better utility
from unilateral deviation. The NEs can be determined by
finding the intersections of the best response curves of two
players. However, the best response function also is non-
convex for a given inter-network interference. Thus, instead
of analytically solving the game solution, we again adopt the
computational approximation based on quantized power levels.
It is noteworthy that the NE does not necessarily exist and
there might be more than one NE for a general game problem.
Accordingly, we search all existing NEs on the discrete action
space for a given user realization and then randomly select
one NE if multiple NEs are identified2.

1It has been identified that the discrete power control gives the sub-optimal
solution for the sum rate maximization when the number of all wireless links,
nA + nB , is small [12]. Particularly, [12] also showed that binary power
control is optimal in two links setting.

2By experiments over different realizations, we identify the proposed game
model mainly yields the unique NE, and thus the impact of multiple NEs is
negligible.
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Fig. 3. The statistical behavior comparison of power control cooperation and
competition (nA = nB = 2 and α = 3).

B. Simulation Parameters

We perform Monte-Carlo simulation with 1000 randomly
generated user locations and channel realizations. All relevant
simulation parameters are followed. The cell radius and dis-
tance between the closet BSs in two networks are set as 100 m.
Path loss can be described with a general log-distance path loss
model, i.e., PL = 10α log10(d)+L where α, d, and L account
for pathloss exponent, distance (meter) from a transmitter, and
a constant due to system losses, respectively. We in this simu-
lation assume L equal to 30 dB while α varies for evaluating
different propagation environments. Additionally, log-normal
shadow fading with standard deviation σ = 6 dB is included.
Also, P is quantized into a finite set {−∞, −3, 8.5, 20} dBm.
The noise power No is assumed to be −95 dBm.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Fig. 3 provides the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of U and UA when users are uniformly distributed with log-
normal shadowing. For individual network performance, we
illustrate only UA since the statistics of UB is equivalent
to UA due to the symmetry of the network geometry and
traffic statistics. Also note that resource division represents
that two networks equally divide the spectrum so that the rate
of each user is simply reduced by half. This case sketches
a conventional static spectrum allocation between networks
or spectrum sharing between an orthogonal spectrum usage
agreement between networks [1]. While the cooperation is
always better than the competition in terms of U from Fig. 3-
(b), we can identify that the cooperation can result in both pos-
itive and negative effects on UA as shown in Fig. 3-(a). Since
our cooperation objective aims to maximize overall sum rates,
either one of networks will be sacrificed in order to reduce
inter-network interference when it has low signal quality users.
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Fig. 4. Average cooperation gain according to the network size (nA = nB).
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Fig. 5. Illustration of relation between intra-network and inter-network
interference in competition (α = 3 and nA = nB = 2).

Conversely, it will have much more utility due to reduced inter-
network interference when the network has good signal quality
users. In other words, each network has a cooperation incentive
at high utility region while the temptation to be selfish exists in
the low utility region. Nevertheless, Fig. 3-(a) shows that the
80% cases of cooperation result in better performance in terms
of individual performance while the other 20% have worse
utility. This reflects that each network still have in an average
sense larger incentive for cooperation than being selfish.

A. Average Cooperation Gain in Shared Spectrum

When differentiating UA of two power control schemes
with superscript comp and coop, let us define the average
cooperation gain in terms of UA as

∆E[UA] :=
E[U coop

A ] − E[U comp
A ]

E[U comp
A ]

× 100 (%).

Likewise, we also define the average cooperation gain in terms
of U as ∆E[U ]. Then, Fig. 4 illustrates that ∆E[UA] and
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Fig. 6. Network separation effect (nA = nB = 2).

∆E[U ] drastically drops as the network size increases re-
gardless of α. This implies that cooperation between mutually
interfering networks may not be highly attractive as the net-
work size increases. This effect can be explained in two ways.
As the network size increases, the service area over which
the inter-network interference affects is reduced so that more
users in a given network relatively becomes decoupled from
other BSs in other network. In addition, when each network
owns multiple BSs, the intra-network interference mitigation
benefits lowering inter-network interference. In other words,
the selfish behavior to its own network can also reduce the
harmful interference to other network. Fig. 5 illustrates an
example statistics of NEs where reduced interference to itself,
i.e., user 1, benefits other user, i.e., user 3 in the other network.
This reflects that mutually beneficial decisions occur even
during network-wide competition. Note that this phenomenon
never happens in the case of nA = nB = 1 where each BS
always gives full interference to the other BS if they are in
competition.

B. Deployment Principle in Shared Spectrum

As discussed in Section II, one of realistic assumptions for
multi-operator deployments is that each network somehow is
separated, e.g., geographically or with high wall penetration.
∆E[UA] and ∆E[U ] are plotted in Fig. 6 according to addi-
tional constant path loss in channel gains across two networks,
i.e., network separation. When typical outer building wall
penetration loss is presumed as 20 dB [13], equivalently 40 dB
network separation between two adjacent buildings, deploying
a network at the neighboring building may not be critical
without agreed cooperation. In the figure, the cooperation gain
at 40 dB network separation turns very marginal, i.e., less than
2% in a highly interference coupled situation with α = 2.5. In
other words, the incentive for cooperation between networks
may lose a value when an operator deploys a network in close
buildings.

V. CONCLUSION

When small-sized cellular networks owned by different
operators are deployed in interference range on shared spec-

trum, we addressed a cooperative and a competitive power
control problem. From the evaluation results, we identified
that there exist both cooperative and competitive incentives
for each network sum rate maximization according to a utility
region. By comparing Nash equilibria and the social optimal
power allocation, we also found in an average sense that the
cooperation improves not only an overall system performance
but also an individual network performance. Nevertheless, the
cooperation incentive is drastically reduced as the size of
network increases since interference between two networks
can be mitigated by self-motivated interference reduction
inside of each network. From this, operators may not have
enough motivation for cooperation to suppress strategic cost
such as business-wise agreement. Additionally, by exploring
the network separation effect, we identified that only marginal
separation, e.g., deployments in adjacent buildings, makes the
competition comparable to the cooperation due to sufficiently
decoupled interference from adjacent networks. These results
are under a network symmetry assumption. Thus, asymmetric
networks need to be studied as a future work.
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